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Introduction
BAMSI, Incorporated, located in Titusville, Florida was
awarded the Materials Engineering Data Base Development
contract on October 1, 1988. Mr. Hugh M. Brown is the
CEO for BAMSI. A project management office was
established off-site in Huntsville, Alabama.
The period of performance was a three year base with two
one-year option periods. After the second option period,
the contract was extended an additional two years.
The purpose of the Materials Engineering Data Base
Contract was to compile the various types of materials
related data that exist at Marshall into databases which
could be accessed by all the NASA centers and by other
contractors. It consisted of twelve tasks. Eleven of the
tasks were related to data base development and the one
remaining task was to material testing.
The data base development personnel and the project
management personnel were located at an off-site office
complex and the material testing personnel were located
on-site in Building 4623. During the two-year extension
period as a cost-saving measure, all personnel were moved
on-site.
TASK 1
Development of Non-metallic Data Bases
Task 1 required the development of three data bases per
year. Selection was limited to the following categories:
• Coatings • Fabrics
• Composites • Coated Fabrics
• Films (Non-Photographic) • Tubing Electrical
• Foams • Nozzle Materials
• Hose/Tubing/Duct Material • Insulation, Thermal
• Inks/Markings • Potting Compounds
• Laminates • Fasteners (Non-metal)
• Sealant, Thread • Electrical Accessories
• WiredCableElectrical • Lubricants
First category selected was Tapes (adhesive/non-adhesive).
The Selection List Data Base was queried to obtain a listing
of the manufacturers of tape products. The manufacturers
were requested to submit product literature containing data
on different property values.
The literature received was evaluated by the staff Materials
Engineer. He developed a list of different property values
reported for tapes (i.e. tensile strength, elongation). The
list was submitted to NASA COTR for approval. After
approval was received, structuring of the data into
acceptable computer format was begun.
Thirty-eight (38) manufacturers submitted data on over
eleven hundred (1100) different tapes. Seventy (70)
different property categories were selected for reporting.
The list of manufacturers, products and suggested property
categories is attached. A copy of the finalized on-line data
entry screens is also included at the end of the
documentation on Task 1.
and twenty-five different potting and molding compounds.
A listing of these manufacturers and their products is
included. A list of the property values reported is attached
along with a copy of the finalized data entry screen format
at the end of the Task 1 documentation.
Insulations
The Selection List Data Base was queried to develop a list
of possible manufacturers of insulations. Forty-five
different companies responded with product literature on
approximately five hundred and fifty different materials. A
list of the manufacturers and their products is provided. A
list for the property values that were reported for
insulations is also included. A copy of the finalized version
of the on-line data entry screens is included at the end of
the Task 1 documentation.
Films
The Selection List Data Base was queried to develop a
listing of possible manufacturers of films. Twenty-three
manufacturers provided data on approximately two hundred
products. A listing of those manufacturers, their products
and the property values that were reported is included. The
finalized version of the on-line data entry screens is
included at the end of Task 1 documentation.
Tubings Data Base
The tubing data base covers heat shrinkable and electrical
tubings and sleevings. Thirty manufacturers of these
products responded with data on approximately four
hundred different products. The following is a list of the
manufacturers along with their products which are detailed
in the data base. A list of all reported properties is
included. A finalized version of the on-line data entry
screens is included at the end of the documentation for
Task 1.
Potting Compounds
The selection list was surveyed to develop a list of possible
manufacturers of potting compounds. These manufacturers
were contacted by BAMSI employees. Thirty-six
companies supplied data on approximately five hundred
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TUBINGS - 377 MATERIALS
_RIAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY
ABRASION RESISTANCE
ARC RESISTANCE
BOND STRENGTH
BRITTLE POINT
BURST PRESSURE
COEF OF FRICTION
COMPRESSION SET
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH ULTIMATE
CONTINUOUS SERVICE TEMP MAX
CONTINUOUS SERVICE TEMP MIN
DEFLECTION TEMP
DEFORMATION PERCENT
DENSITY
DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
DISSIPATION FACTOR
ELECTRICAL RATING
ELONGATION
FLEXURAL MODULUS
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
HARDNESS
i_ DISTORTION
CT STRENGTH
LATION RESISTANCE
INTERMIT SERVICE TEMP MAX
INTERMIT SERVICE TEMP MIN
LOW TEMPERATURE FLEXIBILITY
MELT POINT
OPTICAL TRANSMITTANCE
PEEL STRENGTH
REFRACTIVE INDEX
SHELF LIFE
SHRINK
SOFT POINT
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
SPECIFIC HEAT
SURFACE RESISTIVITY
TEAR STRENGTH
TENSILE ELASTIC MODULUS
TENSILE STRENGTH ULTIMATE
TENSILE STRENGTH YIELD
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
THERMAL EXPANSION COEF
VOLUME RESISTIVITY
WATER ABSORPTION
sum
_ows selected.
COUNT(*)
15
2
1
65
8
13
1
8
345
262
7
268
14
115
116
382
45
16
317
15
2
58
1
8
4
49
7
i01
37
1
25
1
15
271
4
228
3
2
ii
124
343
5
3
7
217
210
3752
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE PROPERTIES
PROPERTY COUNT(*)
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH 369
ELONGATION @ RUP 228
ELONGATION @ YLD i0
:RVED CHANGE 501
LE STRENGTH 594
WEIGHT CHANGE 2
sum 1704
6 rows selected.
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POTTING COMPOUNDS - 528 MATERIALS
:RIAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY
ABRASION RESISTANCE
APPLICATION TEMP MAXIMUM
APPLICATION TEMP MINIMUM
ARC RESISTANCE
BOND STRENGTH
BRITTLE POINT
COMPRESSION SET
COMPRESSIVE ELASTIC MODULUS
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH ULTIMATE
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH YIELD
CONTINUOUS SERVICE TEMP MAX
CONTINUOUS SERVICE TEMP MIN
CREEP STRENGTH
DEFLECTION TEMP
DENSITY
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
DISSIPATION FACTOR
ELONGATION
FLASH POINT
FLEXURAL MODULUS
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
H_D TIME
S TRANSITION TEMP
NESS
HEAT DISTORTION
IMPACT RESILLIENCE
IMPACT STRENGTH
INSULATION RESISTANCE
INTERMIT SERVICE TEMP MAX
INTERMIT SERVICE TEMP MIN
LOW TEMPERATURE FLEXIBILITY
OPTICAL TRANSMITTANCE
PEEL STRENGTH
PENETRATION
POT LIFE
REFRACTIVE INDEX
SHEAR STRENGTH
SHELF LIFE
SHRINK
SOLIDS PERCENT
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
SPECIFIC HEAT
SURFACE RESISTIVITY
SURFACE TENSION
TACK FREE TIME
TEAR STRENGTH
TENSILE ELASTIC MODULUS
TENSILE STRENGTH ULTIMATE
RNAL CONDUCTIVITY
RMAL EXPANSION COEF
VISCOSITY
VOLUME RESISTIVITY
WATER ABSORPTION
COUNT(*)
12
1
1
43
48
ii
31
32
223
6
248
163
37
9
213
840
439
825
283
33
66
173
116
78
551
116
i0
42
120
77
14
3
2
65
1
591
ii
55
371
284
47
414
37
90
4
62
114
65
374
343
356
626
668
313
sum 9757
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INSULATIONS - 539 MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
PROPERTY
ABRASION RESISTANCE
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT
ARC RESISTANCE
BOND STRENGTH
BRITTLE POINT
BURST PRESSURE
COMPRESSION SET
COMPRESSIVE DEFLECTION
COMPRESSIVE ELASTIC MODULUS
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH ULTIMATE
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH YIELD
CONTINUOUS SERVICE TEMP MAX
CONTINUOUS SERVICE TEMP MIN
DEFLECTION TEMP
DEFORMATION PERCENT
DENSITY
DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
DISSIPATION FACTOR
ELONGATION
FLASH POINT
F_URAL MODULUS
F_URAL STRENGTH
GEL'-TIME
GLASS TRANSITION TEMP
HARDNESS
IMPACT STRENGTH
INSULATION RESISTANCE
INTERMIT SERVICE TEMP MAX
INTERMIT SERVICE TEMP MIN
LOW TEMPERATURE FLEXIBILITY
MELT POINT
NOISE REDUCTION COEFFICIENT
PEEL STRENGTH
POISSONS RATIO
POT LIFE
SELF IGNITION TEMPERATURE
SHEAR MODULUS
SHEAR STRENGTH
SHELF LIFE
SHRINK
SOFT POINT
SOLIDS PERCENT
SOUND TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT
SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
SPECIFIC HEAT
TACK FREE TIME
STRENGTH
ELASTIC MODULUS
TENSILE STRENGTH ULTIMATE
TENSILE STRENGTH YIELD
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
THERMAL EXPANSION COEF
THERMAL RESISTANCE
COUNT(*)
33
173
4
3
5
7
i01
221
51
521
2
415
76
7
3O
536
27
66
48
36
144
16
20
414
5
5
82
27
1
i01
2
6
206
36
9
1
3
15
27
72
29
376
i0
6
8
87
69
69
8
136
75
338
4
775
i00
284
THERMALRESISTIVITY
VAPORPRESSURE
VISCOSITY
(VOLATILE ORGANIC
TILES PERCENT
VOLUME RESISTIVITY
WATER ABSORPTION
WITHSTAND VOLTAGE
sum
65 rows selected.
CONTENT)
2
7
239
1
1
37
134
5
17
6371
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE PROPERTIES
PROPERTY COUNT(*)
OBSERVED CHANGE 542
TENSILE STRENGTH i00
THICKNESS CHANGE 12
VOL CHANGE 179
WEIGHT CHANGE 12
sum 845
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FILMS - 178 MATERIALS
_RIAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY
ABRASION RESISTANCE
APPLICATION TEMP MAXIMUM
APPLICATION TEMP MINIMUM
ARC RESISTANCE
BOILING POINT
BOND STRENGTH
BRITTLE POINT
BURST PRESSURE
COEF OF FRICTION
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH ULTIMATE
CONTINUOUS SERVICE TEMP MAX
CONTINUOUS SERVICE TEMP MIN
CREEP RUPTURE
CREEP STRENGTH
DEFLECTION TEMP
DENSITY
DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
DISSIPATION FACTOR
ELONGATION
ENDURANCE LIFE
FUGUE LIMIT
F_GUE STRENGTH
FL'MSH POINT
FLEXURAL MODULUS
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
GEL TIME
GLASS TRANSITION TEMP
HARDNESS
IMPACT STRENGTH
INSULATION RESISTANCE
INTERMIT SERVICE TEMP MAX
INTERMIT SERVICE TEMP MIN
LOW TEMPERATURE FLEXIBILITY
MELT POINT
PEEL STRENGTH
POT LIFE
SHEAR MODULUS
SHEAR STRENGTH
SHELF LIFE
SHRINK
SOFT POINT
SOLIDS PERCENT
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
SPECIFIC HEAT
STIFFNESS
STRESS CRACKING
SURFACE RESISTIVITY
FREE TIME
STRENGTH
TENSILE ELASTIC MODULUS
TENSILE STRENGTH ULTIMATE
TENSILE STRENGTH YIELD
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
THERMAL EXPANSION COEF
COUNT(*)
9
1
8
2
1
25
i0
2
i0
7
52
43
8
9
19
94
1
72
22
71
240
6
3
4
4
18
55
4
22
29
85
3
18
2
1
22
311
25
1
456
74
29
39
41
20
3
1
3
ii
5
118
129
342
75
2O
32
VISCOSITY
VOLATILES PERCENT
,UMERESISTIVITY
_RABSORPTION
sum
60 rows selected.
6
27
25
12
2787
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE PROPERTIES
PROPERTY COUNT(*)
ADHESION 14
BOND STRENGTH 76
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 7
ELONGATION @ RUP 60
ELONGATION @ YLD 5
FLEXURAL STRENGTH 3
HARDNESS 6
MODULUS 125
OBSERVED CHANGE 241
TENSILE STRENGTH 331
VOL CHANGE 42
WEIGHT CHANGE 225
sum 1135
rows selected.
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COATINGS - 193 MATERIALS
RIAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY
ABRASION RESISTANCE
APPLICATION TEMP MAXIMUM
APPLICATION TEMP MINIMUM
ARC RESISTANCE
BOILING POINT
BOND STRENGTH
BRITTLE POINT
COEF OF FRICTION
COMPRESSIVE ELASTIC MODULUS
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH ULTIMATE
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH YIELD
CONTINUOUS SERVICE TEMP MAX
CONTINUOUS SERVICE TEMP MIN
DEFLECTION TEMP
DEFORMATION PERCENT
DENSITY
DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
DISSIPATION FACTOR
ELONGATION
FIRE POINT
FL_H POINT
F_HRAL MODULUS
FL_M'XURAL STRENGTH
GEL TIME
GLASS TRANSITION TEMP
HARDNESS
IMPACT RESILLIENCE
IMPACT STRENGTH
INSULATION RESISTANCE
INTERMIT SERVICE TEMP MAX
INTERMIT SERVICE TEMP MIN
LOW TEMPERATURE FLEXIBILITY
MELT POINT
OPTICAL ABSORPTANCE
OPTICAL EMISSIVITY
OPTICAL REFLECTANCE
OPTICAL TRANSMITTANCE
PEEL STRENGTH
POT LIFE
REFRACTIVE INDEX
SELF IGNITION TEMPERATURE
SHEAR STRENGTH
SHELF LIFE
SHRINK
SOFT POINT
SOLIDS PERCENT
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
SP_IFIC HEAT
S_FNESS
STRESS CRACKING
SURFACE RESISTIVITY
TACK FREE TIME
TEAR STRENGTH
TENSILE ELASTIC MODULUS
COUNT(*)
18
49
51
1
28
7
2
1
3
8
1
8O
42
4
1
135
i0
92
47
81
62
1
102
7
5
4
6
62
1
36
35
29
2
5
2
1
4
2
2
35
83
8
1
16
115
4
18
126
75
3
6
5
22
59
9
8
TENSILE STRENGTH ULTIMATE
TENSILE STRENGTH YIELD
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
EXPANSION COEF
PRESSURE
VISCOSITY
VOC (VOLATILE ORGANIC
VOLATILES PERCENT
VOLUME RESISTIVITY
WATER ABSORPTION
WEAR
WITHSTAND VOLTAGE
CONTENT)
sum
68 rows selected.
53
ii
12
13
7
130
23
29
47
18
4
i0
1979
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE PROPERTIES
PROPERTY COUNT(*)
ELONGATION @ RUP 1
ELONGATION @ YLD 3
HARDNESS 1
HARDNESS CHANGE 7
OBSERVED CHANGE 696
TENSILE STRENGTH 3
THICKNESS CHANGE 3
HT CHANGE 12
726
8 rows selected.
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NON-METALLIC PROPERTIES - MECHANICAL PROPERTIES DATA ENTRY SCREEN
_quence:
perty:
Prop Code:
Temp. Min:
Time:
Thickness:
App. Load:
Test Mthd:
Test Spec:
Comment #:
Comment:
Matcd: Data Source #:
Operator: Value:
Cure #:
Unit:
Temp. Max: Unit:
Unit: RH Pct:
Unit: Substrate:
Unit: Direction:
Deflection: Pct
Count: *0 <Replace>
NON-METALLIC PROPERTIES- WEAR PROPERTIES DATA ENTRY SCREEN
Sequence:
_ty:
Temp. Min:
Time:
RH Pct:
App. Load:
Test Mthd:
Abrasive:
Test Spec:
Comment #:
Comment:
Matcd: Data Source #:
Operator: Value:
Temp. Max: Unit:
Unit:
Cure #:
Unit:
Unit: Cycles:
Count: *0 <Replace>
NON-METALLIC PROPERTIES- STRESSCRACKINGPROPERTIESDATA ENTRYSCREEN
uence: Matcd: Data Source #:
perry: STRESS_CF_CKING Operator: Value: Unit:
Temp. Min:
Time:
RH Pct:
Media:
Test
Method:
Test
Spec:
Comment #:
Comment:
Temp. Max: Unit:
Unit:
Limit Strain: Pct Direction:
Count: *0 <Replace>
NON-METALLICPROPERTIES- FRICTION PROPERTIESDATA ENTRYSCREEN
_quence: Matcd: Data Source #:
perty: COEF_OF_FRICTION_ Operator: Value:
Temp. Min:
Time:
RH Pct:
Pressure:
Rate:
Test Mthd:
Res. Mtrl:
Comment #:
Comment:
Temp. Max:
Unit:
Unit:
Unit:
Unit:
Cure #:
Unit:
Count: *0
<Replace>
NON-METALLICPROPERTIES- TEMPERATUREPROPERTIESDATA ENTRYSCREEN
Sequence:
petty:
Amount of
Deflection:
Matcd:
Unit:
Operator:
Data Source #: Cure #:
Value: Unit:
RH Pct:
Applied
Load: Unit:
Test Mthd:
Test Spec:
Comment #:
Comment:
Count: *0
<Replace>
NON-METALLIC PROPERTIES- OPTICAL PROPERTIESDATA ENTRY SCREEN
Sequence:
Oi_perty:
Matcd: Data Source #:
Operator: Value:
Cure #:
Unit:
Temp. Min:
Wave
Length:
Temp. Max:
Units:
Unit:
ADgle of
Incidence: Polar: (S, P)
Radiation
Source:
Test Spec:
Comment #:
Comment:
Color of
Material:
Count: *0 <Replace>
NON-METALLIC PROPERTIES- CREEPPROPERTIESDATA ENTRYSCREEN
Sequence:
perty:
Temp. Min:
Time:
RH Pct:
Thickness:
Creep Pct:
Test Mthd:
Test Spec:
Comment #:
Comment:
Matcd: Data Source #:
Operator: Value:
Temp. Max: Unit:
Unit:
Cure #:
Unit:
Unit:
Rup: (Y,N)
n
Direction:
Count: *0 <Replace>
NON-METALLIC PROPERTIES- IMPACT PROPERTIESDATA ENTRYSCREEN
,quence: Matcd: Data Source #:
petty: Operator: Value:
Temp. Min: Temp. Max: Unit:
Width: Unit:
RH Pct:
Cure #:
Unit:
Specimen
Type:
Test Mthd:
Test Spec:
Comment #:
Comment:
Direction:
Count: *0 <Replace>
0
H
,,¢
==
H
r4
U
0
m
0
==
0
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ffl
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NON-METALLIC PROPERTIES - MAGNETIC PROPERTIES DATA ENTRY SCREEN
Sequence:
perty:
Prop Code:
Temp. Min:
Field
Strength:
Matcd: Data Source #:
Operator: Value: Unit:
Temp. Max: Unit:
Unit:
Test Mthd:
Test Spec:
Comment #:
Comment:
Count: *0 <Replace>
.......... NON-METALLICPROPERTIES: - PROPERTYCOMMENT ABLE .........
The property comment table is intended to contain distinct comments from the
roperty tables using the comment number as the key to join the tables.
ges made in this screen will also be reflected in ALL property tables
containing the coresponding comment number.
Comm #: Comments:
Count: *0
<Replace>
•!i
NON-METALLIC PROPERTIES- RESISTANCECHARACTERISTICSDATA ENTRY SCREEN
Sequence:
perty:
Temp. Min:
Time:
Pressure:
Medium:
Matcd: Data Source #:
Operator: Value:
Temp. Max:
Unit:
Unit: RH Pct:
Unit:
Unit:
Observation:
Test Mthd:
Test Spec:
Comment #:
Comment:
Count: *0 <Replace>
NON-METALLIC PROPERTIES: - RESISTANCECHARACTERISTICSCOMMENTABLE
The resistance characteristics comment table is intended to contain distinct
mments from the resistance characteristics table using the comment number
join the tables. Changes made in this screen will also be reflected in the
resistance characteristics table containing the coresponding comment number.
Comm #: Comments:
Count: *0 <Replace>
NON-METALLICMATERIAL PROPERTIES - CURE ENTRY/UPDATE FORM
Lence: Mated: Data Source #: Cure #:
Blends i)
3)
2)
4)
W/V/B: Time: hr Temp: f Pressure: psia
Comm #:
Comment:
Sequence:
Ph Blends i)
3)
W/V/B: Time:
Comm #:
Comment:
Matcd: Data Source #:
2)
4)
hr Temp: f
Cure # :
Pressure: psia
Count: *0 <Replace>
.......... NO_-METALLIC PROPERTIES: - CURECOMMENTABLE ......_= =
The cure comment table is intended to contain distinct comments from the
Ire table using the comment number as the key to join the tables.
ges made in this screen will also be reflected in the cure table
containing the coresponding comment number.
Comm #: Comments:
Count: *0 <Replace>
......... NON-METALLICPROPERTIES DATA SOURCES ........
DATA SOURCE#
DATA SOURCE
DOCUMENTID
DOCUMENTDATE
COMMENTS
Enter a query;mpress_KP-,_to execute, PF4 to cancel.
Count: *0 -- ENTERQUERY <Replace>
NON-METALLICMATERIALS PROPERTIES- COMPOSITIONBREAKDOWNENTRY/UPDATEFORM
quence: Matcd: Data Source #: Cure #:
Description:
Generic Type:
Form:
Parts By
Weight:
Thickness:
Filler:
Composition:
Parts By
Volume:
Unit:
Pct
Pct
Count: *0 <Replace>
NON-METALLIC MATERIALS PROPERTYUNIT CONVERSIONS
Description Property Name Pre-Unit Oper. Factor Post-Unit Comments
m
m
m
m
Enter_Property_Description.
Count: *0
Valid values are PROPERTY or RES CHAR.
<Replace>
MAPTIS NON-METALLIC PROPERTIESGENERALENTRY/UPDATE FORM
Sec_ence #:
le Type:
U_Temperature -
Designation:
Matcd: Generic ID: Data Srce:
Min: f Max: f
Composition:
Proc Method:
Color Cured:
Comments:
Specification:
Manufacturer/Supplier (M/S):
Name:
Division:
Addrl:
City:
Country:
Addr2:
State: Zip:
Pho-ne:
Data Srce:
Count: *0 <Replace>
NON-METALLICPROPERTIESGENERALMATERIAL COMMENTSENTRY/UPDATEFORM
Seq:
Comment:
Matcd: Data Srce:
;equence :
_roperty Name:
Seq:
Comment:
Matcd: Data Srce:
_equence :
._roper ty Name:
Seq:
Comment:
Matcd: Data Srce:
._ount : *0 <Replace>
TASK 2
Standards Data Base
Task requirement was to modify existing Standards Data
Base to include a user's manual, report formats, additions
of other specifications, etc.
Accomplishment include development of a user's manual
that describes methodology and procedures for accessing
the data. Specifications and Standards for the Air Force,
Lewis Research Center (LeRC), Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC) and Space Station have been input into the
MAPTIS system.
The master table was modified to display Document Major
Category, Document Discipline, Document Secondary
Category as well as codes for each. A User's Table was
created to display Document Users. Document User's List
was reduced to Johnson Space Center (JSC), Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC), Kennedy Space Center
(KSC) and Lewis Research Center (LeRC).
All appropriate changes to the entry/update screen, search
criteria, help screens and report formats were included in
the data base.
The finalize data screens are attached.
:!7
DOCUMENT AND REVISION NUMBERS
IST MAJOR CATEGORY
TITLE:
STANDARDS DATABASE
DEL REV. DATE DOCUMENT TYPE FSC CUSTODIAN MET
CODE DISCIPLINE CODE 2ND MAJOR CATEGORY
+.... USERS .... +
I1 ,
I I
.......... ABSTRACT .........................
ENTER DOCUMENT AND REVISION NUMBERS IN THIS FIELD
Count: *0 <Replace>
TASK3
Provide Research to Update Data in MAPTIS
Sub-Task 1 - Minimum and Maximum Operating
Temperature.
Manufacturer's product literature for all Selection List
Nonmetallic materials was reviewed. All information
relating to minimum and maximum operating
temperature was identified and input on-line into the
Selection List Data Base. As new materials are
included into the data base, the minimum and
maximum operating temperatures are included if that
information is available. However, many
manufacturers do not supply this information.
A report on minimum and maximum operating
temperatures that was submitted to NASA by another
contractor(Grumman) was reviewed. Any product data
(not found in Selection List) referenced in that report
was included in the data base. In those cases where
both sources had data but the data did not correspond,
additional research was performed to validate the data.
Data was submitted from other shuttle contractors.
This data was specific to their specific projects and
was included where possible.
Of the 23,689 material codes in the Selection List Data
Base, minimum and maximum temperatures have been
identified for 9431 of them.
Sub-Task 2 - Directory Data Sheets
On-line entry was determined to be more efficient both
with speed and accuracy. Therefore, on-line data entry
screens were developed for all the data bases. BAMSI
provided personnel capable of providing instructions
and training to any one requiring assistance. All
hardware was provided by NASA.
TASK 4
Metallic Materials Data Bases
BAMSI was tasked to develop properties databases
Nonferrous and ferrous alloys. BAMSI personnel used to
develop these databases was a metallurgist, computer
programmer and two data analyst.
Source material was Aerospace Structural Metals
Handbook and Mil-HDBK-5. The format and procedures
developed by BAMSI on contract NAS 8-36360 was used
for these databases.
Properties data bases were developed for Nickel, Cobalt,
Titanium and Magnesium. All source material was
evaluated to obtain mechanical, magnetic, physical, stress,
electrical and H2 properties.
A list is attached of all properties reported to the specific
alloys. A copy of the on-line data entry screens are also
attached.
H
NICKEL ALLOYS - 40
H2 PROPERTIES
OPERTY_NAME
COUNT(*)
ELONGATION IN OTHER GAS
H2 ELONGATION
H2 REDUCTION OF AREA
H2 TENSILE STRENGTH
H2 TENSILE YIELD
RATIO
REDUCTION OF AREA IN OTHER GAS
TENSILE STRENGTH IN OTHER GAS
TENSILE YIELD IN OTHER GAS
sum
9 rows selected.
9
i0
i0
41
7
12
i0
43
5
147
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME COUNT( * )
COERCIVE FORCE
CURIE TEMPERATURE
PERMEABILITY
RESIDUAL INDUCTION
SATURATION INDUCTION
4
5
2O
4
1
34
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME COUNT( * )
BEARING ULTIMATE STRENGTH - DRY PIN VALUES
BEARING YIELD STRENGTH - DRY PIN VALUES
BEND RADIUS - 180 DEG
COMPRESSIVE ELASTIC MODULUS
COMPRESSIVE YIELD STRENGTH
CREEP RUPTURE
CREEP STRENGTH
ELONGATION
FATIGUE STRENGTH
HARDNESS - BRINELL
HARDNESS - BRINELL - 3000 KG LOAD
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL - A
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL - B
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL - C
HARDNESS - VICKERS
IMPACT - CHAPRY V-NOTCH
IMPACT - CHARPY KEYHOLE
IMPACT - CHARPY U-NOTCH
IMPACT - CHARPY V-NOTCH
PACT - IZOD
PACT - KEYHOLE NOTCH
ANE - STRAIN FRACTURE TOUGHNESS
REDUCTION OF AREA
SHEAR RIGIDITY MODULUS
SHEAR STRENGTH
95
92
20
71
99
518
18
1183
121
119
36
3
86
225
12
22
17
4
115
4
5
33
516
73
104
TENSILE ELASTIC MODULUS
TENSILE YIELD STRENGTH
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH
m
J
28 r©ws selected.
/
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME
ELEC COND - IACS %(VOL)
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
LIMIT SERVICE TEMP - DEG F
SPECIFIC HEAT
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT
9O
1236
1756
6673
COUNT( * )
38
48
4
6
2
3
sum i01
6 rows selected.
STRESS PROPERTIES
PROPERTY_NAME COUNT(*)
CORROSION RATE 142
PTH OF PITTING 42
RESS CORROSION THRESHOLD 16
sum 200
TITANIUM ALLOYS - 21
H2 PROPERTIES
!
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME COUNT(*)
PERMEABILITY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME COUNT( * )
BEARING ULTIMATE STRENGTH - DRY PIN VALUES
BEARING YIELD STRENGTH - DRY PIN VALUES
BEND RADIUS
BEND RADIUS - 105 DEG
COMPRESSIVE ELASTIC MODULUS
COMPRESSIVE YIELD STRENGTH
CREEP RUPTURE
CREEP STRENGTH
ELONGATION
FATIGUE STRENGTH
HARDNESS - BRINELL
HARDNESS - BRINELL - 3000 KG LOAD
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL - B
DNESS - ROCKWELL - CACT - CHAPRY V-NOTCH
IMPACT - CHARPY - V
IMPACT - CHARPY - V - NOTCH
IMPACT - CHARPY V
IMPACT - CHARPY-V
IMPACT - CHARPY-V NOTCH
IMPACT - DROP WEIGHT
PLANE - STRAIN FRACTURE TOUGHNESS
REDUCTION OF AREA
SHEAR RIGIDITY MODULUS
SHEAR STRENGTH
TENSILE ELASTIC MODULUS
TENSILE YIELD STRENGTH
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH
sum
28 rows selected.
286
254
63
40
105
344
320
600
3133
521
8
3
4
85
13
33
155
5
74
18
.i!_C 150
_i ii 2179
_ - 162
3412
3441
....15874
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME COUNT( * )
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
CIFIC HEAT
RMAL CONDUCTIVITY
RMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT
sum
STRESSPROPERTIES
PROPERTY_NAME COUNT(*)
ION RATE 28
FTU _ CHANGE - CORROSION 12
FTU CHANGE - STRESS CORROSION 36
FTY % CHANGE - CORROSION 1
FTY CHANGE - STRESS CORROSION 17
RESIDUAL ELONGATION - STRESS CORROSION 36
STRESS CORROSION THRESHOLD 28
sum 158
7 rows selected.
•"i i
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS - 22
H2 PROPERTIES
/
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
0
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME
m
COUNT(*)
BEARING ULTIMATE STRENGTH - DRY PIN VALUES
BEARING YIELD STRENGTH - DRY PIN VALUES
BEND RADIUS
COMPRESSIVE ELASTIC MODULUS
COMPRESSIVE YIELD STRENGTH
CREEP RUPTURE
CREEP STRENGTH
ELONGATION
FATIGUE STRENGTH
HARDNESS - BRINELL
HARDNESS - BRINELL - i000 KG LOAD, i0 MM BALL
HARDNESS - BRINELL - i000 KG LOAD, 9/16 IN BALL
HARDNESS - BRINELL - 500 KG LOAD, i0 MM BALL
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL - E
PACT - CHARPY - UNNOTCHED
ACT CHARPY KEYHOLE NOTCH
ACT CHARPY UNNOTCHED
IMPACT - CHARPY V - NOTCH
IMPACT - IZOD
SHEAR RIGIDITY MODULUS
SHEAR STRENGTH
TENSILE ELASTIC MODULUS
TENSILE YIELD STRENGTH
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH
sum
24 rows selected.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME
218
221
5
103
402
29
93
541
254
3O
12
i0
38
36
3
5
3
5
1
109
154
_i_ i i i
_?_ 646
- _, 3676
::i!_!COUNT ( * )
ELEC COND - IACS %(VOL)
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
SPECIFIC HEAT
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT
sum
58
107
30
65
38
298
STRESS PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME COUNT(*)
ELONGATION% CHANGE - CORROSION 5
FTU % CHANGE - CORROSION 5
m i0
-..;'2;,
ALUMINUM- 137 ALLOYS
H2 PROPERTIES
,PERTYNAME COUNT(*)
ELONGATIONIN OTHERGAS
H2 E{ONGATION
H2 REDUCTIONOF AREA
H2 TENSILE STRENGTH
H2 TENSILE YIELD
REDUCTIONOF AREA IN OTHERGAS
TENSILE STRENGTHIN OTHERGAS
TENSILE YIELD IN OTHERGAS
sum
8 rows selected.
2
1
2
1
1
4
4
3
18
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
0
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME COUNT( * )
RING ULTIMATE STRENGTH - DRY PIN VALUES
RING YIELD STRENGTH - DRY PIN VALUES
D RADIUS - 90 DEG
COMPRESSIVE ELASTIC MODULUS
COMPRESSIVE YIELD STRENGTH
CREEP RUPTURE
CREEP STRENGTH
ELONGATION
FATIGUE STRENGTH
FATIGUE STRENGTH - AXIAL
FATIGUE STRENGTH - DIRECT STRESS
FATIGUE STRENGTH - REPEAT FLEXURE
FATIGUE STRENGTH - REVERSE BEND
FATIGUE STRENGTH - ROTATING BEAM
HARDNESS - BRINELL - 500 KG LOAD, i0 MM BALL - 65 -
HARDNESS - BRINELL - 500KG LOAD, 10MM BALL
HARDNESS - BRINELL - 500KG LOAD, 10MM BALL, 30 SECONDS
HARDNESS - DPH - i00 GM LOAD
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL - B
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL - B SCALE
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL - E
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL - E SCALE
HARDNESS - VICKERS
IMPACT
IMPACT - 90 NOTCH SPECIMEN
IMPACT - CHARPY - V-NOTCH
IMPACT - CHARPY V-NOTCH
ACT - KEYHOLE SPECIMEN
ACT UNNOTCHED SPECIMEN
PLANE - STRAIN FRACTURE TOUGHNESS
REDUCTION OF AREA
SHEAR RIGIDITY MODULUS
SHEAR STRENGTH
AVG
-i
"#%_:.
z ,
;% .
3370
3221
615
656
3184
123
469
5018
123
18
54
20
6
278
1
206
5
2
41
2
21
2
8
58
2
16
15
2
2
683
291
561
2020
TENSILE ELASTIC MODULUS
TENSILE YIELD STRENGTH
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH
36 r_ws selected.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME
ELEC COND - IACS %(VOL)
ELEC COND - IACS %(WT)
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
OPTICAL - EMISSIVITY
SPECIFIC HEAT
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT
sum
7 rows selected.
855
6534
7342
35824
COUNT( * )
152
8
177
8
38
191
230
804
STRESS PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME
ROSION RATE
TH OF PITTING
NGATION % CHANGE - CORROSION
FTU % CHANGE - CORROSION
FTU CHANGE - STRESS CORROSION
FTY % CHANGE - CORROSION
RESIDUAL ELONGATION - STRESS CORROSION
STRESS CORROSION THRESHOLD
sum
8 rows selected.
COUNT(*)
133
66
29
27
45
17
43
257
_:' 617
STEEL ALLOYS - 99
H2 PROPERTIES
)PERTY NAME COUNT(*)
ELONGATION IN OTHER GAS
H2 _LONGATION
H2 REDUCTION OF AREA
H2 TENSILE STRENGTH
H2 TENSILE STRENGTH - NOTCHED
H2 TENSILE STRENGTH - UNNOTCHED
H2 TENSILE YIELD
REDUCTION OF AREA IN OTHER GAS
TENSILE STRENGTH IN OTHER GAS
TENSILE STRENGTH IN OTHER GAS - NOTCHED
TENSILE STRENGTH IN OTHER GAS - UNNOTCHED
TENSILE YIELD IN OTHER GAS
sum
12 rows selected.
20
12
20
8
8
4
5
36
3
16
17
7
156
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME COUNT(*)
COERCIVE FORCE
COERCIVITY
IE TEMPERATURE
UCTION
TIAL PERMEABILITY
MAXIMUM PERMEABILITY
PERMEABILITY
RESIDUAL ELONGATION
RESIDUAL INDUCTION
RETENTIVITY
SATURATION INDUCTION
sum
11 rows selected.
12
1
1
11
4
42
143
1
8
1
13
237
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME COUNT(*)
BEARING ULTIMATE STRENGTH - DRY PIN VALUES
BEARING YIELD STRENGTH - DRY PIN VALUES
BEND RADIUS
BEND RADIUS - 110 DEG
BEND RADIUS - 135 DEG
BEND RADIUS - 140 DEG
BEND RADIUS - 180 DEG
BEND RADIUS - 90 DEG
PRESSIVE ELASTIC MODULUS
PRESSIVE YIELD STRENGTH
CREEP RUPTURE
CREEP STRENGTH
ELONGATION
FATIGUE STRENGTH
693
685
13
1
ii
1
26
ii
327
523
238
243
3637
141
FATIGUE STRENGTH- AXIAL LOAD
FATIGUE STRENGTH- CANTILEVERBEAM
FATIGUE STRENGTH- DIRECT STRESS
FATIGUE STRENGTH- FLEXURE
IGUE STRENGTH- REVERSEBENDIGUE STRENGTH REVERSEBENDING (RAYFLEX)
FATIGUE STRENGTH- ROTAING BEAM
FATIGUE STRENGTH- ROTATING BEAM
HARDNESS
HARDNESS- BRINELL
HARDNESS- BRINELL - 3000 KG
HARDNESS- BRINELL - ROCKWELLB
HARDNESS- ROCKWELL
HARDNESS- ROCKWELL- B
HARDNESS- ROCKWELL- C
HARDNESS- ROCKWELLB - BRINELL
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL-C
HARDNESS - VHN - 10KG
IMPACT
IMPACT - CHARPY V
IMPACT - CHARPY V-NOTCH
IMPACT - NRL BULGE EXPLOSION
PLANE - STRAIN FRACTURE TOUGHNESS
REDUCTION OF AREA
SHEAR RIGIDITY MODULUS
SHEAR STRENGTH
TENSILE ELASTIC MODULUS
TENSILE YIELD STRENGTH
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH
m
rows selected.
365
i0
36
74
38
4
4
256
2
424
4
8
1
224
643
8
3
2
1085
1
22
3
185
1633
324
513
409
3471
3880
20182
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME COUNT(*)
ELEC COND - IACS %(VOL)
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
LIMIT SERVICE TEMP - DEG F
SPECIFIC HEAT
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT
sum
6 rows selected.
28
99
59
45
57
64
352
STRESS PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME COUNT(*)
CORROSION RATE
DEPTH OF PITTING
)NGATION % CHANGE - CORROSION
% CHANGE - CORROSION
FTU CHANGE - STRESS CORROSION
FTY % CHANGE - CORROSION
RESIDUAL ELONGATION - STRESS CORROSION
STRESS CORROSION THRESHOLD
173
14
16
14
21
8
17
92
sum
8
MATERIAL CODE
NUMBER
4
TES_ TYPE
/
FAILURE MODE
HEAT RATE
ORIENTATION
f/sec
RESTRAINED THERMAL GROWTH ........
DATA SOURCE PROJECT NUMBER
BILLET ID
SPECIMEN #
FIBER FRACTURE
DENSITY
LOT PLATE
g/cc
PRE-TEST CONDITIONING
FIRST PEAK TEMPERATURE
FINAL PEAK TEMPERATURE
INITIAL MODULUS
REMARKS
f
f
msi
TEST TEMPERATURE
FIRST PEAK STRESS
FINAL PEAK STRESS
SECONDARY MODULUS
f
psi
psi
msi
Count: *0 <Replace>
........ SHEAR ........
MAT. CODE FAIL MODE BILLET ID RUN # TEST TYPE ORIENTATIONDS
DECIMEN # LOT PLATE TEST TEMP. TIME AT TEMP. MAX TEMP. CENTER TEMP
, f sec f f
/
SPECIMEN LEN. --------------- ...... -.... GAGE --- .... -...... -------- .... =
in LEN in WDTH in THK in DIA in
DENSITY GAGE SECT. AREA SONIC MOD. PEAK VELOCITY
g/cc in x in msi in/usec
BREAK VELOCITY
in/usec
SHEAR STRGTH STRAIN AT STRGTH SHEAR MOD. QUALIFIER STRESS RATE
psi in/in msi psi/in
...... =-= ........ ----- PAGANO'S MODULUS -----=---- ...... - .... =
QUALIFIER 1ST LABEL IST MODULUS 2ND LABEL 2ND MODULUS
msi msi
REMARKS
Count: *0 <Replace>
MATERIAL CODE
TEMP.
4
TES_ TYPE
........ STRESS STRAIN ........
DATA SOURCE PROJECT NUMBER
f RUN NUMBER BILLET ID
ORIENTATION SPECIMEN NUMBER LOT PLATE
MAXIMUM STRAIN mil/in
STRESS AT
MAXMIUM STRAIN psi
STRAIN mil/in STRESS psi
REMARKS
Count: *0
<Replace>
MATERIAL CODE
NUMBER
l
REFERENCE ROD
TEST TYPE
INITIAL THICKNESS
FINAL THICKNESS
DENSITY
REFERENCE GAUGE
TEST TEMPERATURE
REMARKS
........ THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
DATA SOURCE
ORIENTATION
PROJECT NUMBER
BILLET ID
PRE-CHAR SPECIFICATION
SPECIMEN NUMBER LOT PLATE
g/cc
in
in
in
INITIAL WEIGHT
FINAL WEIGHT
SPECIMEN DIAMETER
SPECIMEN GUAGE
in
in
f THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
gm
gm
btu-in/hr/sqft/f
Count: *0 <Replace>
MATERIAL CODE
NUMBER
l
PRE,-_fEST CONDITION
TEST TYPE CTE
INITIAL LENGTH
FINAL LENGTH
DENSITY
TIME
HEAT RATE
REMARKS
........ THERMAL EXPANSION
DATA SOURCE
ORIENTATION
_I|||||
PROJECT NUMBER
BILLET ID
PRE-CHAR SPECIFICATION
SPECIMEN NUMBER LOT PLATE
in INITIAL WEIGHT
in FINAL WEIGHT
DILATOMETER
TEST TEMPERATURE
THERMAL EXPANSION
g/cc
sec
f/sec
gm
gm
10-3 in/in
Count: *0 <Replace>
i "
_,
MAT. CODE
........ TENSION ........
DS FAIL MODE BILLET ID RUN # TEST TYPE ORIENTATION
TN
LOT PLATE TEST TEMP. TIME AT TEMP. MAX TEMP. DENSITY
f sec f g/cc
:CIMEN #
__l
/
SPECIMEN LEN.
in
--- .................. - ...... GAGE ........................
LEN in WDTH in THK in DIA in
ULT. STRGTH
psi
YLD STRGTH ULT STRAIN STRAIN AT STRGTH INT ELASTIC MOD
psi mil/in mil/in msi
SECANT MOD
msi
QUALIFIER SHEAR MOD 2NDARY MOD SONIC MOD PEAK VELOCITY
msi msi msi in/usec
BREAK VELOCITY
in/usec
-..................... POISSON'S RATIO ......... - ............
IST LABEL IST RATIO 2ND LABEL 2ND RATIO
STRESS RATE
psi/min
REMARKS
Count: *0 <Replace>
mlz_s_Is
MATERIAL CODE
NUMBER
4
SPE_qMEN NUMBER
TEST TEMPERATURE
THERMAL HEAT CAPICITY / SPECIFIC HEAT ........
DATA SOURCE PROJECT NUMBER
BILLET ID
LOT
HEAT CAPICITY
PLATE
btu/ib/f
REMARKS
Count: *0
<Replace>
,7_/'
MATERIAL CODE
E-TEST CONDITIONING
IE_TATION
/
HEAT
SOURCE
........ THERMAL RESPONSE
DATA SOURCE
SPECIMEN NUMBER
BILLET ID
RUN NUMBER
LOT
DISTANCE OF SAMPLE
FROM HEAT SOURCE
PLATE
in
DISTANCE OF THERMOCOUPLE FROM
HEATED FACE OF SAMPLE in
APPLIED
HEAT FLUX btu/sqft/sec
TIME
REMARKS
sec TEST TEMPERATURE f
Count: *0 <Replace>
SEQUENCE#
ALLOY TYPE
CATEGORY
ALT DESIGNATION-I
METALSGENERALTABLE: ALUMINUMS ......=
ALLOY
UNS DESIGNATION
ALT DESIGNATION-2
ALT DESIGNATION-3
DENSITY
MELTING RANGE-MAX
MELTING RANGE-MIN
POISSONS RATIO
VALUE UNITS REFERENCE
Count: *0 <Replace>
cr
REFERENCE
CONDITION
COMMENTS
m
--- UNITS ===
TIME TEMP
H2 EMBRITTLEMENT TABLE:
SEQUENCE #
ALUMINUMS ===s==_=
ALLOY
FORM
# NAME
PROPERTY .................................
VALUE UNIT QUAL
************************
* PROPERTY NUMBERS (P#):
* 1 - H2 ELONGATION
* 2 - H2 RED AREA
* 3 - H2 TNSL STRN
* 4 - H2 TNSL YLD
* 5 - ELONG OTH GAS
* 6 - RED OTH GAS
* 7 - FTU OTH GAS
* 8 - FTY OTH GAS
* 9 - RATIO
GAS
OTHER ........................= =
PRESSURE UNIT KSI
H2 PRESS UNIT KSI
EXP TIME EXP TEMP
SPECIMEN TYPE NOTCH (Y/N)
Count: *0 <Replace>
TASK 5
Lubricant Data Base
The Lubricant Data Base residing on the PDP at contract
start was evaluated. After a lengthy review, the decision
was made to develop a new lubricants data base.
The usable data on the old database was transferred to the
new database residing on MAPTIS. Then a listing of
lubricant manufacturers was obtained from the Selection
List.
These manufacturers were contacted and asked to provide
properties data on their products. They were informed that
any information they provided would be entered on a
NASA database that would be accessed by any of the
NASA centers and also by contractors who had applied for
an been granted access.
Forty manufacturers responded with data on more than 650
products. This data was reviewed an included in the
database.
The TM/TMX Handbooks for lubricants were also
evaluated and all data deemed necessary was input into the
database.
A listing of all the manufacturers and their products is
attached along with a list of all property values reported for
lubricants.
All on-line input screens can be accessed through
Nonmetals Properties Data Base using the "data
maintenance" option.
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LUBRICANTS - 671 MATERIALS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
_RTY COUNT(*)
ABRASION RESISTANCE
ARC RESISTANCE
BOILING POINT
BOMB OXIDATION
BORDERLINE PUMP
BULK MODULUS
COEF OF FRICTION
COMPRESSION SET
COMPRESSIVE ELASTIC MODULUS
COMPRESSIVE STRAIN
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH ULTIMATE
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH YIELD
CONTINUOUS SERVICE TEMP MAX
CONTINUOUS SERVICE TEMP MIN
_REEP STRENGTH
DEFLECTION TEMP
DEFORMATION PERCENT
9ENSITY
9IELECTRIC BREAKDOWN
9IELECTRIC CONSTANT
)TELECTRIC STRENGTH
)ISSIPATION FACTOR
)ROPPING POINT
_CTRICAL RATING
_IGATION
_RANCE LIFE
_ATIGUE LIMIT
_IRE POINT
"LASH POINT
"LEXURAL MODULUS
"LEXURAL STRENGTH
_LOW POINT
ZEL TIME
[ARDNESS
MPACT RESILLIENCE
MPACT STRENGTH
NSULATION RESISTANCE
NTERMIT SERVICE TEMP MAX
NTERMIT SERVICE TEMP MIN
IMITING PV
ELT POINT
PTICAL EMISSIVITY
EEL STRENGTH
ENETRATION
OT LIFE
OUR POINT
EFRACTIVE INDEX
ELF IGNITION TEMPERATURE
HEAR STRENGTH
HELF LIFE
POINT
PERCENT
PECIFIC GRAVITY
PECIFIC HEAT
JRFACE RESISTIVITY
JRFACE TENSION
_CK FREE TIME
i0
6
19
29
6
56
131
2
24
4
126
19
377
257
7
16
18
381
9
39
29
31
81
2
30
78
4
69
386
2O
24
2
9
ii0
1
26
2
30
14
4
44
2
1
222
3
218
15
3
9
171
5
88
311
76
2
ii
3
FEAR STRENGTH
TENSILE ELASTIC MODULUS
TENSILE STRENGTH ULTIMATE
tHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
THERMAL EXPANSION COEF
STRENGTH
PRESSURE
YISCOSITY
YISCOSITY INDEX
YOC (VOLATILE ORGANIC CONTENT)
YOLATILES PERCENT
IOLUME RESISTIVITY
_ATER ABSORPTION
;EAR
gum
72 rows selected.
39
107
166
144
190
37
129
743
134
ii
87
33
i0
310
ii
5823
_HEMICAL RESISTANCE PROPERTIES
'ROPERTY COUNT(*)
)BSERVED CHANGE 1208
TEIGHT CHANGE 179
2
um 1389
****************************************************************************
TASK6
Technical Personnel (Computer)
Task required technical personnel capable of interacting
with a Relational Data Base Management System. BAMSI
provided form one (1) to two (2) computer programmers
and a computer assistant during the seven year contract.
Computer programmers were given Oracle training and
training on Digital Equipment. Each time Oracle was
upgraded they received additional training.
BAMSI technical support personnel provided the
programming for all the metals and non-metals properties
databases.
In addition to those databases, the following databases
and/or tables have been created during this contract. The
databases have been created using the ORACLE RDBMS
using DCL for the menus. Each database has a menus to
access the canned queries, which have several report and
search options, data entry/update screens and help screens;
1. Nozzle Data Base - A program was written to read the
data tape supplied by Thiokol. This data was
generated by Southern Research Institute (DRI) of FM
5834 carbon phenolic, FM 5055 carbon phenolic, FM
5839 carbon, FM 5064 carbon.
2. Atomic Oxygen Data Base
3. Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) Data
Base This data was generated from technical
research papers written by the investigators of each
experiment. A M/Vision version of this database has
also been created to gain additional exposure and take
advantage of new software innovations. A program
was written to read the data from the MAPTIS Data
Base and create a M/Vision input file which is then
read directly into the M/Vision Data Base.
4. Material Usage Agreements (MUA) Data Base
5. Structural Materials Failure Analysis Data Base
6. High Temperature Data Base - This Data was loaded
from disks sent to us from Oak Ridge National
Laboratory.
7. Magnetic Materials Data Base - The Magnetic
Materials Data Base is divided into two parts, high
permeability and permanent magnetic alloys. The data
is from Metals Progress Data Sheet complied by R.A.
Chegwidden and Magnet Sales and Manufacturing
Company.
8. Metals Selection List Data Base
9. Goddard VCM Table - This data is loaded from files
set to use from Goddard Space Flight Center on disks
and through internet. A Data Entry/Maintenance
screen has been created to update current data and
prepare it to be transferred into the production (Test
Report) database. A COBOL program was written to
perform the data transfer.
10. Intercenter Agreement Certification Letters
11. MAPTIS Change Requests
12. NEIS Data Base (Environmental Replacement
Technology)
A copy of on-line data input screens are attached.
MUA DATABASE SCREEN ***** FOR CORRECTIONS ONLY *****
CL MUA NUMBER
DESCRIPTION
MATERIAL LOCATION
MEDIA DISPOSITION
TBD
MATCD APPLICATION RATIONALE
<NEXT BLOCK> ******************
MATERIAL CODE MATERIAL
PROJECT SYSTEM SUB-SYSTEM
AC # CONTRACTOR SPECIFICATION--
PRESSURE TEMP TEMP2
REC DATE ACT DATE
MATERIAL CODES
APPROVAL EFFECTIVITY-FLIGHT
FOR PART #(S) SPECIFIED
-- m
ISSUE
CORR FL SCC TVS TOX
OTHER
SAMPLE REQ. (Y):
DISPOSITION MEMO
C
SPECIFICATION
<NEXT BLOCK> ***************** USING ASSEMBLIES ******************************
PART NUMBER USING ASSEMBLY PART NUMBER
<NEXT BLOCK>**********************
SEQ COMMENT
COMMENTS
(Press next record key <4> to check for more records) ***
Count: *0 <Replace>
MUA NUMBER
PROJECT
MATERIAL CODE
MATERIAL
SPECIFICATION
.... -==- MUA MATERIAL CODES -- ......
Count: *0 <Replace>
........ MUA PROJECTS / CONTACTS - .......
MUA PROJECT
MANAGER
CHIEF ENG
LEAD ENG
COMMENTS
Count: *0 <Replace>
= PREVIOUS ACTIONS ON MUA'S "'==='="
***** Enter MUA # as is exists in database, then commit. *****
* MUA NUMBER *
******************************************************************
PROJECT
CONTRACTOR CODE
DISPOSITION
DISPOSITION MEMO
MUA NUMBER PROJECT COMMENTS
Count: *0 <Replace>
........ MUA CONTRACTORS .....===
CONTRACTOR NUMBER
CONTRACTOR CODE
CONTRACTOR NAME
Count: *0 <Replace>
MUA DATABASESCREEN ***** FOR CLASS II MUA'S ONLY *****
CL MUA NUMBER
2
DESCRIPTION
MATERIAL
PROJECT SYSTEM
AC # CONTRACTOR
SUB-SYSTEM APPROVALEFFECTIVITY-FLIGHT
FOR PART #(S) SPECIFIED
SPECIFICATION ISSUE
CORRFL SCC TVS TOX
LOCATION PRESSURE TEMP TEMP2
MEDIA DISPOSITION
TBD
MATCDAPPLICATION RATIONALE
m
REC DATE ACT DATE
T_-pe 'TABLE' if material has more than one matcd.)
MUA NUMBER PROJECT
UTHER ....
SAMPLE REQ. (X):
DISPOSITION MEMO
C
PARTS ASSEMBLY *********************************
PART # / DRAWING # USING ASSEMBLY
*****************************
MUA NUMBER PROJECT
MUA COMMENTS *********************************
CODE SEQ COMMENTS
*** (Press next record key <4> to check for more records) ***
Count: *0 <Replace>
SYSTEM
PART
MATERIAL
NUMBER
Failure Analysis Data Entry/Update Screens
======== FAILURE ANALYSIS ========
PROJECT
SUBSYSTEM
UNS NUMBER
ENVIRONMENT
TYPE MISHAP
FAIL MODE
ANALYSIS LOC. ANALYST
ABSTRACT -== ........= = ========== ........=== == ==
Count: *0 <Replace>
= HIGH-TEMPERATURE DATABASE: FATIGUE TABLE == ......
MATERIAL
TEMP (C)
STRS STRN RNG
STRESS
PLASTIC STRN
CYCLES TO FAIL
HOLD MODE
DS (REFERENCE)
CONDITION
CONTROL MODE
STRAIN RATE
ELASTIC STRN
FREQUENCY
CYCLES DISCONT
HOLD TIME (HOURS)
Count: *0 <Replace>
.....== = HIGH-TEMPERATURE DATABASE: CREEP/TENSILE TABLE
MATERIAL
CONDITION
STRESS
STRAIN RATE
ELONG UNIFORM
REDUCT AREA
RUPTURE TIME
PROPERTY NAME
TEMP (C)
STRAIN
YIELD STRESS
ELONG TOTAL
TIME (HOURS)
DS (REFERENCE)
Count: *0 <Replace>
........ HIGH-TEMPERATUREDATABASE: PROPERTY-TABLE ........
MATERIAL
PROPERTY: # PARAMETER NAME
PROPERTY VALUE PROPERTY UNIT
CONDITION TEMP (C) DS
................... PROPERTY NAMES: ----- ..................
01. Thermal Treatments
04. Thermal Expansion
07. Tensile
I0. Compressive
13. Hardness
16. Material ID
19. DBTT
22. Other Properties
02. Specific Heat
05. Emissivity
08. Creep
ii. Elasticity
14. Vapor Pressure
17. Availability
20. Toughness
03. Thermal Conductivity
06. Electrical Resist
09. Fatigue
12. Poissons Ratio
15. Compatibility
18. Thermal Shock
21. Crystal
Count: *0 <Replace>
..... HIGH-TEMPERATURE DATABASE: DATA SOURCE TABLE ........
MATERIAL
DS (REFERENCE)
SEQ
REFERENCE
Count: *0 <Replace>
= = HIGH-TEMPERATURE DATABASE. TEXT TABLE ........
MATERIAL
PROPERTY NAME
SEQ
TEXT
DS (REFERENCE #)
Count: *0 <Replace>
...... = = HIGH-TEMPERATURE DATABASE: GENERAL TABLE
MATERIAL
COMMON NAME
UNS
DENSITY
DATA SOURCE
Count: *0 <Replace>
MATERIAL
DN
MAGNETICDATA FOR PERMANENT MAGNET ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
MAGNETIZING FORCE (H max)
COERCIVE FORCE (H c)
RESIDUAL INDUCTION (B r)
ENERGY PRODUCT (BH max)
CURIE POINT
MAX PRACTICAL OPER. TEMP.
MECHANICAL PROP.
(deg C)
(oersteds)
(oersteds)
(gauss)
(deg C)
(deg C)
DENSITY
METHOD OF FABRIC.
(LBS/CU. IN.)
Count: *0 <Replace>
......= = MAGNETIC DATA FOR HIGH-PERMEABILITY MATERIALS ....====
MATERIAL
COMPOSITION
FORM
HEAT TREATMENT
PERMABILITY @B=20
MAX PERMEABILITY
SAT. FLUX DENSITY
HYSTERESIS LOSS
COERCIVE FORCE
RESISTIVITY
(DEG C)
(GAUSSES)
(GAUSSES)
(ERGS PER CU. CM.)
(OERSTEDS)
(RESISTIVITY) DENSITY (G. PER CU.CM.)
Count: *0 <Replace>
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
CONFIGURATION THERMAL VACUUM STABILITY ENTRY/UPDATE
torr
Test Rpt:
ssure:
strate - Thick:
Sample Temp:
Pretest Wgt:
Sample no:
Condensation Rates -
Max:
Cure No:
Matcd: Source:
NHB: CTVS_ Type: CTVS_
in Mtrl:
Duration: hrs Collection Temp:
Post Wgt: gram WVR Wgt:
Tst Date:
TRP:
m
f
gram
Min: 24 Hrs:
Rating: Reference: Skew Flag:
Type Seq Remark Matcd Test Rpt
Count: *0 <Replace>
VCM Data Entry/Update Screens
......... GODDARD CVCM TEST DATA FROM BILL CAMPBELL .........
Code:
Use Type:
Designation:
Category: __
Test Report: TWL : VCM: WVR:
Cure Steps:
Cure Number:
Time Temp
Phase i:
2:
3:
4:
Atomsphere
Name :
Division:
Addrl:
Addr2:
City:
Country:
........ MATERIAL MANUFACTURER PER GODDARD
State:
Count: *0 <Replace>
'ER
NUMBER
MISSION
TITLE
IACL Data Entry/Update Screens
INTERCENTER AGREEMENT CERTIFICATION LETTERS
ORIGINATING ORIGINATOR RELEASE
ORGANIZATION LAST NAME DATE
ID # / EXPERIMENT #
SEQ
m
ITEM PART NUMBER
Count: *0 <Replace>
CR No:
Initiate--_ By:
Name:
Org:
te:
MAPTIS CHANGE REQUEST
(MCR) Submitted By:
Name:
Org:
Date:
Phone:
Chairman: Date: Disposition:
Change Title:
Program(s) Affected: Matcds:
Change Type: Material Code
Test Report
Composition
Use Type
_ Specification
Generic ID
Manufacturer
Designation
SMAC Value
Programming
Other
Description of Change (From-To):
Justification of Change:
Impact of Change:
SUBMIT: PRINT:
Enter a query;press_KP-,_to_execute, PF4 to cancel•
Count: *0 ENTER QUERY-- <Replace>
NR:
PRINT:
BOARD DATE:
CHAIRMAN:
SEND NOTICE TO: BCSS BAMSI
DATE:
REQUESTED BY:
TASK TITLE:
ORGANIZATION:
DB AFFECTED:
COORDINATOR:
TASK DESCRIPTION:
DUE DATE:
PROGRAMMER DOCUMENTATION:
DATE/TIME STATUS
13-MAY-1993 07:45:56
REMARK
Enter a query;press_KP-, to execute, PF4 to cancel.
Count: *0 ENTER QUERY <Replace>
Chemical:
CAS Number:
Application:
NEIS Data Entry/Update Screens
-- RTT PROPERTIES ........
Density:
Toxicity:
Ozone
Depletion
Potential:
Gm/cc at 77 F
ppm (v/v) Code: TLV or AEL
Enter a CHEMICAL or choose from the list...
Count: *0 - - -
PRESS CTRL F
<List><Replace>
STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS USING OZONE DEPLETING SUBSTANCES
DOCUMENT NUMBER AND REVISION CUSTODIAN DOCUMENT TYPE
TITLE
USAGE
SUBSTANCE CONSTRAINTS (FORBIDDEN/ALTERNATIVE)
ABSTRACT
USERS +
i I
i I
i i
4
CHEMICALS AND PRIORITY
+ REFERENCED DOCUMENTS +
i
Count: *0
<Replace>
...... == NOET CONTACTS MATRIX = ..... ==
Operational
Capabilities
Facility
Contact Name
Office Phone
Count: *0 <Replace>
ENVIRONMENTALREPLACEMENT ECHNOLOGYKNOWLEDGEBASE Page 1 of 2
RTT Unique Identification: Date of Last Update: 17-MAY-93
Tracking Number:
/Contractor Name:
Point of Contact:
Phone Number:
Funding Status:
Initiation Date:
Completion Date:
Associated Documents / Reports:
Title:
Project Summary:
Press NEXT BLOCK key to go to page 2 (chemicals and usage).
Count: *0
<Replace>
ENVIRONMENTAL REPLACEMENT TECHNOLOGY KNOWLEDGE BASE
Chemical:
Synonym:
Page 2 of 2
Priority:
CAS Number: Objective:
Environmental Area:
Most Stringent Applicable Law or Regulation:
<NEXT BLOCK> ........................... USAGE ..................... = = =========
Process: Potential Alternative Process:
Application: Potential Replacement Chemical:
NASA/Center Specs/Standards Affected:
PRESS CTRL F
General Equipment Type:
Enter a CHEMICAL or choose from the list...
Count: *0
NEIS - TIM PRESENTATIONS
LOCATION BEGIN DTE END DTE
<List><Replace>
ATTENDEES
<NEXT BLOCK>
NO. DATE TIME
AGENDA
TOPIC TOPIC DESCRIPTION
Count: *0 <Replace>
TASK 7
Data Capture System for Graphical Materials
Properties and Other Information
BAMSI in cooperation with Boeing studied the possibilities
of hardware that was compatible with the VAX from
Digital that was in operation at that time.
After reviewing documentation on several graphics,
BAMSI and Boeing representatives went to Atlanta,
Georgia to watch a demonstration of the Ricoh Image
Scanner.
This scanner seemed to be the one that would perform most
of the functions required by NASA. The scanner was
purchased and connected to a VAX 3400 Workstation to
accomplish this task. The image can be scanned, then it is
rendered into a sixel format and display it on the
workstation and VT graphics terminals.
TASK 8
Age Life Data Base Development
The program was initiated to provide research, compile and
analyze static and heat aging, and determine if a database
was feasible. This task began with a literature survey of
available data. BAMSI began a literature search at the
Redstone Scientific Information Center on the NASA
Recon and DTIC. In addition, Sverdrup provided technical
support by performing a literature survey on the Metadex
Data Base (industrial database of technical paper, some
reviewed. Likewise, Severdrup obtained 41 references out
of 1576 abstracts that were reviewed. BAMSI then
evaluated all the technical paper i'eferences identified as
being applicable to this task.
The above described search was performed on the database
systems at RSIC via a key-words search and categories
combinations. An example of the key-words and categories
used are as follows:
Category 1 - age, aging, shelf life, long term, etc.
Category 2 - polymer, plastics, rubbers, elastomers,
nylon, acrylic, polyester, urethane, silicone, PVC,
epoxy, chloride, nitrile, non-metal, material, etc.
Category 3 - deterioration, degradation, effects, testing,
etc.
The data that was founded in the technical paper was very
limited and applied to generic composition of the material.
There was minimal traceability to the actual product(s)
tested. The majority of long term aging (shelf, storage) was
on o-ring and gasket materials. The majority of the papers
did not provide property degradation data (except for the
published studies on o-ring and gasket materials. The
majority of the papers did not provide property theory. The
basis set by NASA for evaluation was degradation of
mechanical and/or physical properties. This type of data
was minimal; and when found, it was usually for short
periods of time or for heat accelerated aging. True static
shelf life data was very minimal. The majority of the
effects reported were appearance changes (surface texture,
color, cracking, etc.). This data type was discussed with
NASA/EH02, and was not the type of data desired.
A letter requesting information on all tasks assigned by
contract was written and distributed to all NASA centers
Materials and Processes directors or representatives. They
were requested to forward any information, points of
contact, data, etc., on the data topics, and ensure the letter
was distributed to all applicable branches. There was a
very poor response for aging effects; the information
received applied to environmental effects of aging such as
UV and radiation (this data was very limited with minimal
mechanical and/or physical properties degradation data).
Additionally, age life data was discussed with EH33/Dr.
Patterson of NASA/MSFC. A technical paper on aging of
rubber and plastic (IN-ASTM-M-71) was obtained from
Dr. Petterson and references of Mil-Std-695 were discussed
as providing mostly testing and storage requirements. IN-
ASTM-M-71 was the majority of the data obtained, other
than that obtained from Mosites Rubber Company. IN-
ASTM-M-71 provided long term aging data on various
rubber compounds per MiI-P-5315, MiI-G-5510, and Mil-
P-5316. Most of the property degradation data was
provided on bomb oxidation studies. The long term aging
data provided in the technical paper was based on the
sealing ability of the rubber pressure seals at different
pressures, tested semiannually over a 10 year period. This
data did not provide the property degradation effects
desired. However, the data was useful and would be
entered into the database, if a database was generated.
Due to obtaining minimal static long term aging data, the
data collection focus changed to accelerated aging data
(heat aging). The literature survey performed by BAMSI
and Severdrup, mentioned above, incorporated accelerated
aging. The data found on this area was among the 52
applicable documents/technical papers with data. Also,
MSFC had purchased a software package that predicted the
application life of materials using Arrhenious Theory with
heat aging data from Digital Engineering called System
1000. This system was designed for the nuclear power
plant industry to evaluate replacement times required for
soft goods in valves, lines, etc., based on 50 percent
property degradation. An evaluation of the system and
Digital Engineering's place of business. Sverdrup reviewed
many of the references, finding little actual data but they
find Arrhenious coefficients of the materials. Therefore, a
subcontracting effort with Digital Engineering to obtain the
data was evaluated. The cost for subcontracting exceeded
BAMSI consulting funds and the proposal did not state that
the data would be released to NASA for storage in
MAPTIS; therefore, NASA declined additional funding for
the limited product. Even though the literature survey and
Digital Engineering references did not provide vast
amounts of data, it did provide information on the
accelerated aging testing per Underwriters Laboratories'
UL746B for commercial products. UL 746B is a testing
specification for the determination of a thermal index on
electrical and thermal insulation materials. Arrhenious
theory is used to predict the thermal index of the materials
via heat accelerated aging property effects data over three
(3) or four (4) temperature data points. NASA/EH02
wanted to obtain more information on this testing and the
resultant data.
All research efforts focused on obtaining UL746B data.
After contacting Underwriters Laboratories and providing
information on the task, UL746B data was requested.
Underwriters Laboratory stated that they did not maintain a
database that was readily accessible to only the UL746B
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data. Productsand materials submitted for testing were
tested for many different aspects, and UL746B may be only
one (1) of the tests performed on the material in question.
In addition, the data was purchased, and therefore owned,
by the material manufacturer. However, UL mentioned that
though the recognized component directory (a published 3
volume set of UL recognized materials and components)
the general thermal index of a material type may be
correlated to the specific RTI of a component. This may
give the manufacturer and the material. This led to a print-
out of all plastics, rubbers, and insulators by manufacturer,
material name and composition from the Test Report Data
Base on MAPTIS.
Solicitation of the manufacturers for heat aging effects data
(UL746B) data, etc., began as follows:
• 218 out of 381 companies were contacted from
July 1990 to March 1991
• 465 contacts were made via phone, with
approximately 4000 of the 5700 products that had
data requested. Data was requested on single
constituent products and not on assemblies or
configurations (i.e. KeI-F, nylon, Scotch 650 and
not on Mil's or connectors or electrical
assemblies, etc.)
• 60 memos were submitted to manufacturers, per
their request, identifying our task and desires. A
list of the products for that manufacturing division
from MAPTIS was attached, and examples of
aging data attached to provide a better explanation
of what was desired
• obtained data on 77 of the 4000 products from 20
of the 218 companies contacted. Thirteen of the
products were true static aging data, 21 of the
products were accelerated heat aging data with
three (3) or more temperature points, nine (9) of
the products were UL cards submitted listing the
thermal index, 29 of the products were accelerated
heat aging data at only one (1) or two (2)
temperature points, and the remaining products
has non-applicable data.
From this data, an Arrhenious application was life data
available. The static age life data was not a direct
correlation to the property used for evaluating the
accelerated aging. However, this would provide a ballpark
estimate of life comparison of the material. The Arrhenious
Equation was used in the following manner:
K = A exp.[Ea./RT.] transformed to the equation of a
line.
In K= In A - Ea./RT.
where K = Reaction Rate (life)
A = Frequency Factor ( a constant)
Ea. = Activation Energy
R = Boltzman's Constant (8.6175E-5 e V/K)
T = Absolute Temperature in °K
Using the equation with the obtained data at three (3)
different temperatures, the activation energy (Ea.) and the
frequency factor (A) can be obtained from plotting the data
as In (hours) vs. (l/T). The slope (Ea./R) of the best fit line
through the data will provide EA. After obtaining Ea. and
A, the predicted life of the material can be obtained at a
given temperature. However, it is suggested that
temperatures above the highest test temperature not be
evaluate.
This application was feasible to design a database, if
enough data could be obtained. The response from the
manufacturers was slow, and it would take many years to
obtain and compile. The other alternative is to generate a
heat aging test program at MSFC. This idea and
application of the Arrhenious Theory was of extreme
interest to EH02. A presentation was made to the Materials
and Processes Laboratories branch chiefs on the application
of the Arrhenious Theory for approval to pursue the
possible proposed in-house test program. The test program
was proposed with a slight modification to the contract for
additional personnel. The consensus from NASA, with the
major emphasis voiced from the Engineering Physics
Division, was that no funding was available and that more
interest was present at that time in the environmental
effects. Therefore NASA concluded that sufficient
manpower had been utilized on the feasibility of an age life
database for static aging (static life defined here as "shelf
life" and "installed life" and does not include "operation
environment"). The task was closed and considered
complete. A memo was submitted to the COTR for any
further action required on BAMSI's part for the age life
task. A verbal response was provided, stating that no more
manpower needed to be used on age life, that there were
other areas where that manpower was required.
A compilation of technical papers and manufacturers' aging
data obtained in the research, along with Digital
Engineering's proposal, are included in Appendix
XXXXX. The preliminary data storage format that was
updated from the forms in the contract's appendix are
attached and were generated with the assistance of the
database supervisor and BCSS programmers. BAMSI
believes that an age life database can be generated via the
Arrhenious Theory and the effort and solicitation of data
will take a great deal of manpower, or an excellent PR
program from NASA, to promote the MAPTIS system and
the manufacturers' products.
.ink,,.
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Fungus Data Base Development
The program was initiated with a NASA point of contact
Dr. Elizabeth Rogers and followed-up with a literature
survey of available data. BAMSI began a literature search
at the Redstone Scientific Information Center on the NASA
RECON and DTIC. In addition, Severdrup provided
technical support by performing a literature survey on the
Metadex Data Base (industrial database of technical papers,
some paper abstracts provided). This provided
approximately 322 technical papers/reports from the key-
words search. The searches were performed using the
following words:
Category 1- Fungal, Fungi, Mildew, Mil-Std-810
Category 2 - Polymer, Plastics, Rubbers, Elastomers,
Nylon, Acrylic, Polyester, Urethane, Silicone, PVC,
Epoxy, Chloride, Nitrile, Metal, Material, etc.
Category 3 -Deterioration, Degradation, Effects,
Testing, Growth, etc.
The abstracts were overviewed for paper selection and
applicability. Thirty-six documents out of the original 322
were obtained and actual data reviewed. Most of the
papers that provided data were from Natick Research
Center. Many documents were government distribution
limited. Letters of request to have the privileges to view
and extract data from the government distribution limited
documents were generated. One of the distribution limited
documents provided the majority of the data found to be
useful. However, many of the papers and biodeterioration
conference documents were on testing methodology and
biocides and their effects, or soil burial effects.
A letter requesting information on all tasks assigned by
contract was written and distributed to all NASA centers
Materials and Processes directory or representatives. They
were requested to forward information points of contact,
data, etc. on the data topics, and ensure the letter was
distributed to all applicable branches. There was very poor
response for fungal effects; no information was received,
and no points of contact provided.
Additional research and technical support was provided
from Sverdrup through their attempts to contact those
originators of the Mil-Std-454 Fungi Susceptibility of
Materials Table, and any points of contact who originated
the Mil-Std-810. The originators were either retired or
deceased, and the personnel over the current branch
responsible for the documents had no additional
information t provide, and implied they wish they had the
data. In addition, Sverdrup began to contract testing
laboratories to identify those that perform the ASTM or
Mil-Std-810 Fungal Growth Tests or any fungal effects
testing. They found a few that performed the testing. One
laboratory in California was contacted by Sverdrup, and
they stated that this testing was performed but the data was
proprietary to the customer and the customer owned the
data. They were asked if a list of customers that had this
testing performed could be provided, and obtained the same
answers.
Another avenue of data was pursued by contacting
materials engineering groups that performed work on past
flight hardware which had the requirement for the materials
to meet Fungal Effects per Mil-Std-810. The Titan II
program, the most significant, points of contact Chuck Toth
and John Walker stated that the fungus was the least of the
concerns on the program and that little testing was
performed, and the requirements were waived.
After spending numerous man-hours of research, NASA
and BAMSI came to a conclusion to compile the available
data and design a data storage format for MAPTIS. The
data was not mechanical or physical degradation effects,
but more of a fungal growth effect and whether the material
was nutrient or non-nutrient. The database was designed
based on the quantity of fungal growth (heavy, moderate,
light, sparse, trace, no growth), depending on the nutrients,
type of organisms, duration of the test, temperature,
humidity, and test specification followed. The design was
similar to that initially provided in the contract's appendix.
The existing design resides on MAPTIS. The storage
format was presented to Dr. Rogers of NASA/MSFC.
From this point in the program, NASA directed us to
complete the database and rely on the test data to be
obtained from Space Station. Therefore, the compiled list
was reviewed for applicable NASA material identification
codes ( material codes, a five digit numeric code) in
MAPTIS for data entry.
It was discussed with the NASA Biochemistry group
(EH31 and EH32/Dr. Rogers) if it would be plausible to
utilize the base generic composition of the materials with
the same generic composition without fungal growth data.
It was concluded that the transfer of data on a similarity
basis using generic base composition would not be
plausible due to the fact that two (2) materials with a PVC
base had extremely different test results. The difference is
probably due to the various additives (fungicides, UV
stabilizers, pigments, fillers, antioxidants, etc.) in the
materials being tested.
The majority of the data was obtained from a Redstone
Technical Report, NASA/MSFC Interoffice Memorandum
of the Materials Lab, and Natick Research Center. The
compiled data is attached, as well as the listing of fungus
reference documents. A great deal more research is
required in order to make the database worthwhile since no
voluminous amounts of data will be provided via the Space
Station Program. An alternate path that was suggested to
NASA was to contact manufacturers that listed their
products as non-nutrient to fungus, and query them about
their test data to support this statement on the product. The
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ideawasnotsupportedbyNASAsinceothertasksin the
contractrequiredadditionalmanpower.Essentially,the
databaseresearchand compilationwascompletedin
Januaryof 1992.
Nozzles Data Base
The Nozzles Properties Data Base task was to evolve from
composite materials used in the fabrication of rocket nozzle
materials. A kickoff meeting was held with the
NASA/MSFC EH02 office to discuss the use of
manufacturers' data, as well as other sources. It was
emphasized that the data desired was that which had and is
being generated under contract with Thiokol and Southern
Research Institute (SoRI) on carbon-phonolic materials.
This data was to be transferred electronically to MAPTIS,
and Thiokol was generating the "universal format" data
tape for the data transfer. NASA/EH34/Dr. R. Clinton was
the point of contact for the nozzle data contract.
BAMSI (engineer and programmer) participated in several
meetings held with Thiokol, NASA, and other users
interested in this data. The meeting mostly discussed the
progress of testing and the Thiokol data tape. The data tape
format was created by Thiokol/Mark Warner, and was not
specifically generated for the MAPTIS system. BAMSI
learned that the format was set a year earlier, which was
during a time frame when BAMSI was not involved yet.
Due to the Thiokol contract nearing an end and no format
requirements received, the format was not going to be
changed. Thiokol's data tape was promoted as being
generated with a "universal format" that could be
downloaded into any system, and this would allow the data
tape to be sent and used by Rocketdyne, Pratt & Whitney,
etc. The "universal format" was not a database, it was
simply a data file and required an interface software
program to be written to load the data into Oracle.
The data tape for the four (4) composite materials
(FM5834,FM5055, FM5064, and FM5839) was received
and copied to a storage file in the BAMSI account on the
VAX system. The format was reviewed by the BAMSI
programmer and engineer. In addition, the format reports
from SoRI were obtained for a more thorough review of the
data, and better understanding of the testing methods and
data acronyms used. BAMSI strived to ensure the data
entered on the database was accurate and usable, and
problems with the data tape format, as listed below:
• tape received 29 April 89 did not include a full
description of each nozzle material (i.e., fabric
yearn type, style, weave, warp and fill counts,
prepreg resign, pitch resin, etc.)
• data tape did not include pretest material
conditioning (as did the final report released)
• inconsistent use in attribute format and sequence
• inconsistent delimiting of names and values
• inconsistent property naming, no standardized
convention (from material and orientation to
material and orientation)
• test parameters used in a remark field
• test properties and data stored in a remark field
(Poisson's Ratio and Sec. Modulous)
• inconsistent identification of lay-up, generating
multiple names for the same type of lay-up
• redundant raw data header and attributes with
different data points
• omission of specific heat, thermal conductivity,
thermal response, thermal expansion and enthalpy
data
• not all data attributes/parameters provided for
attained properties (i.e., reference temperatures,
reference conductivity's, etc.)
The problems were submitted to NASA/EH34/R. Clinton
and forwarded to Thiokol. Many of the data problems were
resolved in the revision of the data tape. Some of the errors
originated from SoRI and therefore were discussed with Dr.
Koeing and Rick Cull (project engineers overseeing the
testing at SoRI), and the input was forwarded to M. Warner
of Thiokol for updating of the data tape. However, the
non-standardized attribute convention, additional data in
remarks fields, and reference point data was not resolved.
During this revision the interface software loading program
was being developed. There were many problems in
generating a routine to transfer the information into a
usable format due to the additional attempt to modify the
data tape was coordinated with Dr. Clinton/NASA and
Mark Warner/Thiokol. A second revision was submitted
on two of the materials, and some pointers and suggestions
from Mr. Warner applied. Finally, an operator interactive
software interface program was generated to transfer the
data file into a usable format. The programmer answered
questions and generated the table format as each unique
item arrived. In some cases, the "universal" data tape file
was broken down into separate files for each material to
simplify the transfer of data. The work was very time
consuming since many accommodations had to be made to
standardize the data and format. Although an interactive to
routine was developed and used successfully in loading the
data, omitted data and extraction of information from the
remarks fields required entry by hand and manipulation via
data maintenance screens.
During generation of the interface software routine, the
NASA/MSFC resident thermal and mechanical analysts
were conferred with to determine the type of data and
parameters they wanted to view. They specifically wanted
the ability to pull the data by query and create an ASCII file
in a comma delimited format to allow them to read the
query answer(s) into their analysis system(s). The analysts
were kept informed of the status of the data. During these
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conferences,it waslearnedthatsomedatathatwasrequired
foradequatehermalanalysiswasnotprovidedin thedata
tapeofthefinalreports.Thiswasbroughttotheattention
ofDr. KoenigandRickCulls(bothofSoRI).Theyreplied
thatthedatawasprobablyavailableandcouldbecompiled,
butit wasnotin thecontract.Thisdatawasnotobtained
(specificallyDensityvs.Temperaturedata).
It wasconcludedby NASA/EH02thatthedatareceived
wasto beenteredanddisplayedandthatBAMSIdidnot
meetospendanyfurthertimeonverificationof thedata.
Thevalidityofthedatawastheresponsibility of SoRI and
Thiokol. Therefore, the existing data was loaded and
verified for usability and applicability, and verified for
MAPTIS integrity. The data that was omitted from the data
tape, but present in the final reports, were entered via data
maintenance screens. Those properties that were placed in
remarks fields were extracted and placed into the
appropriate data fields.
The preliminary database was finally developed and
presented to EH34, EH02, and the thermal and mechanical
analysts prior to completing the data updates via data
maintenance screens. However, some constructive
criticism was obtained on the query limitations and
ordering of data. These suggestions were implemented. A
final presentation was made of the Nozzle Data Base
structure, query format, and update format to NASA/EH02
and EH34.
Ann Pucket, initially an employee of Thiokol/Huntsville
who became a NASA employee prior to the completion of
the database, was instrumental in relaying to the analysts
and materials engineers for NASA that the "universal" data
tape was not a database and that a great deal of work was to
be required to create a queriable system. Her assistance
and knowledge was greatly required. However, BAMSI
suggests that future databases of the magnitude should be
co-designed with database design engineers and
programmers.
The data base is complete and resides at choice 1H on the
MAPTIS main menu. Data maintenance and canned query
screens and options are available. A memo requesting
further direction was submitted to the COTR. The letter
requested any additional sources of data that NASA desired
to have in the system.
Radiation Effects Data Base
The objective of the task was to evaluate the feasibility of
generating a radiation effects data base, and if feasible,
creating the table structure, query format, and data
maintenance update screens. The feasibility study began
with a RSIC literature search on the DTIC and NASA
Recon systems and conferring with the Engineering Physics
Branch/EHI I. In addition, letters were sent to the NASA
Centers requesting information, documentation, and points
of contact for radiation effects.
The literature survey provided approximately 200 possible
courses from a key words and category combination search.
Twelve of the 200 abstracts reviewed appeared to have
applicable specific materials effects data. Most of the
papers discussed satellite and configuration effects, and this
did not allow property degradation data on specific
materials to be extracted. Those papers that were found to
have applicable data via the abstract were obtained and
reviewed. The majority of the information provided in the
papers were generic composition related and provided
physical appearance changes only. There were a few
documents that provided excellent data, but for only one (1)
or two (2) materials.
Dr. Ann Whitaker and Jim Zweiner of NASA/EHll
provided some references for radiation effects. However,
most of these references were component effects or mirror
effects. Even the testing that was performed on materials
for radiation effects did not provide the material name and
property degradation effects. The radiating of the samples
and components was performed, but the analysis was done
by the parties requesting the radiating of samples. The test
logs did not typically identify the requestor, and therefore
could not be traced. The data obtained here was very
minimal.
A response was received from JPL that informed BAMSI
of a proposal that had been made to NASA/MSFC to
generate a radiation data base for the MAPTIS system
several years earlier. JPL had forwarded the final report
XXXXXX on a radiation study that they had performed to
Mr. C.F. Key/EH02. It was concluded by NASA that the
JPL report should set the basis for the design of the
radiation effects data base. The document was requested
from NASA/EH02, being submitted through the COTR, but
was not received. Therefore, a call was made to JPL/T.
OdonneU to identify the technical paper number such that a
document could be ordered through RSIC. The document
was received approximately six months after the request to
EH02. When the document arrived, it was reviewed and
analyzed. The data was referred to in the body of the report
and was to be in an attached appendix. The appendix did
not accompany the document.
During the search for the JPL document, a literature search
was stated on the Dialogue Metadex System at RSIC using
a key words and category combination search. The search
was started and was halted after four hours, providing over
3000 hits and costing thousands of dollars, because it had
pulled only a small percentage of the entire search criteria.
SIC called BAMSI requesting if the search should be
continued, due to the cost of the search and the lack of faith
that all this materials could be covered and reviewed
without a great deal of additional manpower. This
information was forwarded to NASA for their decision on
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whetherto continuethe searchor placea stoporder.
NASAinformedBAMSItostopthesearchandonlyusethe
datafromtheDUPLEreportfortheradiationdatabase.If
sufficientmanpowerremainedonthecontractandthedata
basewasatapointforupdate,BAMSIwouldbetaskedto
performtheupdatefunction.
TheDUPLEdatawasneverentereduetotheinabilityof
obtainingAppendixXX of the final JPL report.
The following list is an inventory of all reference materials
on-hand at building 4623 that pertain to the efforts to build
a Radiation Effects Data Base. This list was compiled on
26 March 1993 by John W. Strickland:
• JPL D-816 "Radiation Data for the
Design/Qualification of Nuclear Plant
Equipment", Research Project 1707-7, final report
dated July 1983, prepared by Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
• NASA-CR-132493 "Fundamental Investigation of
Ultraviolet Radiation Effects on Polymeric Film-
Forming Materials", done under contract number
NAS1-12549, dated 13 July 1973, prepared IIT
Research Institute
• NASA-CR-132740 "Investigation of Space
Radiation Effects in Polymeric Film-Forming
Materials", done under contract NAS1-13292-
13292, dated Oct. 1975, prepared by IIT Research
Institute
• unbound print-out of literature search performed
some time during FY 1990, stack bound with
rubber band, stack approximately two inches thick
• two folders containing various notes and pieces of
correspondence between JPL and Marshall Space
Hight Center, most dated during the mid and late
1980's.
Atomic Oxygen Effects
The objective of the Atomic Effects Research and
Development Data Base task was to compile effects data
and generate a database. The task was kicked-off with a
literature search. Initially a search was performed on the
DTIC and NASA Recon systems. Following the request
for the literature search, resident MSFC NASA experts on
Atomic Oxygen (A-O) were contacted. Then a NASA-
wide (JSC, KSC, GSFC, LeRC, LRC, JPL) memo was
submitted to NASA's Materials and Processes Laboratory
Directors or representatives, requesting data and points of
contact for Atomic Oxygen Effects data.
The contract with the MSFC NASA resident A-O effects
experts, allowed a meeting to be coordinated to discuss and
overview the key properties that were used tocharacterize
and evaluate the A-O effects. MSFC/EHll division
representatives met with BAMSI's engineer and
programmer. The meeting and the attached table structure
for A-O effects provided in the contract's appendix,
provided a preliminary start for the design. Data references
consisting of STS-5, 8, and 17 A-O effects flight data were
supplied by EH11. The references were a compilation of
conference papers on the findings of A-O effects data from
flight experiments and post flight experiment and shuttle
inspections.
The literature survey provided the same papers, or
additional papers that covered the same data by the same
author. There was limited additional data on the A-O
effects, since it was a relatively new phenomena occurring
in low earth orbit.
The technical paper's data was over viewed and the
characteristic properties and parameters were identified.
These properties and parameters provided the baseline for
the data entry forms. The data entry forms were reviewed
with EH02 and EH11. However, due to the identification
of materials used in the space flight experiments lacking
100 percent traceability, the data table structure was set-up
as an independent entity, and not related to the Selection
List (Test Report All Data) Data Base. The selection List
uses the material code (a five digit code assigned by NASA
to a material, trade name or specification dependent) as the
key field linking all data tables, where the A-O effects data
tables uses an eight digit sequence number unique to a
material to link the tables. This allowed entry of data for
those materials that did not have material codes, nor were
desired to have a material code assigned at this time. The
NASA material code; if applicable, was linked to the
sequence number in the basic data table ( Table identifying
the material designation, composition, use type, etc.). This
structure met EH02's request to segregate the data at this
time and not to have additional material codes assigned for
the limited amount of data found, unless decided upon at a
later date. The forms were approved, and data table
structures and data maintenance screens were generated for
on-line entry of the data by the engineer. Once the data
maintenance screens were complete, the technical papers
were analyzed and data extracted and placed in the
database. The data was tied to the data source by a four
digit numeric code generated for each reference.
Due to the poor traceability of some materials
identifications in the technical papers, memos written to the
authors requesting the identification of the material. The
memo was sent to the author, and would reference the
paper, page number, the effects data discussed, and an
explanation of BAMSI's task. There was a good response,
which provided better material identification and database
integrity. Of course, there were a few authors that did not
respond.
During the data entry process, canned query report formats
were generated providing selective property degradation
effects, all data, listing of materials with data, and basic
data. Once sufficient data was entered and the canned
i I_lllh I
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querywasverified,a demonstrationf thedatabasewas
presentedto EH02andEHll. EH02providedsome
constructivecriticism,whereEH11askedmanyquestions
onitsoperationandmadecommentsthatit wasdifficultto
readthedata.EH02'scommentswereimplemented,while
a handsondemonstrationwithEHll followed.Several
menuoptionchangesandcannedqueryselectcriteria
changesweremadetoenhancetheuserfriendlinessof the
system.
Uponcompletionofthedataentryandmodificationstothe
system,a final demonstration of the database was presented
to EH02. NASA/EH02 was pleased with the database, but
requested additional data to be added, such as ground base
simulation data. However, EH11 did not want to add this
type of data to the system due to the lack of direct
correlation to the actual phenomena, and since the ground
based testing had not been standardized. Therefore,
simulation testing performed on the plasma asher, etc., was
not to be entered. However, a quarterly search was being
performed by BAMSI on NASA Recon, DTIC and
Metadex to catch any recent released papers. EH02 then
requested BAMSI to demonstrate and have a hands on
session with EH11 prior to approval and acceptance of the
database. A meeting with EH11 was coordinated through
the COTR/J. Davis. There were three persons who were
given the hands on demonstration. EHI 1 was not pleased
with the printing format, and the changes they
recommended would have caused the A-O Effects Data
Base not to conform with the other MAPTIS Data Bases
formats. This was explained and demonstrated to EH11,
and they accepted the format. One additional comment
they had was the use of the data and the presentation using
A-O flux, instead of fluence. The presentation of the data
versus flux or fluence depended on what center or person
you talked to. However, the flux was obtained by using the
exposure time for the experiments and the fluence the
material was exposed to. Therefor, the flux or fluence
relationship was applicable to the data, since it was
linearized for uniformity of the data and lack of additional
information from the papers. Upon conclusion of the
meeting the database was considered complete.
P
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===- .... LDEF - PROPERTY COMMENT TABLE --=-=-==
This table contains a single entry for every distinct property comment
Records between the tables LDEF COMMENT and LDEF property are tied
gether via COMMENT NUMBER. CSanges made in this screen will also be
reflected in records-of the LDEF property table containing the
cooresponding comment number.
COMMENT NUMBER
COMMENT
Count: *0 <Replace>
....... = LDEF - ATOMIC CONCENTRATION .... .m..
SEQNUM GRP LOCATION MATRL SIDE DS #
A1 C C1 Cu F In K N Na O Pb S Si Sn Zn
I
I
I
Ag A1
SEQNUM
C Cl
GRP LOCATION MATRL SIDE DS #
Cu F In K N Na 0 Pb S Si Sn Zn
I
I
i
Ag A1
SEQNUM
C Cl
GRP LOCATION MATRL SIDE DS #
CU F In K N Na O Pb S Si Sn Zn
Count: *0 <Replace>
===--=--== LDEF DATA SOURCES ==..... =
DS #
FACILITY
DOCUMENT TYPE
IDENTIFIER
DOCUMENT TITLE
DOCUMENT DATE
REMARKS
Count: *0 <Replace>
SEQNUM
(ev)
A-O FLUX
|H|||HHH
MATCD
SAMPLE THICK LOCATION
(mil)
(atom/sq.cm*s)
EST. SUN HRS SUBSTRATE
LDEF GENERAL PROPERTY TABLE
DS GRP (M/N)
MATERIAL SIDE
A-O FLUENCE
PROPERTY NAME QUALIFIER
i_miJmli
EXPERIMENT #
EXP TIME AOI
(yrs)
(atom/sq.cm*s)
(deg)
PRE-FLT
COMMENTS
POST-FLT UNITS
(cu.cm/atom)
SAMPLE TEMP
(f)
Count: *0 <Replace>
SEQNUM
(ev)
A-O FLUX
MATCD
SAMPLE THICK LOCATION
(mil)
(atom/sq.cm*s)
EST. SUN HRS SUBSTRATE
LDEF OPTICAL PROPERTY TABLE
DS GRP (M/N)
MATERIAL SIDE
A-O FLUENCE
EXPERIMENT #
EXP TIME AOI
(yrs)
(atom/sq.cm*s)
(deg)
NAME QUALIFIER
PRE-FLT POST-FLT
TEST APPARATUS
COMMENTS
UNITS TEST WAVELENGTH
(nm)
SAMPLE TEMP
(f)
Count: *0 <Replace>
SEQNUM
(ev)
A-O FLUX
MATCD
SAMPLE THICK LOCATION
(mil)
(atom/sq.cm*s)
EST. SUN HRS SUBSTRATE
LDEF MECHANICAL PROPERTY TABLE
DS GRP (M/N)
MATERIAL SIDE
A-O FLUENCE
||||RB||
EXPERIMENT #
EXP TIME AOI
(yrs)
(atom/sq.cm*s)
(deg)
PROPERTY NAME QUALIFIER
PRE-FLT POST-FLT
COMMENTS
UNITS SAMPLE
TEMPERATURE (f)
Count: *0 <Replace>
SEQNUM
(ev)
A-O FLUX
MATCD
SAMPLE THICK LOCATION
(rail)
(atom/sq.cm*s)
EST. SUN HRS SUBSTRATE
LDEF ELECTRICAL PROPERTY TABLE
DS GRP (M/N)
MATERIAL SIDE
A-O FLUENCE
EXPERIMENT #
EXP TIME AOI
(yrs)
(atom/sq.cm*s)
(deg)
PROPERTY NAME QUALIFIER
PRE-FLT POST-FLT
COMMENTS
UNITS SAMPLE
TEMPERATURE
Count: *0 <Replace>
MAPTIS LDEF MATERIALS ENTRY/UPDATE
Sequence #:
rse Type:
Temperature -
gnation:
Composition:
Min:
Matcd Code:
f Max:
Grp: Generic Id:
Comments:
Specification:
Manufacturer/Supplier (M/S):
Name:
Division:
H4ID:
Addrl:
City:
Country:
Addr2 :
State:
Pho-ne :
Zip:
Count: *0 <Replace>
MAPTIS ATO MATERIALS ENTRY/UPDATE
Sequence #:
Use Type:
Temperature -
gnation:
Min:
Matcd Code: Grp:
f Max: f
Generic Id:
Composition:
Comments:
Specification:
Manufacturer/Supplier (M/S):
Name:
Division:
H4ID:
Addrl:
City:
Country:
Addr2:
State: Zip:
Pho-ne:
Count: *0 <Replace>
DATA SOURCE NUMBER
!ESTING FACILITY
ATOMIC OXYGEN DATA SOURCES
DOCUMENT DATE
DOCUMENT TYPE
IDENTIFIER
DOCUMENT TITLE
REMARKS
Count: *0 <Replace>
........ ATOMIC OXYGEN EXPOSURE CODE ASSIGNMENT SCREEN ========
EXPOSURE
E CENTER
TEST FACILITY
(LAB or SPACE)
ENVIRONMENT
Count: *0
<Replace>
========= ATOMIC OXYGEN EFFECTS COMMENT TABLE =s..===s=
This table contains a single entry for every distinct comment.
Records between the tables and the ATO COMMENT table are tied
together via COMMENT NUMBER. Changes made in this screen will
also be reflected in-records of the other tables containing the
cooresponding comment number.
COMMENT # COMMENT
Count: *0 <Replace>
..... _== ATOMIC OXYGENEFFECTS CURETABLE .... -_--
MATERIAL CODE
GROUP(M/N)
TIME VALUE MIN
TEMPVALUE
PRESSUREVALUE
QUANTITY VALUE
R.H. %
COMMENTS
SEQNUM
CURE STEP
TIME VALUE MAX
DATA SOURCE
CURE PHASE
TIME UNIT
TEMP UNIT
PRESSURE UNIT
QUANTITY UNIT
(deg)
Count: *0 <Replace>
|IIII
SEQUENCE #
[PLE THICKNESS
(mils)
EXPOSURE TIME
hrs)
E eV) FLUX
PROPERTY NAME
MATERIAL CODE
SURFACE AREA
(sqin)
SAMPLE TEMP. DURING
EXPOSURE (f)
(atom/sqcm*s)
ATOMIC OXYGEN EFFECTS ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES = ....
DATA SOURCE # GRP (M/N)
SUBSTRATE APPLICATION METHOD
MATERIAL SIDE EXPOSED EXPOSURE CODE
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (deg)
QUALIFIER TEST METHOD
UNEXPOSED
REMARKS
EXPOSED UNITS
Count: *0 <Replace>
_m m
SEQUENCE #
IPLE THICKNESS
(mils)
EXPOSURE TIME
hrs)
E eV) FLUX
PROPERTY NAME
ATOMIC OXYGEN EFFECTS MECHANICAL PROPERTIES -= =
MATERIAL CODE DATA SOURCE # GRP (M/N)
SUBSTRATE APPLICATION METHOD 'SURFACE AREA
(sqin)
SAMPLE TEMP. DURING
EXPOSURE (f)
(atom/sqcm*s)
MATERIAL SIDE EXPOSED EXPOSURE CODE
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (deg)
QUALIFIER TEST METHOD
UNEXPOSED
REMARKS
EXPOSED UNITS
Count: *0 <Replace>
SEQUENCE#
THICKNESS
(mils)
ATOMIC OXYGEN EFFECTS OPTICAL PROPERTIES =.m.=
MATERIAL CODE DATA SOURCE # GRP _ (M/N)
APPLICATION METHODSUBSTRATE
EXPOSURE TIME
hrs)
SURFACE AREA
(sqin)
MATERIAL SIDE EXPOSED
E eV) FLUX
SAMPLE TEMP. DURING
EXPOSURE (f)
PROPERTY NAME
(atom/sqcm*s) ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
EXPOSURE CODE
QUALIFIER
(deg)
TEST METHOD
UNEXPOSED
APPARATUS
EXPOSED UNITS
WAVELENGTH
(nm)
REMARKS
Count: *0 <Replace>
_n_
SEQUENCE #
IPLE THICKNESS
(mils)
EXPOSURE TIME
hrs)
E eV) FLUX
OBSERVED CHANGES
ATOMIC OXYGEN EFFECTS OBSERVED CHANGES I ....
MATERIAL CODE DATA SOURCE # GRP (M/N)
N
APPLICATION METHODSURFACE AREA
(sqin)
SUBSTRATE
SAMPLE TEMP. DURING
EXPOSURE (f)
EXPOSURE CODE
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE(atom/sqcm*s) (deg)
REMARKS
Count: *0 <Replace>
SEQUENCE #
ATOMIC OXYGEN EFFECTS GENERAL PROPERTIES ==-=-
MATERIAL CODE DATA SOURCE # GRP (M/N)
SUBSTRATE APPLICATION METHODIPLE THICKNESS
(mils)
SURFACE AREA
(sqin)
EXPOSURE TIME
hrs)
SAMPLE TEMP. DURING
EXPOSURE (f)
E eV) FLUX (atom/sqcm*s)
MATERIAL SIDE EXPOSED EXPOSURE CODE
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (deg)
PROPERTY NAME QUALIFIER
UNEXPOSED EXPOSED UNITS
REMARKS
REACTION EFFICIENCY
(cu.cm/atom)
Count: *0 <Replace>
TASK 9
Copper and Copper Alloy Data Base
BAMSI developed a properties data base for Copper and
Copper Alloys. Source material included Aerospace
Structural Metals Handbook, MiI-HDBK-5, and the Copper
Development Association (CDA). BAMSI personnel
included one metallurgist, a programmer and a data analyst,
Data was compiled on over 260 different coppers. These
included divisions allowing for several form variations (i.e.,
bar, sheet, wire).
An evaluation of the data was performed by the
metallurgist. Thirty-six reportable property values were
identified. The list of properties was submitted to NASA
for approval. Upon approval, it was determined that the
format developed on NAS 8-36360 could be used for
coppers.
The data was entered on-line in MAPTIS. All data was
referenced to the source document. A list of the properties
reported on copper and copper alloys is attached along with
a copy of the data entry forms.
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COPPER ALLOYS - 261
H2 PROPERTIES
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
0
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME COUNT(*)
BEARING ULTIMATE STRENGTH - DRY PIN VALUES
BEARING YIELD STRENGTH - DRY PIN VALUES
COMPRESSIVE ELASTIC MODULUS
COMPRESSIVE YIELD STRENGTH
CREEP STRENGTH
ELONGATION
FATIGUE STRENGTH
FATIGUE STRENGTH - ROTATING BEAM
HARDNESS
HARDNESS - -
HARDNESS - BRINELL - 3000 KG LOAD
HARDNESS - BRINELL - 500 KG LOAD
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL - 30T
H_NESS - ROCKWELL - 500 KG LOAD
H_NESS - ROCKWELL - B
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL - C
HARDNESS - ROCKWELL - F
HARDNESS - VICKERS
IMPACT
IMPACT - CHARPY
IMPACT - CHARPY V
IMPACT - CHARPY V - NOTCH
IMPACT - CHARPY V-NOTCH
IMPACT - IZOD
SHEAR RIGIDITY MODULUS
SHEAR STRENGTH
TENSILE ELASTIC MODULUS
TENSILE YIELD STRENGTH
ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH
sum
30 rows selected.
62
62
3
133
35
8434
1117
13
4
i0
79
91
27
4293
6
5075
315
3732
69
16
7
1
27
1
75
772
4586
960
9333
8529
47867
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
PROPERTY NAME COUNT(*)
EL_mLCOND - IACS %(VOL)
ELgCOND - IACS %(WT)
ELEUTRICAL RESISTIVITY
SPECIFIC HEAT
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT
293
ii
160
247
247
3O8
sum
6 rows selected.
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MATERIAL CODE
NUMBER
TEST TYPE
FAILURE MODE
HEAT RATE
ORIENTATION
RESTRAINED THERMAL GROWTH --------
DATA SOURCE PROJECT NUMBER
BILLET ID
SPECIMEN # LOT PLATE
PRE-TEST CONDITIONING
FIRST PEAK TEMPERATURE
FINAL PEAK TEMPERATURE
INITIAL MODULUS
REMARKS
f/sec
f
f
msi
FIBER FRACTURE
DENSITY
TEST TEMPERATURE
FIRST PEAK STRESS
FINAL PEAK STRESS
SECONDARY MODULUS
g/cc
f
psi
psi
msi
Count: *0 <Replace>
MAT. CODE
........ SHEAR ........
DS FAIL MODE BILLET ID RUN # TEST TYPE ORIENTATION
# LOT PLATE TEST TEMP. TIME AT TEMP. MAX TEMP. CENTER TEMP
f sec f f
SPECIMEN LEN.
in
.... " .... - ............... - GAGE --- .....................
LEN in WDTH in THK in DIA in
DENSITY GAGE SECT. AREA SONIC MOD. PEAK VELOCITY
g/cc in x in msi in/usec
BREAK VELOCITY
in/usec
SHEAR STRGTH STRAIN AT STRGTH SHEAR MOD. QUALIFIER STRESS RATE
psi in/in msi psi/in
_Sill _ilmsm_ _m_tm PAGANOWS MODULUS mlsIImlllm .... _ .....
QUALIFIER IST LABEL IST MODULUS 2ND LABEL 2ND MODULUS
__ msi msi
REMARKS
Count: *0 <Replace>
MATERIAL CODE
TEMP.
TEST TYPE
MAXIMUM STRAIN
f
ORIENTATION
REMARKS
........ STRESS STRAIN -----=--
DATA SOURCE PROJECT NUMBER
RUN NUMBER BILLET ID
SPECIMEN NUMBER LOT
mil/in
PLATE
STRESS AT
MAXMIUM STRAIN
STRAIN mil/in STRESS
psi
psi
Count: *0 <Replace>
MATERIAL CODE
NUMBER
REFERENCE ROD
TEST TYPE
INITIAL THICKNESS
FINAL THICKNESS
DENSITY
REFERENCE GAUGE
TEST TEMPERATURE
REMARKS
= THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
DATA SOURCE
ORIENTATION
PROJECT NUMBER
BILLET ID
PRE-CHAR SPECIFICATION
SPECIMEN NUMBER LOT PLATE
g/cc
in
in
in
INITIAL WEIGHT
FINAL WEIGHT
SPECIMEN DIAMETER
SPECIMEN GUAGE
in
in
f THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
gm
gm
btu-in/hr/sqft/f
Count: *0 <Replace>
MATERIAL CODE
NUMBER
PRE-TEST CONDITION
TEST TYPE CTE
INITIAL LENGTH
FINAL LENGTH
DENSITY
TIME
HEAT RATE
REMARKS
======== THERMAL EXPANSION
DATA SOURCE
ORIENTATION
PROJECT NUMBER
BILLET ID
PRE-CHAR SPECIFICATION
SPECIMEN NUMBER LOT PLATE
in INITIAL WEIGHT
in FINAL WEIGHT
DILATOMETER
TEST TEMPERATURE
THERMAL EXPANSION
g/cc
sec
f/sec
f
gm
gm
10-3 in/in
Count: *0 <Replace>
MAT. CODE DS
===m==== TENSION =---==--
FAIL MODE BILLET ID RUN # TEST TYPE ORIENTATION
TN
LOT PLATE TEST TEMP. TIME AT TEMP. MAX TEMP. DENSITY
f sec f g/cc
SPECIMEN LEN.
in
..... = ....... -==== ...... ---= GAGE =-= .................. =====---
LEN in WDTH in THK in DIA in
ULT. STRGTH
psi
YLD STRGTH ULT STRAIN STRAIN AT STRGTH INT ELASTIC MOD
psi mil/in mil/in msi
SECANT MOD
msi
QUALIFIER SHEAR MOD 2NDARY MOD SONIC MOD PEAK VELOCITY
msi msi msi in/usec
BREAK VELOCITY
in/usec
STRESS RATE
psi/min
.... - ....... ...m. ..... POISSON'S RATIO .... = .............. --==
IST LABEL IST RATIO 2ND LABEL 2ND RATIO
REMARKS
Count: *0 <Replace>
MATERIAL CODE
NUMBER
SPECIMEN NUMBER
TEST TEMPERATURE
THERMAL HEAT CAPICITY / SPECIFIC HEAT ........
DATA SOURCE PROJECT NUMBER
BILLET ID
LOT
HEAT CAPICITY
PLATE
btu/Ib/f
REMARKS
Count: *0 <Replace>
MATERIAL CODE
-TEST CONDITIONING
ORIENTATION
=--==--- THERMAL RESPONSE
DATA SOURCE
SPECIMEN NUMBER
BILLET ID
RUN NUMBER
LOT
HEAT
SOURCE
DISTANCE OF SAMPLE
FROM HEAT SOURCE
DISTANCE OF THERMOCOUPLE FROM
HEATED FACE OF SAMPLE in
APPLIED
HEAT FLUX
PLATE
in
btu/sqft/sec
TIME
REMARKS
sec TEST TEMPERATURE f
Count: *0 <Replace>
........ MPROP_VALIDA(VALID ALLOYS) ==== .....
CAT
ALLOY
SEQ
Count: *0 <Replace>
........ MPROPVALIDC (VALID CONDITIONS) ........
CAT
COND
SEQ
Count: *0 <Replace>
........ MPROPVALIDF (VALID FORMS) ......m =
CAT
FORM
SEQ
Count: *0 <Replace>
MATERIAL CODE
IGNATION
MANUFACTURER
FABRIC
YARN TYPE
WEAVE
MATERIAL INFORMATION =--- =_
DATA SOURCE
FABRIC WEIGHT
FILL YARN COUNT
RESIN
COMPOSITE DENSITY
YARNS/IN.
G/CC
WARP YARN COUNT
PLY THICKNESS
OZ/SQ YARD
YARNS/IN.
IN.
Count: *0 <Replace>
===--=== ENTHALPYADIABATIC CALORIMETER -- .... --
CODE
RUN NUMBER
TEST TYPE SH
PRE-CHAR SPECIFICATION
INITIAL CUP
TEMPERATURE
INITIAL WEIGHT
INITIAL SAMPLE
TEMPERATURE
REMARKS
DATA SOURCE
SPECIMEN NUMBER
FINAL CUP
f TEMPERATURE
PROJECT NUMBER
BILLET ID
LOT
gm
f
FINAL WEIGHT
ENTHALPY TO
PLATE
CHANGE IN CUP
TEMPERATURE
gm
f
32 DEGREES F btu/ib
Count: *0 <Replace>
MATERIAL CODE
T TYPE ORIENTATION
=------- CHAR --------
DATA SOURCE PROJECT NUMBER
SPECIMEN NUMBER LOT PLATE
PEAK VELOCITY
MIN TEST TEMP.
in/usec
f
BREAK VELOCITY
MAX TEST TEMP.
in/usec
f
PRE-CHAR DENSITY
CHAR TEMP.
g/cc
f
POST-CHAR DENSITY
WEIGHT LOSS
g/cc
%
REMARKS
Count: *0 <Replace>
MAT. CODE DS
====--== COMPRESSION ==---=-=
FAIL MODE BILLET ID RUN # TEST TYPE ORIENTATION
CM
_IMEN # LOT PLATE TEST TEMP. TIME AT TEMP. MAX TEMP. DENSITY
f sec f g/cc
SPECIMEN LEN.
in
.......... ||H .... ||| .... RR|R GAGE |H|B||||||||
LEN in WDTH in THK in DIA in
ULT. STRGTH
psi
YLD STRGTH ULT STRAIN STRAIN AT STRGTH INT ELASTIC MOD
psi mil/in mil/in msi
SECANT MOD
msi
QUALIFIER SHEAR MOD 2NDARY MOD SONIC MOD PEAK VELOCITY
msi msi msi in/usec
BREAK VELOCITY
in/usec
''''''''=''' .... =----- POISSON'S RATIO ......... " .... ''''''===
IST LABEL IST RATIO 2ND LABEL 2ND RATIO
STRESS RATE
psi/min
REMARKS
Count: *0 <Replace>
DATA SOURCE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
REPORT DATE
DOCUMENT NUMBER
DOCUMENT TITLE
DATA SOURCE
CONTRACT NUMBER
PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER
Count: *0 <Replace>
MATERIAL CODE
ID
TEST TYPE E
TEST TEMPERATURE
REMARKS
=-==-==- EMITTANCE
DATA SOURCE
LOT
ORIENTATION
||H||H||
PROJECT NUMBER
PLATE
SPECIMEN NUMBER
f EMITTANCE
Count: *0 <Replace>
........ ENTHALPY ICE CALORIMETER ........
MATERIAL CODE
_NUMBER
TEST TYPE SH SPECIMEN NUMBER
PRE-CHAR SPECIFICATION
PROJECT NUMBERDATA SOURCE
BILLET ID
LOT PLATE
INITIAL WEIGHT
INITIAL SAMPLE
TEMPERATURE f
gm FINAL WEIGHT
ENTHALPY TO
32 DEGREES F
gm
btu/Ib
REMARKS
Count: *0 <Replace>
MATERIAL CODE
TYPE
LOT
TEST TYPE P
TEST TEMPERATURE
REMARKS
.... --== PERMEABILITY
DATA SOURCE
ORIENTATION
f
PROJECT NUMBER
BILLET ID
PLATE
SPECIMEN NUMBER
PERMEABILITY 1E -9 sq cm
Count: *0 <Replace>
MATERIAL CODE
MODE
TEST TYPE RCM
TEST TEMPERATURE
INSIDE DIAMETER
MAXIMUMPRESSURE
SECANTMODULUS
STRESSRATE
........ RING COMPRESSION
DATA SOURCE
_JlmlsRm
PROJECT NUMBER
BILLET ID
ORIENTATION
f
in
psig
SPECIMEN NUMBER
DENSITY g/cc
OUTSIDE DIAMETER in
LAME STRENGTH
in
in/in
HEIGHT
psi
msi QUALIFIER STRAIN AT STRENGTH
psi/min POISSON'S RATIO LABEL POISSON'S RATIO
REMARKS
Count: *0 <Replace>
TASK 10
MATCO Usage Data Sheets/MIUL (Where
Used)
BAMSI personnel updated and added new data to the
MIUL Data Base using the criteria outlined in MSFC-
PROC-2095.
BAMSI added over 2000 records to the database including
data on AEDC, ATO and others.
A copy of the desk instructions and data entry format is
attached.
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DESK INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROCESSING
MATERIALS USAGE EVALUATION SHEETS (MUES)
This document provides the desk instructions for completing new and revised Materials Usage
File prepared for the Marshall Space Flight Center.
Material usage and evaluation data, reported in accordance with these instructions, will meet
the data definition requirements of the materials automated reporting system.
Questions and suggestions pertaining to these instructions should be directed to Materials and
Processes Laboratory, Code EH01, Phone Number: (205) 544-2483.
MSFC-PROC-2095
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The following are engineering forms, reports and documents which are utilized in the
reporting of material usage and evaluation data:
FORMS
Materials Usage Evaluation Sheets (MUES), Sheet 1 and 2
Materials Usage Modification (MUES)/Update Sheet 3
Standard/Commercial Parts Data (Use MUES Sheets)
.MATERIAL SELFL'TtON REPORTS
MSFC-HDBK-527/
JSC 09604
(Latest Revision)
OTHER REPORTS
Material Code directory by material code metals
Material Code directory by material specification - metals
Material code directory by material code - nonmetals
Material code directory by material specification -
nonmetals
Material code directory by material manufacturer -
nonmetals
Material code directory by material description -
nonmetals
Material code directory by material description - metals
Material selection rating and criteria report - metals
Material selection rating and criteria report - nonmetals
Standard/commercial parts report
D
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GUIDFk,INF_S FOR EVALUATION DRAWINGS
GENERAL INFORMATION
There is no standard Engineering Drawing System used. However all Materials and
Processes are specified on the face of drawings via notes and in parts lists. For each drawing
the procedures herein are general and should cover all drawing systems.
1. Materials & Processes Information - General
Materials and processes usages are identified from drawings and entered on the MUES
sheet as follows:
l°a. Read through the general notes beginning with Note 1 and itemize all material
call outs on the MUES. All materials invoked by specifications must be
included.
1.b. Review parts list and itemize all materials specified on parts list.
.C. A separate line entry must be made for each individual material. These entries
are tabulated against each dash number configuration of the basic part or
assembly.
Note: Adhesives and coatings with their catalyst are to be entered as one material.
2. Standard Commercial Pans
.a. Complete separate MUES sheets I and 2 for each unique standard/commercial
part. Enter part name in Field 13, Sheet 1. Part number for
standard/commercial parts should only contain information sufficient to identify
materials. Size codes must not be included. A standard/commercial part
number/designation is entered as a document part number in Field (4), Sheets 1
& 2 the using assembly(s) are entered in Field (17), (20) & (23) on sheet 1.
2.b. Also, enter code 80000 in Field 7 of MUES, Sheet 2. (Document part number
that specifies a standard commercial part.)
2.b.1 Enter in field 21 Support Document, Sheet 2 the complete standard
commercial part number, using only the basic number and the dash
numbers that are specifieid on the drawing or in the engineering parts
list (e.g., NAS1955C12, VN324NP048, MS25083-7AB6, etc.).
D1
o
o
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2.c. Enter overall rating for fastener in field 8, acceptable ratings are as follows:
2.c.1 Letter "A" - Materials with this rating are acceptable for "A" or "A*".
Also this rating may be used for any "B" rated material which has had
the necessary controls imposed to meet the "A" rating requirements,
(e.g., Aluminum Alloy which has been coated with an approved
corrosion protection coating).
2.c.2 Letter "X" - Ratings for the Standard/Commercial Parts (S/C Parts) are
dependent upon the rating for each material of the part. If the rating
for a material is other than the above "A" rating, the overall rating of
the S/C Part is listed as "X" and is not acceptable for use until an MUA
has been approved for each specific design application.
2.c.3 Letter "O" - Rating is used to indicate that there is no requirement for
that particular category. For example, materials used on the SRB do
not have TVS requirements, etc.
MUES Sheets - General Information
°ao Materials usages for drawing numbers called out in the parts list of drawings
will be reported on the detail drawing level.
3.b. Each MUES Worksheet may contain six materials per drawing. For more than
six materials, use additional MUES sheets. Number material, next assemblies,
line entries and worksheet pages consecutively.
Processing Material_
Processing materials such as cleaning solvents and any other materials which do not
become a part of the end item hardware are listed on the MUES Worksheet if the
fabrication (i.e., "BUILD") paper specifies the exact solvent used. Code 80009 (not
for flight) should be entered.
S t_eificati0n Control Drawing
Material usages for Specification Control Drawings called out in the parts list of
drawings shall be reported on their own individual worksheet. On Sheet I, the next
assembly number(s) are entered in Fields (17), (20) and (23), with respective dash
number(s) entered in (18), (21) and (24).
D
.
.
.
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Finishes
Most coating materials are applied per specification, enter in Field (25).
The materials used for the plugging of unused holes, such as rivets, epoxy, corrosion
protection, etc., shall be reported on MUES Worksheet. Hole plugging information
may appear on a change Engineering Order (EO), preceded with the words
"REWORK INFORMATION" and shown blocked in.
Electrical/Electronic Parts
Some electrical/electronic parts are listed in the parts list for which materials are not
reported; these are capacitors, filters, resistors, transistors, diodes and microcircuits.
Components mounted on printed circuit boards need to be listed, but a note so stating
will be placed on the application worksheet using appropriate code listed below on the
MIUES.
Specific Conditions, Use of Codes
00000
20900
20901
20902
30888
20888
40000
50075
80000
80001
Materials shown on lower assembly/no materials added by this part
number.
40M XXXXX Connections
EEE Part Non Operational
EEE Operation part
Material/Parts to be changed metals
Material/Parts to be changed nonmetal
One Time Usage/Insufficient Data
Materials Aged or Heat Treated At Later Assembly
Standard Commercial Parts
Material ID on Subcontractor Worksheet
|
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80004
80005
80006
88900
88846
80008
80009
9.a.
Evaluation at Configuration Level, all materials not identified
Government Furnished Equipment (GFE)
Non-Hazardous Fluid
Metals non flight
Nonmetals non flight
Material ID on Production Part
Not for Flight
Use of "00000" Code
Enter the digits "00000" in field "7" of MUES Worksheet 2 for a part number that
does not add any materials in the parts list or general notes (i.e., assembly drawing).
In addition, letter "O" must be entered in Fields 8 of Sheet 2 and Field 30 of Sheet 3
as applicable.
9.b. Use of "20900" Code
Material code "20900" shall be used to report electrical hardware procured to
NASA/MSFC 40MXXXXX documents. These numbers are shown in Data Column
of parts list.
Note: Actual part numbers are not to be reported.
Reporting of "20900" onto MUES Worksheets is shown below:
SHEET NO./FIELD NO./TITLE INSTRUCTIONS
Sheet 2, Field 6-Line No. Enter applicable
sequential number
Sheet 2, Field 7-
Material Code
Enter 20900
REMARKS
D
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Sheet 2, Field 8-Overall 1. Enter "A" or rating from MAPTIS
in columns for which material
control requirement applies
2. Enter Letter "O" for not applicable
Sheet 2, Field 21-Document Enter NASA/MSFC
procurement specification
Enter complete
number, i.e.
(40M3877)
as applicable
Sheet 1, Field 15 - Remarks Enter additional numbers
within parenthesis
Example: (40M39569)
10. SUBSTITUTED ON EQUIVALENT MATERIAL/PART
Material code "80002" shall be used to identify materials/parts which may be
substituted or are judged equivalent for those that appear in the Parts List (P/L).
Substitution information appears in the Notes of the drawing and is normally "flagged"
(X) to the affected part(s) in the P/L.
SHEET NO./FIELD NO./TITLE INSTRUCTIONS REMARKS
Sheet 2, Field 6-Line No. Enter applicable
sequential number
Sheet 2, Field 7-Material Code Enter Material Code from
MSFC-HDBK-527/JSC 09604
or MAPTIS
Sheet 2, Field 8-Overall
Evaluation
Enter rating from
MSFC-HDBK-527/JSC 09604
Sheet 2, Line 21-Material/Spec
Support Document
Enter applicable document
and/or material
Sheet 1, Field 15-Remarks Add substituted or equivalent
as applicable. Also enter
applicable document.
MSFC-PROC-2095
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10.a Use of "80005" Code
Material code "80005" shall be used to identify and track part numbers (VXXX) that
contain Government Furnished Equipment (GFE). GFE part number(s) on production
drawings are identified in parts in list with one of the following:
SHEET NO./FIELD NO./TITLE INSTRUCTIONS REMARKS
Sheet 2, Field 6-Line No. Enter applicable
sequential number
Sheet 2, Field 7-Material Code 80005
Sheet 2, Field 8-Overall Evaluation Enter where applicable if
item is certified,
Enter letter "O" if not affected.
Enter "C" if not certified.
Sheet 2, Field 21-Material/Spec
Support Document
Enter certification letter
or MUAS.
Sheet I, Line 15-Remarks Add if necessary
DFIELD NO.
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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MUES SHEET 1 (HEADER/NEXT ASSEMBLY INFORMATION)
(Required fields are specified by "*")
DESCRIPTION
Associate Contractor (Sheet 1, Field 3) - Enter contractor code number
provided by NASA. (4 character code) See page 1.
Document Part Number (Sheet 1, Field 4) - Enter document part number from
drawing/part for which MUF_.S is being prepared. Entry must be left justified
and contain dash numbers if part of system. Where system uses dash number
for minor design modifications in a system (example: left and right hand
bracket enter P/N with dash number in field) separate sheets must be submitted
for each dash number. Also enter standard commercial part number where
applicable.
]?sg.YJ.SJg.._,,Y_ (R/L) (Sheet 1, Field 5) - Enter latest revision letter shown in
drawing revision block. If the drawing is an initial release, do not enter
anything in R/L block.
Fracture (FRAC) (Sheet 1, Field 6) - Enter applicable fracture control status as
indicated on the drawing.
F = Fracture Critical Part/Control
= Not Fracture Critical/Controlled
(Sheet 1, Field 7) - Enter project from codes provided by NASA.
Contact NASA/MSFC Materials and Processes Laboratory, Code EH01 for
appropriate code.
(Sheet 1, Field 8) - Enter system from codes given by NASA Contact
same as listed in 7 above for appropriate code. Example:
Thermal Control System (TCS)
Recovery System (RS)
Propulsion (P)
Thrust Vector Control System (TVCS)
Subsystem (Sheet I, Field 9) - Enter subsystem from code provided by NASA.
See above, Field 7.
Example: High Pressure Oxidizer Turbo Pump (HPOTP)
Range Safety Receiver (RSR)
|
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MUF.S SHEET 1 (HEADER/NEXT ASSEMBLY INFORMATION) (Continued)
(Required fields are specified by "*")
FIELD NO. DESCRIPTION
10& 11
12
13
14
15
16, 19 & 22
17, 20, 23
18, 21, & 24
17, 20 & 23
17, 20 & 23
(Sheet 1, Field 10, 11) - Minimum/maximum temperature range
part experience in operation.
Environment (Sheet 1, Field 12) - Enter design environment (02, N 2, PSIA)
for part being evaluated.
Dcx:ument Title (Sheet 1, Field 13) - Enter document title from name block.
Criticality (Sheet 1, Field 14) - Enter part criticality.
Remarks (Sheet 1, Field 15) - Enter any pertinent remarks on face of drawings
that support Materials and Processes evaluation.
Sequence Number (Sheet 1, Field 16, 19 and 22) - Enter line/sequence
number. Start with 0001 for each unique part number.
Next Assembly (Field 17, 20 & 23) - Enter next assembly revision letter and
dash number (18, 21, & 24). Enter document part number where standard
commercial part is specified.
Multiple Next Assembly and Multiple Dash Number_ (Sheet i, Fields 17, 20
and 23) - Review the next assembly for similar applicable material control
requirements. If dissimilar, prepare a new MUES Worksheet; otherwise,
review the new dash number for similarity in material usage data. If dissimilar
material usage data, prepare a new MUES Worksheet; otherwise, add next
assembly and dash number to existing worksheet as follows:
Multiple Next Assemblies - Same Dash Numbers (Sheet 1, Fields 17, 20 and
23) - Each different next assembly number shall be evaluated for similarity in
material control requirements. Dissimilarity will result only from a new part
usage that has different application.
DFIELD NO.
SHEET 2 - MATERIALS INFORMATION SHEET
DESCRIPTION
I
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4
5
6-17, 18-23
& 24-26
7
Associate Contractor (Field 3) - Enter contractor code number provided by
NASA.
Document Part Number (Field 4) - Enter document part number from
drawing/part for which MUES is prepared. Also, enter standard commercial
part number where applicable.
Revision Letter (R/L) (Field 5) - Enter revision letter of document part
number.
Line Number (Field 6) - The line number refers to a material entry. Start with
0001 for each unique part number.
NOTE: Each material line extends from Field (6) across through Field (17)
then continues from Field (18) across through Field (23). Field (24) across
through Field (26).
Material Code (Field 7) - As follows:
Metallic Material - Enter the corresponding material code for the material by
comparing Material/Manufacturer's Designation on drawing to that in MSFC-
HDBK-527/JSC 09604 or MAPTIS.
Nonmetallic Material - Enter the corresponding material code for material by
comparing to that listed in MSFC-HDBK-527/JSC 09604 or MAPTIS.
Standard/Ccmmercial Part - Enter 80000 if standard commercial part is
specified. (See page 3)
D
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D
FIELD NO.
8
8.A
SHEET 2 - MATER/AI.S INFORMATION SHEET (Continued)
DESCRIPTION
Overall Evaluation (Field 8) - Determine material control requirements (e.g.,
flammability, age, etc.) that are applicable to metals and nonmetals for the part
usage. Nonmetals must have either (FLAM and TOX) or (FLAM and TVS)
Ratings, except if there is a rating in fluid systems. Metals must have either
SCC and CORR rating.
Example: FLAM =
TOX =
TVS =
AGE =
FSC =
SCC =
CORR =
AO =
SEE =
HEE =
Flammability
Toxicity
Thermal Vacuum Stability
Age Life
Fluid System Compatibility
Stress Corrosion
Corrosion
Atomic Oxygen
Space Environmental Effects
Hydrogen Environment Embrittlement
Using the same materials selection that was used to obtain the material code,
determine the overall evaluation code for each of the above material control
requirements that are applicable as follows:
8.a. Enter material rating.
8.b. For materials rated other than "A", enter MUA number in Field (20).
oC. When thickness values are shown in the MSFC-HDBK-527/JSC 09604
or MAPTIS directory for a given material code, the material is
considered thickness sensitive (for flammability). The value shown in
the handbook is the minimum thickness acceptable for that material.
Enter applicable rating.
Enter Letter "O" in each of the remaining columns to indicate that those
material control requirements do not apply.
FSC = Fluid System Compatibility
8.A.a. Fluid systems compatibility not a requirement, add "O" to Field (8) for
FSC. If fluid systems is a requirement, see Field (13).
D
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FIELD NO.
9
10
SHEE'r 2 - MATERIALS INFORMATION SHEET (Continued)
DESCRIPTION
Material Weight (Field 9) - For metallic materials, leave this field blank.
NOTE: Material weight (all applications) to be estimated calculations.
For nonmetallic materials, estimation of total weight is required for all material
usages in crew cabin, payload bay, or if material rating for an applicable
material control requirement is other than "A". Estimate the total weight of
material expressed in pounds. Make estimation to nearest 0.001 lbs. or to
three significant digits. The decimal point is fixed within the field. See
Appendix C for densities. This field may be left blank only if the following
apply:
9.a. Metallic Material
9.b. Inorganic material such as ceramics, glasses, Add "9" in field left
justified.
Material Surface Area (Field 10) - Material surface area shall be expressed in
square inches. Make calculations to nearest 0.01 in" or two significant digits,
if area is less than 100 square inches. If greater then 100 square inches, round
to whole number.
When material surface area rounded-off is less than 0.01 in", report it as .01.
If material is unexposed, designate this condition by entering a "9" in this field
left justified.
10.a. For metallic materials, leave this field blank.
10.b. For nonmetallic materials, estimation of exposed surface area is
required for all material usages in crew cabin payload bay.
This field may be left blank _ if:
10.b.a. Field 8 is no_..!applicable i.e. letters "O" or "N"
10.b.b. Inorganic Material/Metallic Material
D
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D
I1
FIELD NO.
11
12
13
SHEEr 2 - MATERIAt,S INFORMATION SHEE-'F (Continued)
DESCRIPTION
Material Thicknes_ (Field 11) - When a thickness for a nonmetallic material is
shown in the directory, the material is thickness sensitive if usage is in the
form of the following:
• Films
• Foams
• Laminates
• Sheets
• Conformal Coatings
• or used in Fluid System
The minimum material thickness of the production part (in inches) shall then be
entered.
If not used in any of the above forms, enter "9", left justified, in the thickness
field.
NOTE: MUES Worksheets are to reflect material thickness changes (for
materials listed above) as a result of drawing revisions or EO's.
Overall Configuration Test Report (Field 12) - Enter configuration test report
when applicable. Ex: White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) 87-19724, Enter: W
19724.
System Environment Data (13, 14, 15, 16 and 17)
When entry in field 8 FSC is Letter "O", leave field 13 blank. However,
fields 14, 15, 16 and 17 must be completed. Otherwise complete the
following:
Fluid Type (Field 13) - Enter fluid type (LOX, GOX, GH2, N204, etc.)
whenever a material is to be evaluated for more than one fluid. Assign a new
Line Number 6, 18 & 24, then repeat the material code for the fluid and
overall evaluation in Field 8 (FSC). Enter applicable information in Field (13,
14, 15, 16 & 17). This may be repeated as many times as necessary to report
all fluids that have been identified.
|FIELD NO.
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SHEET 2 - MATERIALS INFORMATION SHEEr (Continued)
DESCRIPTION
Enter abbreviation of fluid type, left justified as follows:
Fluid_ Rcqoiring Detailed Evaluation_
Abbreviation
GOX (metals only)
LGOX (nonmetals only)
HGOX (nonmetals only)
LOX
N204
HDZE
MMH
HYD
LOH
HIH (metals only)
LH2 (metals only)
Gaseous Oxygen
Gaseous Oxygen (s 20 psi)
Gaseous Oxygen (> 20 psi)
Liquid Oxygen
Nitrogen Tetroxide (N204)
Hydrazine
Mono Methyl Hydrozine
Hydraulic Oil
Low Press GH (:g 450 psi)
High Press GH (> 450 psi)
Liquid Hydrogen (LH9
MSFC-PROC-2095
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SHF.EI' 2 - MATERIALS INFORMATION SHEET (Continued)
Field No. Description
13. (Continued): FC40 Freon 40
FR21 Freon 21
FR13 Freon 1301
LOH2 Low Press GH 2 (< 450 psi)
HIH2 High Press GH 2 (> 450 psi)
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
Lube Lube Oil (MIL-L-23699G)
O2N2 (Below 1 Atmosphere) Oxygen-Nitrogen
HE Helium
H20 Water
N2 Nitrogen
NH3 Amonia
NOTE: Fluid information for materials exposed to a fluid as a result of
a single barrier failure must be included. Enter "S" preceding fluids,
indicates single barrier. Example: SLOX
13.A. Rating Field 8 - If fluid reported in Field (13). Transcribe from MSFC-
HDBK-527/JSC 09604, as applicable, the material rating for fluid in Field (8).
However, if the "SYSTEM PRES" Fields (14 and 15) are greater than the
pressure listed in MSFC-HDBK-527/JSC 09604 for the fluid listed in Field
(13) enter "U" for rating in Field (8) FSC.
Note: Rating must be a function of temperature, pressure and thickness. Enter
overall configuration test in Field (12) if applicable.
D19
20
Field No.
14, 15, 16,
and 17
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SHEET 2 - MATERIALS INFORMATION SHEgr (Continued)
Description
Maximum/Minimum Pressure and Temperature
NOTE: These fields (14, 15, 16 and 17) must be completed for all materials.
System Pressure (Fields 14 & 15) - Enter system maximum/minimum operating
pressure, fight justified expressed in psia.
System Temperature (Fields 16 & 17) - Enter maximum/minimum temperature
that the material will be exposed to, in degrees (Fahrenheit).
Metallic Material Exposed tO Fluid If fluid is LOX, show -297°F; if LH 2,
show - 423"F.
Nonmetallic Material Exposed tO Fluid If fluid is LOX, show -297°F, if LH 2,
show --423" F.
NOTE: (1) If temperature is a negative figure, precede it with a negative sign
(-). Do not use (+) for positive temperature. (2) Enter temperature fight
justified.
Test Waiver (T/W) (Field 19) - These fields are used to report a Material
Usage Agreement.
Enter the following for a Material Usage Agreement
P = Pending
A = Approved
R = Rejected
W = Waiver
D = Deferred
Test MUA Document
that has been assigned.
(Field 20) - Enter Material Usage Agreement number
Example: ECLS-001
MSFC-PROC-2095
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Field No.
SHEEr 2 - MATERIALS INFORMATION SHEET (Continued)
Description
21
22
23
24
25
26
Material Spccification/Supp0rt Document (Field 21) - Enter material
specification or other support document for material as shown in parts list or
drawing AMS 5046. Items must be left justified, no dashes or spaces.
Example: MILW80604TIC3
Enter standard commercial part number if applicable.
Manufacturer's Designation/Materials Header Information - (Field 22) - Enter
designation exactly as shown in parts list or general notes. No attempt should be
made to describe the item as it appears in the selection reports. Must be left justified.
Cure Code_; (Field 23) Enter cure codes specified in MAPTIS, metal shall be left
blank, cure data is in a two digit number 01-99.
Field 24 - Line Number - Enter line number as in Field (6) & (18).
Process Spccificati0rl - (Field 25) - Enter process specification as shown in parts list or
drawing notes. Enter "C" preceding specification number if critical; must be left
justified. Example: MILW21646..IF
Prepared By & Date, Approvals - (Fields 1, 2 & 26) - Enter initials of transcriber and
date.
MSFC-PROC-2095
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SHEET 3 - MATERIALS INFORMATION SIIEET
Description
Instructions to Complete the "Materials Usage Modific_tion/U_odate Form" - (Sheet
3) - This form is used to make any modifications or additions to a part that already
exists on the "Where Used" data base. The contractor code, document/part number
and revision letter must be completed for each sheet submitted. These three fields are
used as the key to access and modify the data base.
The procedure to complete the form is as follows:
3, 4,
and 5 To change any or all the key information (contractor code, document/part number and
revision letter) complete all three of the existing fields (5, 6, and 7) and the fields that
need to be modified. If only one field needs to be changed, complete only the
appropriate field with the new information. A "$" may be placed in the first position
of any field to blank out the existing data. However, see items 6 and 7 for
information on deleting a next assembly number or a material code.
9-18 To change the general information (fields fracture code through remarks, 9 thru 18)
complete the existing contractor code, document/part number and revision letter and
the new or updated information. The environment oxygen, nitrogen and pressure, and
the lower and upper temperature range fields must be either numeric or contain a "$"
in the first position. Scientific notation is permitted to measure the environment
pressure.
20-26 To change a next assembly (fields 20, 23 and 26) complete the existing contractor
code, document/part number, revision, next assembly sequence number and the new
or updated next assembly and/or dash. All next assemblies must have a sequence
number and a next assembly number. If the next assembly sequence number
submitted on the form does not already exist for the document/part number, it is
assumed to be a new next assembly. The sequence number cannot be changed.
28-47 To change the material information (line number through process specification, 28 thru
47) complete the existing contractor code, document/part number as originally entered,
revision/line number as originally entered and the new or updated material
information. All new material information must have a line number and a material
code. Complete the data to be changed. If the line number submitted on the form
does not already exist for the document/part number, it is assumed to be a new line
number and will be added to the data base.
D
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SHEE'T 3 - MATERIALS INFORMATION SHEET (Continued)
Field No. Description
The line number, weight, surface area, thickness, maximum and minimum pressures,
and maximum and minimum temperatures are required to be numeric, or contain a
"$" in the fu'st position. The line number cannot be changed.
A. To delete ALL data for a document/part number, complete the existing
contractor code, document/part number and revision letter and enter the word
"DELETE" in the document part number field. If ALL revisions are to be
deleted enter "$$" in the existing revision letter field.
Bb To delete all data related to a next assembly complete the three existing key
fields and the next assembly sequence number and a "$" in the first position of
the next assembly field.
el To delete all data related to a material code complete the three existing key
fields and are the line number, and enter a "$" in the first position of the
material code field.
GENERAL
A. MATERIAL REVIEW/DISPOSITION RECORDS (MR/DR)
Use Update Sheet for this Entry
aQ MUES worksheets are prepared only for MR/DR's which add
materials, except materials are not reported under the following
conditions:
A.a.I. Original finish is being restored
A.a.2. General usage materials previously reported are specified
b. Worksheets are prepared independent of the production drawing
Normally selection of materials/parts by MR/DR's do not require
action; however, when materials/parts removal would affect materials's
overall evaluation (e.g., removal of a protective coating used to approve
flammability) revision of the production MUES Worksheet is required.
MSFC-PROC-2095
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Field No.
Be
SHEE-'T 3 - MATER/ALS INFORMATION SHEE-'F (Continued)
Description
c. Since MR/DR's have no P/L, some fasteners may only be identified by
the fastener coding system. See page 3, General Information.
d. Worksheets are prepared similar to production drawings except for the
following:
d.1. Document Number
0.2.
d.3
d.4.
Revision Letter (R/L)
Next Assembly
Support Document
REWORK ENGINEERING ORDER (EO)
Prefix document number with
"MR"
Always enter "NC"
Enter MR/DR number
MUES worksheet(s) are to be prepared _ for rework EO's that add new materials,
parts or change in environment.
To determine what materials and parts are new, rework EO information is compared
with that shown on the MUES Worksheet for the production drawing.
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TASK 11
Selection List Data Base
BAMSI provided a supervisor and six to nine analyst to
evaluate non-metallic test data from all the NASA facilities.
A metallurgist and one analyst evaluated and input test data
on metals. A consultant was also used to provide expertise
in the area of stress corrosion of metals.
The format developed in NAS 8-36360 was used as the
basis for all data entry on metals and non-metals. However,
when reporting requirements changed , the formats were
revised.
The following sections describe;
(A) Procedures for Data Entry of Nonmetallics
(B) "Skew" Methodology for Nonmetallics
(A) Procedure for Data Entry of Nonmetallics Data
Maintenance
All tests are now being rated by computer, except test 4B
and fluid system.
Note: Some of these test are new and we do not have all
the information concerning them There will be more
information about these test and their rating criteria later,
ex. New Test 2 heat and Visible Smoke release rates.
When writing individual test reports:
WSTF Ambient is 12.5
MSFC Ambient Pressure is 14.7
WSTF Default on Tox is 25.9
'Missile Grade Air' is 20.9 oxygen
Lox Temperature is -297
Ambient Gox Temperature is 70
Write all individual test reports as they are--Differences
will be accounted for in skewing,
"Test Material Entry/Update" Screen (Option 1) (Generates
Material Codes)
Check Init: Shows the initials of NASA/BAMSI Data
Review Team, indicating the data has been reviewed on test
report and that the data is correct.
TRP: Indicates that you had a test report.
Material Code: Consist of a five digit number (computer
generated) that has been assigned to that specific material.
Class: Indicates what from this material code will be
printed in the next version on MSFC-HDBK-527/JSC
09604. Example: A - Print everything,, B - Print header
information only, and C - Print nothing.
General ID: Consist of six litters - The first two being
the use type of the material, EX. Coating 'AK', Adhesives
'AB'. The second set of two letters are major composition
of the material, EX. Epoxy 'BG'. The third set of two
letters are additional composition of the material EX. Glass
'IA'.
Use Type: Consist of what the material actually is,
EX. Coating, Adhesive, Potting Compound, Wire
Electrical. These should always be spelled out.
Use Temperature Min/Max: Enter in degrees
Fahrenheit. List the min. and max. temperature at which
the material can be used. Ex. Min. 45, Max. 120. This is
sometimes provided on manufactures literature and some
may be found on the Properties Nonmetallic Data Base.
Manufactured Designation: Consist of the name of
the material with all the manufacturers, identification
numbers included, Ex. Sycast 2850GT, or 515x349 base
with 910x533 catalyst. Spell out designation, ex. 85%
wool/15% Kevlar should be written 85 percent wool and 15
percent Kelvar, However, in components, assemblies,
black boxes, and valves write part numbers as given.
Composition: Consist of the make-up of the material,
ex. epoxy , glass or silicone. Sometimes this will be the
same as the designation, but everything must have a
composition.
Specification: Consist of number that refers to the exact
material and the criteria it meets , it may be military or
commercial. Ex. Mil-P-18177, QQ-A-250, MSFC-Spec-
522. Omit revision number on specifications, but always
use the latest revision unless otherwise noted. Slashes are
used to indicate differences in type or composition or
special treatment on the same specification. Ex. MiI-P-
18177/9. (all specifications must list their dashes.)
Manufacturers Table: Consist of information about the
manufacturer.
Manufacturer/supplier: Requires that a 'M' for
manufacturer or a 'S' for supplier be placed in the field.
H4ID: Consist of four digit number referencing the
manufacturer, the division and location of the plant. (This
became so time consuming it was decided to not enter it at
this time.)
Name, address, city, state, country and phone number:
Should be obtained from manufacturer's data sheet and
entered on the database.
Sequence number: Consist of the consecutive numbers
assigned to each line of the remarks entered on the general
record. Ex. 001.
Remarks: Consist of anything not covered in designation,
composition or for special comments concerning the
material.
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Note: Materialcodesthatappearin thespecificationand
remarksectionsarecheckstobesureanychangestoheader
willkeepallotherdataintact.
Testmaterialentry/updatequery(Opt.2)
(Calluprecordsforcorrection)
CheckInit.: Showstheinitialsof NASA/BAMSIdata
reviewteam,indicatingthedatahasbeenreviewedtest
reportandthatthedataiscorrect.
TRP:Indicatesthatyouhadatestreport.
MaterialCode:Consistof afivedigitnumber(computer
generated)thathasbeenassignedtothatspecificmaterial.
Class: Indicateswhatfromthis materialcodewill be
printedin the nextversionon MSFC-HDBK-527/JSC
09604.Ex. 'A' = Printeverything,'B' = printheader
informationonly.'C' = Printnothing.
GenericID: Consistofsixletters--Thefirsttwobeingthe
usetypeof thematerial,Ex. Coating 'AK', Adhesives
'AB'. The second set of two letters are major composition
of the material, Ex. Epoxy 'BG'. The third set of two
letters are additional composition of the material Ex. Glass
'IA'.
Use Type: Consist of what the material actually is, Ex.
Coating, Adhesive, Potting Compound, Wire Electrical.
These should always be spelled out.
Use Temperature Min./Max.: Enter in degrees Fahrenheit.
List the minimum and maximum temperature at which the
material can be used. Ex. min. 45, ax 120. This is
sometimes provided on manufactures literature and some
may be found on the 'properties-nonmetallic' database.
Manufacture Designation: Consist of the name of the
material with all the manufacturers' identification numbers
included, Ex. Stycast 2850GT, or 515X349 base with
910X533 catalyst. Spell out designation, Ex. 85%
wool/15% kevlar should be written 85 percent wool and 15
percent kevlar. However; in components, assemblies, black
boxes, and valves--write part numbers as given.
Composition: Consist of the makeup of the material, Ex.
epoxy or glass or silicone. Sometimes this will be the same
as the designation, but everything must have a composition.
Specification: Consist of a number that refers to the exact
material and the criteria it meets, it may be military or
commercial. Ex. MIL-P- 18177, QQ-A-250, MSFC-SPEC-
522. Omit rev. number on specifications but always use the
latest rev. unless otherwise noted. Slashes are used to
indicate differences in type or composition or special
treatment on the same specification. Ex. MIL-P-18177/9.
(All specifications must list their dashes.)
Manufacturers Table: Consist of information about the
manufacturer.
Manufacture/Supplier: Requires that a 'M' for
manufacturer or a 'S' for supplier be placed in the field.
H4ID: Consist of four digit number referencing the
manufacture, the division and location of the plant. (this
became so time consuming it was decided to not enter it at
this time.)
Name, address, city, state, country and phone number:
Should be obtained from manufacture's data sheet and
entered on the database.
Sequence Number: Consist of the consecutive numbers
assigned to each line of the remarks entered on the general
record. Ex. 001.
Remarks: Consist of anything not covered in designation,
composition or for special comments concerning the
material.
Note: Material codes that appear in the specification and
remark sections are checks to be sure any changes to header
will keep all other data intact.
Flammability Data (Opt. 3)
TRP: Indicates that you had a test report.
Test Report Number: The number assigned to each test
report, we preceed it by a letter to indicate the test facility
at which the test was conducted. Ex. "W" for White Sands
test facility and "M" for Marshall test facility.
Material Code: Consist of a five digit number (computer
generated) that has been assigned to that specific material.
Source: Indicates data source or the test facility at which
the test was conducted. Write as follows:
White Sands Test Facility = 'WSTF'
Marshall Space Flight Center = 'MSFC'
Goddard Space Flight Center = 'GSFC
Test Date: Indicates the date the test was completed -- it is
listed on the front of each test report.
Pressure: Indicates the pressure at which the test was
conducted in psia. Ex. 9.0, 14.7 (Ambient in pressure is
considered "14.7.)
NHB: Test is the 8060.1C test number. Ex. 1, 2, 8, 10, 13.
Type: Is a key word description of the test. Ex. upw, dwn,
fuse.
Percent Oxygen: Indicates the level of oxygen
concentration at which the material was tested Ex. 25.90,
23.80. (Air in percent oxygen is considered "20.90".)
Gas Pct: Percent second gas, usually nitrogen but not
always. This is what remains after the percent oxygen is
subtracted form 100 percent. Ex. 30.00 oxygen, 70.00
nitrogen.
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GasName:Indicatesnameof thesecondgaswrittenout.
Ex.Nitrogen.
SubstrateInformation:
Thick:Indicatesthethicknessof thesubstratehematerial
wasplacedonfortesting.It isgivenin mill thicknessand
convertedto inchesfor thedatabase.Ex. 3 mill will be
0.003.
MTRL:Indicatesthethicknessofthesubstratethematerial
wasplacedon for testing.Somecommonsubstrateare
Teflon,aluminum,oraluminumfoil.
CureNo: Indicatesthecurethematerialhasbeenthrough
priortotesting.Ex.01.
Rating:Indicatesletteratingper8060.1c.Computerrates
--validratingsare"A","B","C",'T', "X".
VF: Indicatestheratingof this testin MSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC09604version"F". Thisis foraquickcomparison
ofanyratingchangesince527f and present database.
VX: Indicates or will indicate the rating in MSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC 09604 next version. This will then be a quick
comparison of any rating changes from 527f and 527g and
present database.
Reference: Indicates the way in which the data is reviewed
and ties all data to be reviewed together with the same
reference number. Ex. All data at 30 percent oxygen at
thickness .062 would be reference "03" and would all be
evaluated together to get an overall rating.
Skew Flag: Indicates the level of review the data has
received, final print selection will make up the next MSFC-
HDBK-527/JSC 09606 rev. g. Ex. "S" = computer skew,
"M" = MSFC skew selection (see attachment "MAPTIS
configuration logic diagram codes' for all codes.)
Sample Information:
Note: List all three samples as indicates by 'T'. "2". &
"3". The actual rating given to the entire test is indicates by
line "9" record. This line is used to obtain the ratings for
the whole test, and only the "9" record is printed in MSFC-
HDBK-527/JSC 09604.
Sample Number: Number of the sample, usually three for
flammability.
Sample Width: Width in inches, standard sample width is
2.5 inches.
Sample Length: Length in inches, standard sample length
is 12.0 inches.
Sample Thickness: Thickness is inches. Ex. 0.010.
Burn Length: Indicates length the sample burned in inches.
Ex. 6.2
Rating Explanation --- Computer rates as follows. If any of
the samples ignited kl0 paper or has burn dripping, it is
considered the worst sample. If kl0 paper ignites or the
burn dripping is moderate or large the sample is rated "X"
regardless of the burn length. If the burn dripping is listed
as only small then the sample is rated by the burn length.
Note: If all samples ignited K10 paper, or have moderate
or large burn dripping -- always use the worst burn length
as "9" record.
If all the burn length are less than six inches (there is no
moderate to large burn dripping), then take the worst
sample according to burn length.
If one or all the burn lengths are over six inches (there is no
moderate or large burn dripping), then take the worst
sample according to burn length.
T/B: Total burn field should be used only when the sample
is a total burn, then a "T" should be placed by appropriate
sample or samples.
Burn Time: Indicates time the material burned in seconds.
Ex. 15.9.
I/N/D: Is indicator. Ex. =, <, >.
Propagation Rate: Indicates inches per second that the
material burned, this will be listed on the test for each
sample with a burn length of more than six inches. Ex.
0.03.
K10: Indicates if K10 paper ignited. Ex. "Y" = yes, "N" =
no, and blank = K10 not used.
F/J: Indicates flame jets. Ex. "N" = None, "S" = Small,
"M" = Moderate, "L" = Large. Place by the appropriate
sample.
S/P: Indicates sparks. Ex. "N" = None, "S" = Small, "M"
= Moderate, and "L" = Large. Place by the appropriate
sample.
D/B: Indicates burn dripping. Ex. "N" = None, "S" =
Small, "M" = Moderate, "L" = Large. Place by the
appropriate sample.
Note: Although flame jets, sparks, and burn dripping are
all indicates when present only moderate or large burn
dripping can affect the rating of a material. Moderate or
large burn dripping always caused the material to get a "X"
rating no matter what the burn length.
OXY/After/Test: Indicates the remaining oxygen after
testing. Ex. 24.7.
Type: Indicates the type of statement, either remark or
sample description.
Sequence Number: Consist of the consecutive numbers
assigned to each line of the remarks entered on the general
record. Ex. 001.
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Remarks:Thisfieldcanbeeithera remarkora sample
description,andconsistof anythingnotcoveredin the
aboveinformation. Specialcommentsaboutsample
orientationorburningeffectsonsamplecanalsobeplaced
in thisfield. Ex.Frontfaceof samplenumber3 fell off
duringtesting.
Note:Materialcodesandtestnumbersthatappearin the
sampleinformationandremarksectionsarechecksto be
sureanychangestoheaderwillkeepallotherdataintact.
FlashandFire(Opt.4)
TRP: Indicatesthatyouhaveatestreport.
TestReportNumber: The numberassignedto each
testreport,weprecededit bya letterto indicatethetest
facilityatwhichthetestwasconducted.Ex."W"forWhite
SandsTestFacilityand"M" forMarshallTestFacility.
MaterialCode: Consistof afivedigitnumber(computer
generated)thathasbeenassignedtothatspecificmaterial.
Source:Indicatesdatasourceor thetestfacilityat which
thetestwasconducted.Writeasfollows:
WhiteSandsTestFacility= 'WSTF'
MarshallSpaceFlightCenter= 'MSFC'
GoddardSpaceFlightCenter= 'GSFC'
TestDate: Indicatesthedatethetestwascompleted
--it islistedonthefrontofeachtestreport.
Pressure:Indicatesthepressureat whichthetestwas
conductedin psia.Ex.9.0,14.7(Ambientin pressureis
considered14.7).
NHB: Testis the8060.1Ctestnumber,in thiscasetest
#3.Ex3.
Type: Isa keyworddescriptionof thetest,in thiscase
flash/fireorF/F.
PercentOxygen:Indicates the level of oxygen
concentrationatwhichthematerialwastested.Ex.25.90,
23.80(Airinpercentoxygenisconsidered20.90).
GasPet.: Percentsecondgas,usuallynitrogenbutnot
always.Thisis whatremainsafterthepercentoxygenis
subtractedfrom 100percent.Ex. 30.00oxygen,70.00
nitrogen.
GasName:Indicatesnameof thesecondgaswrittenout.
Ex.Nitrogen.
SubstrateInformation:
Thick:Indicatesthethicknessofthesubstratethematerial
wasplacedonfortesting.It isgiveninmill thicknessand
convenedto inchesfor thedatabase.Ex.3 mil will be
0.003.
Material:Indicatestheactualmaterialof thesubstratehe
materialwasplacedon for testing. Somecommon
substratesareTeflon,aluminum,oraluminumfoil.
SampleNo.: Numberofthesample,usuallythreeforeach
test.Ex.1.
SampleWeight:Weightofsampleingrams.
FlashPoint:Pointof degreesatwhichaflashoccurred,in
degreesFahrenheit.
FirePoint: Pointof degreesat whicha fireoccurred,in
degreesFahrenheit.
FlashRating:Eitheran'A' or 'X' dependingonwhether
theflashoccurredabove400degreesorbelow.Above400
degreesi 'A' rated-- below400degreesi 'X' rated.
FireRating:Eitheran'A' or 'X' dependingonwhetherthe
fire occurredabove450degreesor below. Above450
degreesi 'A' rated--below450degreesi 'X' rated.
Note: If adash(-) is in eithertheflashor fire fieldthis
indicatesthatthesamplewastestedtothetemperatureof
1000degreesandnoflashof fireoccurred;therefore,the
ratingwouldbe'A' (Ex.flash550,fire-. Flashoccurredat
550butfirewasnotnotedupto theendof thetestat1000
degrees.Bothratings= 'A').
CureNo.: Indicatesthecurethematerialhasbeenthrough
priortotesting.Ex.01
Reference:Indicatesthewayinwhichthedataisreviewed
andtiesall datato bereviewedtogetherwiththesame
referencenumber.Ex.All dataat 30percentoxygenat
thickness.
SkewFlag: Indicatesthelevelof reviewthedatahas
received,finalprintselectionwillmakeupthenextMSFC-
HDBK-527/JSC09604Rev.G.Ex. 'S'= Computerskew,
'M' MSFCskewselection(seeattachment'MAPTIS
configurationlogicdiagramcodes'forallcodes).
SequenceNumber:Consistof theconsecutivenumbers
assignedtoeachlineoftheremarksenteredonthegeneral
record.Ex.001.
Remarks:Thisfieldcanbeeitheraremarkor a sample
description,andconsistof anythingnot coveredin the
aboveinformation. Specialcommentsaboutsample
orientationorburningeffectsonsamplecanalsobeplaced
in thisfield. Ex. Frontfaceof samplenumber3 fell off
duringtesting.
Note:Materialcodesandtestnumbersthatappearin the
sampleinformationandremarksectionsarechecksto be
sureanychangestoheaderwillkeepallotherdataintact.
Test4BElectricalOverload
TRP:Indicatesthatyouhadatestreport.
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TestReportNumber:Thenumberassignedto eachtest
report,weprecededit bya lettertoindicatethetestfacility
atwhichthetestwasconducted.Ex.'W' forWhiteSands
TestFacilityand'M' forMarshallTestFacility.
MaterialCode:Consistof afivedigitnumber(computer
generated)thathasbeenassignedtothatspecificmaterial.
Source:Indicatesdatasourceor thetestfacilityatwhich
thetestwasconducted.Writeasfollows:
WhiteSandsTestFacility= 'WSTF'
MarshallSpaceFlightCenter= 'MSFC'
GoddardSpaceFlightCenter= 'GSFC'
TestDate:Indicatesthedatethetestwascompleted-- it is
listedonthefrontofeachtestreport.
Pressure:Indicatesthepressureat whichthetestwas
conductedin psia.Ex. 9.0,14.7(ambientinpressureis
considered14.7).
StartCur:indicatesinitialcurrentlistedinamps.Ex.50.
NHB:Testis the8060.ICtestnumber.Ex.4B.
Type:Isakeyworddescriptionofthetest.Ex.fuse.
PercentOxygen: Indicatesthe level of oxygen
concentrationatwhichthematerialwastested.Ex. 25.90,
23.80(airinpercentoxygenisconsidered20.90).
GasPercent:Percentsecondgas,usuallynitrogenbutnot
always.Thisiswhatremainsafterthepercentoxygenis
subtractedfrom 100percent.Ex. 30.00oxygen,70.00
nitrogen.
GasName:Indicatesnameof thesecondgaswrittenout.
Ex.Nitrogen.
InsThick: Indicatesthicknessof insulationonwire. Ex.
025.
SampleAngle: Indicatestheangleof thesample,if any.
Ex.15.
Gauge:IndicatesthegaugeofthewireinAwg.Ex.20.
TieSpace:Indicatethespacingoftheworetiesin inches.
Ex.2.
WireTireMaterial:Indicatetheworetiematerial.Ex.
HT-30Loc.-B,Tefzel.
CureNo.:Indicatesthecurethematerialhasbeenthrough
priortotesting.Ex.01
Rating:Indicatesthecurethematerialhasbeenthrough
priortotesting.Ex.01
Reference:Indicatesthewayinwhichthedataisreviewed
andtiesall datato bereviewedtogetherwith thesame
referencenumber.Ex. All dataat 30percentoxygenat
thickness.062wouldbe reference'30' andwouldbe
evaluatedtogethertogetanoverallrating.
SkewFlag: Indicatesthelevelof reviewthedatahas
received,finalprintselectionwill makeupthenestMSFC-
HDBK-572/JSC09604Rev.G.Ex."S"=ComputerSkew,
"M" = MSFCSkewSelection(Seeattachment'MAPTIS
ConfigurationLogicDiagramCodes'forallcodes).
SampleInformation:
Note: Listall threesamplesasindicatesby "1", "2",&
"3". Theactualratinggiventotheentiretestisindicatesby
line"9" record.Thislineisusedto obtaintheratingsfor
thewholetest,andonlythe"9"recordisprintedinMSFC-
HDBK-527/JSC09604.
SampleNumber:Numberof thesample,usuallythreefor
flammability.
SampleCurrent:Indicatesthecurrentin amp,at which
fusionoccurred.
SampleTime:Indicatesthetimeatthecurrentwhenfusion
occurred.
BurnLength:Indicateslengththesampleburnedininches.
Ex.6.2.
T/B: TotalBurnfieldshouldbeusedonlywhenthesample
isatotalburn,thena "T" shouldbeplacedbyappropriate
sampleorsamples.
BurnTime:Indicatestimethematerialburnedinseconds.
Ex.15.9.
Fusioncurrentis thecurrentor ampsat whichthewire
fuses.Ex.154.Timetofusionis thenumberofsecondsat
thelastcurrentorampsuntilfusionoccurs.Ex.12.
IGN: Ignitionnotedindicateswhetheranytypeignition
suchasaflashorsparkoccurred.Placea"Y" foryes,a
"N" for notin thebox(awirecannotbe"A" ratedif an
ignitionoccurs).
PropagationRate: Indicatesinchespersecondthatthe
materialburned,thiswill be listedon thetestfor each
samplewitha burnlengthof morethansix inches.Ex.
0.03.
F/J: Indicatesflamejets.Ex."N" = None,"S" = Small,
"M" = Moderate, and "L" = Large. Placeby the
appropriatesample.
S/P:Indicatessparks.Ex."N" = None,"S"= Small,"M"
= Moderate,and"L" = Large.Placeby theappropriate
sample.
D/B:Indicatessparks.Ex."N" = None,"S"= Small,"M"
= Moderate,and"L" = Large.Placebytheappropriate
sample.
Note:Althoughflamejets,sparks,andburndrippingare
all indicateswhenpresentonlymoderateor largeburn
drippingcanaffectheratingof amaterial.Moderateor
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largeburndrippingalwayscausesthematerialtogeta"X"
ratingnomatterwhatheburnlength.
Oxy/After/Test:Indicatesthereamingoxygenaftertesting.
Ex24.7.
Damageto Adjacentwires: Indicatesthe damageto
adjacentwires,allows240characters.
Type: Indicatesthetypeof statement,eitherremarkor
sampledescription.
SequenceNumber:Consist of the consecutive numbers
assigned to each line of the remarks entered on the general
record. Ex. 001.
Remarks: This field can be either a remark or a sample
description, and consist of anything not covered in the
above information. Special comments about sample
orientation or burning effects on sample can also be placed
in this field. Ex. Frond face of sample number 3 fell off
during testing.
Note: Material codes and test numbers that appear in the
sample information and remark sections are checks to be
sure any changes to header will keep all other data intact.
Test 4A Electrical Wire Insulation (Opt. 6)
TRP: Indicates that you had a test report.
Test Report Number: The number assigned to each test
report, we preceded it by a letter to indicate the test facility
at which the test was conducted. Ex, "W" for White Sands
Test Facility and "M" for Marshall Test Facility.
Material Code: Consist of a five digit number (computer
generated) that has been assigned to that specific material.
Source: Indicates data source or the test facility at which
the test was conducted. Write as follows:
White Sands Test Facility = 'WSTF'
Marshall Space Flight Center = 'MSFC'
Goddard Space Flight Center = 'GSFC'
Test Date: Indicates the date the test was completed -- it is
listed on the front of each test report.
Pressure: Indicates the pressure at which the test was
conducted in psia. Ex. 9.0, 14.7 (ambient in pressure is
considered 14.7).
Thick: Indicates the thickness in inches of the material
tested. Ex..062
NHB: Test is the 8060.1C test number. Ex. 4A
Type: Is a key work description of the test. Ex. Angle
Percent Oxygen: Indicates the level of oxygen
concentration at which the material was tested. Ex. 25.90,
23.80 (Air in percent oxygen is considered '20.90').
Gas Name: Indicates name of the second gas written out.
Ex. Nitrogen
Wire Gauge: Indicated the gauge of the wire Awgs. Ex. 20
Tie Space: Indicates the spacing of the wire ties in inches.
Ex. 2
Material: Indicates the wire tie material. Ex. STFE-30B
Insu Thick: Indicates thickness of insulation on wire. Ex.
006
Sam Angle: Indicates the angle of the sample, If any. Ex.
15
Ign Orient: Indicates ignitor orientation. Ex 1/4 inch
below sample.
Wire: Indicates if the sample is a single wire. "X" = Yes
Bundle: Indicates if the sample is a bundle. Ex. "X" = Yes
Cure No.: Indicates the cure the material has been through
prior to testing. Ex. 01
Rating: Indicates letter rating per 8060.1C. Valid ratings
are "A", "B", "C", "I" and "X".
Reference: Indicates the way in which the data is reviewed
and ties all data to be reviewed together with the same
reference number. Ex. All data at 30 percent oxygen at
thickness .062 would be reference "03" and would all be
evaluated together to get an overall rating.
Skew Flag: Indicates the level of review the data has
received, final print selection will make up the nest MSFC-
HDBK-572/JSC 09604 Rev. G. Ex. "S" = Computer Skew,
"M" = MSFC Skew Selection (See attachment 'MAPTIS
Configuration Logic Diagram Codes' for all codes).
Skew Flag: Indicates the level of review the data has
received, final print selection will make up the nest MSFC-
HDBK-572/JSC 09604 Rev. G. Ex. "S" = Computer Skew,
"M" = MSFC Skew Selection (See attachment 'MAPTIS
Configuration Logic Diagram Codes' for all codes).
Smp Number: Indicates the number of the sample, usually
three for flammability.
Wire Temp: Indicates the temperature to which the wire
has been heated Fahrenheit. Ex. 275
Time: Indicates time in minutes that the wire was heated.
Ex. 5
Crnt: Indicates the current or amps flowing to the sample.
Ex. 45.
Volt: Indicates the volts flowing to the sample. Ex. 3.
Ign Time: Indicates time of ignition in seconds. Ex. 10.
Burn Length: Indicates length the sample burned in inches.
Ex. 6.2.
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T/B: TotalBurnfieldshouldbeusedonlywhenthesample
isatotalburn,thena"T" shouldbeplacedbyappropriate
sampleorsamples.
F/J: Indicatesflamejets.Ex."N" = None,"S"= Small,
"M" = Moderate, and "L" = Large. Placeby the
appropriatesample
S/P:Indicatessparks.Ex."N" = None,"S"= Small,"M"
= Moderate,and"L" = Large.Placebytheappropriate
sample.
D/B:Indicatessparks.Ex."N" = None,"S"= Small,"M"
= Moderate,and"L" = Large.Placebytheappropriate
sample.
Note:Althoughflamejets,sparks,andburndrippingare
all indicateswhenpresentonlymoderateor largeburn
drippingcanaffectheratingof amaterial.Moderateor
largeburndrippingalwayscausesthematerialtogeta"X"
ratingnomatterwhatheburnlength.
Oxy/After/Test:Indicatestheremaingoxygenaftertesting.
Ex24.7.
Type: Indicatesthetypeof statement,eitheremarkor
sampledescription.
SequenceNumber:Consistof theconsecutivenumbers
assignedtoeachlineoftheremarksenteredonthegeneral
record.Ex.001.
Remarks:Thisfieldcanbeeithera remarkor asample
description,andconsistof anythingnotcoveredin the
aboveinformation. Specialcommentsaboutsample
orientationorburningeffectsonsamplecanalsobeplaced
in thisfield. Ex.Frondfaceof samplenumber3 fell off
duringtesting.
Note:Materialcodesandtestnumbersthatappearin the
sampleinformationandremarksectionsarechecksto be
sureanychangestoheaderwill keepallotherdataintact.
FluidSystem(Opt.7)
TRP:Indicatesthatyouhadatestreport.
TestReportNumber:Thenumberassignedto eachtest
report,weprecededit bya lettertoindicatethetestfacility
atwhichthetestwasconducted.Ex,"W" forWhiteSands
TestFacilityand"M" forMarshallTestFacility.
MaterialCode:Consistof afivedigitnumber(computer
generated)thathasbeenassignedtothatspecificmaterial.
Source:Indicatesdatasourceor thetestfacilityatwhich
thetestwasconducted.Writeasfollows:
WhiteSandsTestFacility= 'WSTF'
MarshallSpaceFlightCenter= 'MSFC'
GoddardSpaceFlightCenter= 'GSFC'
TestDate:Indicatesthedatethetestwascompleted-- it is
listedonthefrontofeachtestreport.
SurfArea:Indicatesthesurfaceareaof materialin square
inched.Ex.2.
Qty:Indicatesthequantityofmaterialingrams.Ex.24.
NHB:Testisthe8060.1Ctestnumber.Ex.15.
Type:Isa keyworddescriptionof thetest. Ex.Immer,
vapor.
SubstrateInformation:
Thick:Indicatesthethicknessofthesubstratehematerial
wasplacedonfortesting.It isgiveninmill thicknessand
convertedto inchesfor thedatabase.Ex.3 mill will be
0.003.
Mtrl: Indicatestheactualmaterialof thesubstratethe
materialwasplacedon for testing. Somecommon
substratesareTeflon,aluminum,oraluminumfoil.
Media:Indicatesthefluidormediausedin thetest.Ex.
N204.
VaporVol.: Indicatesthevaporvolumeinmilliliters.Ex
10.
Pressure:Indicatesthepressureat whichthetestwas
conductedinpsia.Ex. 9.0,14.7(ambientin pressureis
considered14.7).
LiquidVol.: Indicatestheliquidvolumeinmilliliters.Ex.
10.
Temp: Indicatesthe initial temperaturein degrees
Fahrenheit.Ex.75.
Tempi: Indicatestheendingtemperaturein degrees
Fahrenheit.Ex.75.
MediaSpec:Listmediaspecification.Ex.MiI-X-XXXX.
ExposureTime:Indicatestheexposuretimein hours.Ex.
24.
FluidChg.:Indicatesanychangeinthefluidormedia.Ex.
Color.
CureNo.: Indicatesthecurethematerialhasbeenthrough
priortotesting.Ex.01.
Rating: Indicatesletterratingper8060.1C.Computer
rates--Validratingsare"A","B", 'T', and"X".
VF: Indicatestheratingof this testin MSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC09604version"F". Thisisforaquickcomparison
ofanyratingschangesince527Fandpresentdatabase.
VX: Indicatesorwill indicatetheratinginMSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC09604nextversion.Thiswill thenbea quick
comparisonfanyratingchangesfrom527Fand527Gand
presentdatabase.
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Reference:Indicatesthewayinwhichthedataisreviewed
andtiesall datato bereviewedtogetherwiththesame
referencenumber.Ex.All dataat 30percentoxygenat
thickness.062wouldbereference"03" andwouldall be
evaluatedtogethertogetanoverallrating.
SkewFlag: Indicatesthelevelof reviewthedatahas
received,finalprintselectionwill makeupthenestMSFC-
HDBK-572/JSC09604Rev.G. Ex."S"=ComputerSkew,
"M" = MSFCSkewSelection(Seeattachment'MAPTIS
ConfigurationLogicDiagramCodes'forallcodes).
Type: Indicatesthetypeof statement,eitherremarkor
sampledescription.SequenceNumber: Consistof the
consecutivenumbersassignedto eachlineof theremarks
enteredonthegeneralrecord.Ex.001.
Remarks:Thisfieldcanbeeithera remarkor a sample
description,andconsistof anythingnotcoveredin the
aboveinformation. Specialcommentsaboutsample
orientationorburningeffectsonsamplecanalsobeplaced
in thisfield. Ex.Frondfaceof samplenumber3 fell off
duringtesting.
Note:Materialcodesandtestnumbersthatappearin the
sampleinformationandremarksectionsarechecksto be
sureanychangestoheaderwillkeepallotherdataintact.
MechanicalImpactLox/GoxSystems(Opt.8)
TRP:Indicatesthatyouhadatestreport.
TestReportNumber:Thenumberassignedto eachtest
report,weprecededit bya lettertoindicatethetestfacility
atwhichthetestwasconducted.Ex,"W" forWhiteSands
TestFacilityand"M" forMarshallTestFacility.
MaterialCode:Consistof a fivedigitnumber(computer
generated)thathasbeenassignedtothatspecificmaterial.
Source:Indicatesdatasourceor thetestfacilityatwhich
thetestwasconducted.Writeasfollows:
WhiteSandsTestFacility= 'WSTF'
MarshallSpaceFlightCenter= 'MSFC'
GoddardSpaceFlightCenter= 'GSFC'
TestDate:Indicatesthedatethetestwascompleted-- it is
listedonthefrontofeachtestreport.
Temp: Indicatesthe initial temperaturein degrees
Fahrenheit.Ex.75.
Thick:Indicatesthicknessofmaterialininches.Ex.003.
NHB:Testis the8060.1Ctestnumber.Ex.1,8,10,13.
Type:Isakeyworddescriptionof thetest.Ex.Mech.
Substrate Information:
Thick: Indicates the thickness of the substrate the material
was placed on for testing. It is given in mill thickness and
converted to inches for the database. Ex. 3 mill will be
0.003.
Mtrl: Indicates the actual material of the substrate the
material was placed on for testing. Some common
substrates are Teflon, aluminum, or aluminum foil.
Fluid: List the name of fluid or media that is used in the
test. Ex. Liquid Oxygen.
2nd Fluid: List the name of the second fluid, if any. Ex.
Nitrogen.
Batch No.: Indicates the manufacturers Batch/Lot Number.
Ex. TA114.
Pct Fluid: Indicates the percentage of main fluid or media
used. Ex. 50.
2nd Pct Fluid: Indicates the percentage of the second fluid,
if any. Ex. 50.
Cure No.: Indicates the cure the material has been through
prior to testing Ex. 01.
SMP No.: Indicates the sample number. Ex. 3.
Rating: Indicates letter rating per 8060.1C. Computer
rates -- Valid ratings are "A", "B", "C", 'T', and "X".
VF: Indicates the rating of this test in MSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC 09604 version "F". This is for a quick comparison
of any ratings change since 527F and present database.
VX: Indicates or will indicate the rating in MSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC 09604 next version. This will then be a quick
comparison of any rating changes from 527F and 527G and
present database.
Pressure: Indicates the pressure at which the test was
conducted in psia. Ex. 9.0, 14.7 (ambient in pressure is
considered 14.7)
Impact Energy: Indicates the impact energy in Ft. Lbs. that
is used in testing. Ex. 72.
No Reactions: Indicates the number of reactions per test.
Ex. 04.
No Tests: Indicates the number of tests at pressure and
energy level. Ex. 20.
Reference: Indicates the way in which the data is reviewed
and ties all data to be reviewed together with the same
reference number. Ex. All data at 30 percent oxygen at
thickness .062 would be reference "03" and would all be
evaluated together to get an overall rating.
Skew Flag: Indicates the level of review the data has
received, final print selection will make up the nest MSFC-
HDBK-572/JSC 09604 Rev. G. Ex. "S" = Computer Skew,
"M" = MSFC Skew Selection (See attachment 'MAPTIS
Configuration Logic Diagram Codes' for all codes).
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SequenceNumber:Consistof theconsecutivenumbers
assignedtoeachlineoftheremarksenteredonthegeneral
record.Ex.001.
Remarks:Thisfieldcanbeeithera remarkora sample
description,andconsistof anythingnotcoveredin the
aboveinformation. Specialcommentsaboutsample
orientationorburningeffectsonsamplecanalsobeplaced
in thisfield. Ex.Frondfaceof samplenumber3 fell off
duringtesting.
Note: Material codes and test numbers that appear in the
sample information and remark sections are checks to be
sure any changes to header will keep all other data intact.
Pneumatic Impact Fluid Systems (Opt. 9)
TRP: Indicates that you had a test report.
Test Report Number: The number assigned to each test
report, we preceded it by a letter to indicate the test facility
at which the test was conducted. Ex, "W" for White Sands
Test Facility and "M" for Marshall Test Facility.
Material Code: Consist of a five digit number (computer
generated) that has been assigned to that specific material.
Source: Indicates data source or the test facility at which
the test was conducted. Write as follows:
White Sands Test Facility = 'WSTF'
Marshall Space Flight Center = 'MSFC'
Goddard Space Flight Center = 'GSFC'
Test Date: Indicates the date the test was completed -- it is
listed on the front of each test report.
Temp: Indicates the initial temperature in degrees
Fahrenheit. Ex. 75.
Thick: Indicates thickness of material in inches. Ex. 003.
NHB: Test is the 8060.1C test number. Ex. 14.
Type: Is a key word description of the test. Ex. Mech.,
Pneu.
Substrate Information:
Thick: Indicates the thickness of the substrate the material
was placed on for testing. It is given in mill thickness and
converted to inches for the database. Ex. 3 mill will be
0.003.
Mtrl: Indicates the actual material of the substrate the
material was placed on for testing. Some common
substrates are Teflon, aluminum, or aluminum foil.
Fluid: List the name of fluid or media that is used in the
test. Ex. Liquid Oxygen.
2nd Fluid: List the name of the second fluid, if any. Ex.
Nitrogen.
Batch No.: Indicates the manufacturers Batch/Lot Number.
Ex. TA114.
Pct Fluid: Indicates the percentage of main fluid or media
used. Ex. 50.
2rid Pct Fluid: Indicates the percentage of the second fluid,
if any. Ex. 50.
Rating: Indicates letter rating per 8060.1C. Computer
rates -- Valid ratings are "A", "B", "C","I", and "X".
VF: Indicates the rating of this test in MSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC 09604 version "F". This is for a quick comparison
of any ratings change since 527F and present database.
VX: Indicates or will indicate the rating in MSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC 09604 next version. This will then be a quick
comparison of any rating changes from 527F and 527G and
present database.
Pressure: Indicates the pressure at which the test was
conducted in psia. Ex. 9.0, 14.7 (Ambient in pressure is
considered 14.7)
No Reactions: Indicates the number of reactions per test.
Ex. 04.
No. Tests: Indicates the number of tests at pressure and
energy level Ex. 20.
Cure No.: Indicates the cure the material has been through
prior to testing. Ex. 01.
Reference: Indicates the way in which the data is reviewed
and ties all data to be reviewed together with the same
reference number. Ex. All data at 30 percent oxygen at
thickness .062 would be reference "03" and would all be
evaluated together to get an overall rating.
Skew Flag: Indicates the level of review the data has
received, final print selection will make up the nest MSFC-
HDBK-572/JSC 09604 Rev. G. Ex. "S" = Computer Skew,
"M" = MSFC Skew Selection (See attachment 'MAPTIS
Configuration Logic Diagram Codes' for all codes).
Sequence Number: Consist of the consecutive numbers
assigned to each line of the remarks entered on the general
record. Ex. 001.
Remarks: This field can be either a remark or a sample
description, and consist of anything not covered in the
above information. Special comments about sample
orientation or burning effects on sample can also be placed
in this field. Ex. Front face of sample number 3 fell off
during testing.
Note: Material codes and test numbers that appear in the
sample information and remark sections are checks to be
sure any changes to header will keep all other data intact.
Toxic Offgassing (Opt. 10)
TRP: Indicates that you had a test report.
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TestReportNumber:Thenumberassignedto eachtest
report,weprecededit byalettertoindicatethetestfacility
atwhichthetestwasconducted.Ex,"W" forWhiteSands
TestFacilityand"M" forMarshallTestFacility.
MaterialCode:Consistof afivedigitnumber(computer
generated)thathasbeenassignedtothatspecificmaterial.
Source:Indicatesdatasourceor thetestfacilityatwhich
thetestwasconducted.Writeasfollows:
WhiteSandsTestFacility= 'WSTF'
MarshallSpaceFlightCenter= 'MSFC'
GoddardSpaceFlightCenter---'GSFC'
Test Date: Indicates the date the test was completed -- it is
listed on the front of each test report.
Pressure: Indicates the pressure at which the test was
conducted in psia. Ex. 9.0, 14.7 (Ambient in pressure is
considered 14.7)
Temp: Indicates the temperature at which the test was
conducted. Ex. 120.
NHB: Test is the 8060.1C test number. Ex. 1, 2, 8, 10, and
13.
Typ: Is a key word description of the test. Ex. UPW,
DWN, and Fuse.
Percent Oxygen: Indicates the level of oxygen
concentration at which the material was tested. Ex. 25.90,
23.80 (Air in percent oxygen is considered "20.90").
Gas Pct.: Percent second gas, usually nitrogen but not
always. This is what remains after the percent oxygen is
subtracted from 100 percent. Ex. 30.00 oxygen, 70.00
nitrogen.
Gas Name: Indicates name of the second gas written out.
Ex. Nitrogen.
Substrate Information:
Thick: Indicates the thickness of the substrate the material
was placed on for testing. It is given in mill thickness and
converted to inches for the database. Ex. 3 mill will be
0.003.
Mtrl: Indicates the actual material of the substrate the
material was placed on for testing. Some common
substrates are Teflon, aluminum, or aluminum foil.
Sample Weight: Indicates the weight of the material in
grams. Ex 37.5.
Analysis Criteria: Indicates which analysis criteria to be
used in evaluating the test results. (A) Micrograms/Grams
for non-assembled material. (B) Total micrograms for
assembled articles.
Surface Area: Indicates surface area of material in square
inches. Ex. 2.
ML WT: Indicates the maximum limit weight of material
that can be used without exceeding summation of T. This
field also indicates the number of units that can be used
also. Computer calculates.
Skew Flag: Indicates the level of review the data has
received, final print selection will make up the nest MSFC-
HDBK-572/JSC 09604 Rev. G. Ex. "S" = Computer Skew,
"M" = MSFC Skew Selection (See attachment 'MAPTIS
Configuration Logic Diagram Codes' for all codes).
Reference: Indicates the way in which the data is reviewed
and ties all data to be reviewed together with the same
reference number. Ex. All data at 30 percent oxygen at
thickness .062 would be reference "03" and would all be
evaluated together to get an overall rating.
Cure No.: Indicates the cure the material has been through
prior to testing. Ex. 01.
Shuttle Rtg: Indicates letter rating per 8060.1C, for shuttle.
Computer rates --Valid ratings are "K", "H", "A", "V", and
VF: Indicates the rating of this test in MSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC 09604 version "F". This is for a quick comparison
of any ratings change since 527F and present database.
VX: Indicates or will indicate the rating in MSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC 09604 next version. This will then be a quick
comparison of any rating changes from 527F and 527G and
present database.
SSF Rtg: Indicates letter rating per 8060.IC for Space
Station Freedom. Computer Rates -- Valid ratings are
"K", "H", "A", "V", and "X".
Gas Code: NASA assigned gas code (6 digit) for each
constituent a material offgassed. Ex. 16100.
Amount: Indicated the amount of each constituent the
material offgassed. Ex. 26.
ML WT: Indicates the maximum limit that can be used in
pounds of the material without exceeding the summation of
T. Computer calculates. Ex. 50.
Milgr/M3: Indicates the SMAC limit for each constituent.
Computer pulls from gas table. Ex. 26.
TX2/Mac: Indicates the off gassed amount in
milligrams/M3 over Mac. Ex. 020.
Type: Indicates the type of statement, either remark or
sample description.
Sequence Number: Consist of the consecutive numbers
assigned to each line of the remarks entered on the general
record. Ex. 001.
Remarks: Consist of anything not covered in designation,
composition or for special comments concerning the
material.
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Note:Materialcodesthatappearin thespecificationand
remarksectionsarecheckstobesureanychangestoheader
willkeepallotherdataintact.
Odor Data (Opt. 11)
TRP: Indicates that you had a test report.
Test Report Number: The number assigned to each test
report, we preceed it by a letter to indicate the test facility
at which the test was conducted. Ex. "W" for White Sands
test facility and "M" for Marshall test facility.
Material Code: Consist of a five digit number (computer
generated) that has been assigned to that specific material.
Source: Indicates data source or the test facility at which
the test was conducted. Write as follows:
White Sands Test Facility = 'WSTF'
Marshall Space Flight Center = 'MSFC'
Goddard Space Flight Center = 'GSFC'
Test Date: Indicates the date the test was completed -- it is
listed on the front of each test report.
Pressure: Indicates the pressure at which the test was
conducted in psia. Ex. 9.0, 14.7 (Ambient in pressure is
considered "14.7.)
NHB: Test is the 8060.1C test number. Ex. 1, 2, 8, 10, 13.
Type: Is a key word description of the test. Ex. upw, dwn,
fuse.
Percent Oxygen: Indicates the level of oxygen
concentration at which the material was tested Ex. 25.90,
23.80. (Air in percent oxygen is considered "20.90".)
Gas Pet: Percent second gas, usually nitrogen but not
always. This is what remains after the percent oxygen is
subtracted form 100 percent. Ex. 30.00 oxygen, 70.00
nitrogen.
Gas Name: Indicates name of the second gas written out,
Ex. Nitrogen.
Substrate Information:
Thick: Indicates the thickness of the substrate the material
was placed on for testing. It is given in mill thickness and
converted to inches for the database. Ex. 3 mill will be
0.003.
Mtrl: Indicates the actual material of the substrate the
material was placed on for testing. Some common
substrates are Teflon, aluminum, or aluminum foil.
Sample Weight: Indicates the weight of the material in
grams. Ex 37.5.
Odor: Indicates the amount in numeric value from the test
report. Ex. 2.0.
Cure No.: Indicates the cure the material has been through
prior to testing. Ex. 01.
Rtg: Indicates letter rating per 8060.1C. Computer rates --
Valid ratings are "A", 'T', and "X".
VF: Indicates the rating of this test in MSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC 09604 version "F'. This is for a quick comparison
of any ratings change since 527F and present database.
VX: Indicates or will indicate the rating in MSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC 09604 next version. This will then be a quick
comparison of any rating changes from 527F and 527G and
present database.
Skew Flag: Indicates the level of review the data has
received, final print selection will make up the nest MSFC-
HDBK-572/JSC 09604 Rev. G. Ex. "S" = Computer Skew,
"M" = MSFC Skew Selection (See attachment 'MAPTIS
Type: Indicates the type of statement, either remark or
sample description.
Sequence Number: Consist of the consecutive numbers
assigned to each line of the remarks entered on the general
record. Ex. 001.
Remarks: Consist of anything not covered in designation,
composition or for special comments concerning the
material.
Note: Material codes that appear in the specification and
remark sections are checks to be sure any changes to header
will keep all other data intact.
Thermal Vacuum Outgassing (Opt. 12)
TRP: Indicates that you had a test report.
Test Report Number: The number assigned to each test
report, we preceded it by a letter to indicate the test facility
at which the test was conducted. Ex. "W" for White Sands
test facility and "M" for Marshall test facility.
Material Code: Consist of a five digit number (computer
generated) that has been assigned to that specific material.
Source: Indicates data source or the test facility at which
the test was conducted. Write as follows:
White Sands Test Facility = 'WSTF'
Marshall Space Flight Center = 'MSFC'
Goddard Space Flight Center = 'GSFC'
Test Date: Indicates the date the test was completed -- it is
listed on the front of each test report.
Pressure: Indicates the pressure at which the test was
conducted in psia. Ex. 9.0, 14.7 (Ambient in pressure is
considered "14.7.)
NHB: Test is the 8060.1C test number. Ex. 1, 2, 8, 10, 13.
Type: Is a key word description of the test. Ex. TVS.
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Duration:Indicatesthetimeinhoursthetestlasted.Ex.
24.
SubstrateInformation:
Thick:Indicatesthethicknessof thesubstratethematerial
wasplacedonfortesting.It isgiveninmill thicknessand
convertedto inchesfor thedatabase.Ex.3 mill will be
0.003.
SampleNo.:Indicatesthenumberofsample.Ex.2.
TML: Indicatespercentageoftotalmassloss.Ex.02.
VCM%: Indicatespercentageof volatilecondensable
materials.Ex.11.
RMIJWVR%: Indicatespercentagerecoveredmass
loss/watervaporecover.Ex.02.
CureNo.: Indicatesthecurethematerialhasbeenthrough
priortotesting.Ex.01.
Rating:IndicateslatterratingperSP-R-0022/ASTM595.
Computerrates--Validratingsare"A", "C",'T', and"X".
VF: Indicatestheratingof this testin MSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC09604version"F". Thisisforaquickcomparison
ofanyratingschangesince527Fandpresentdatabase.
VX: Indicatesorwill indicatetheratinginMSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC09604nextversion.Thiswill thenbeaquick
comparisonfanyratingchangesfrom527Fand527Gand
presentdatabase
Reference:Indicates the way in which the data is reviewed
and ties all data to be reviewed together with the same
reference number. Ex. All data at 30 percent oxygen at
thickness .062 would be reference "03" and would all be
evaluated together to get an overall rating.
Skew Flag: Indicates the level of review the data has
received, final print selection will make up the nest MSFC-
HDBK-572/JSC 09604 Rev. G. Ex. "S" = Computer Skew,
"M" = MSFC Skew Selection (See attachment 'MAPTIS
Configuration Logic Diagram Codes' for all codes).
Sequence Number: Consist of the consecutive numbers
assigned to each line of the remarks entered on the general
record. Ex. 001.
Remarks: This field can be either a remark or a sample
description, and consist of anything not covered in the
above information. Special comments about sample
orientation or burning effects on sample can also be placed
in this field. Ex. Frond face of sample number 3 fell off
during testing.
Note: Material codes and test numbers that appear in the
sample information and remark sections are checks to be
sure any changes to header will keep all other data intact.
Lox/Gox Promoted Ignition (Opt. 13)
TRP: Indicates that you had a test report.
Test Report Number: The number assigned to each test
report, we preceded it by a letter to indicate the test facility
at which the test was conducted. Ex, "W" for White Sands
Test Facility and "M" for Marshall Test Facility.
Material Code: Consist of a five digit number (computer
generated) that has been assigned to that specific material.
Source: Indicates data source or the test facility at which
the test was conducted. Write as follows:
White Sands Test Facility = 'WSTF'
Marshall Space Flight Center = 'MSFC'
Goddard Space Flight Center = 'GSFC'
Test Date: Indicates the date the test was completed -- it is
listed on the front of each test report.
Pressure: Indicates the pressure at which the test was
conducted in psia. Ex. 9.0, 14.7 (Ambient in pressure is
considered "14.7.)
NHB: Test is the 8060.1C test number. Ex. Prom..
Type: Is a key word description of the test. Ex. Upw.
Ignitor: Indicates the type of ignitor used for the test. Ex.
IGN WGT: Indicated the weight in grams of the ingnitor
used. Ex. 24.
2nd Gas: Percent second gas, usually nitrogen but not
always. This is what remains after the percent oxygen is
subtracted from 1013 percent. Ex. 30.00 Oxygen, 70.00
Nitrogen.
Substrate Information:
Thick: Indicates the thickness of the substrate the material
was placed on for testing. It is given in mill thickness and
converted to inches for the database. Ex. 3 mill will be
0.003.
Cure No.: Indicates the
prior to testing Ex. 01.
Rating: Indicates latter
Computer rates -- Valid
6_XW_"
cure the material has been through
rating per SP-R-0022/ASTM 595.
ratings are "A", "B", "C", 'T', and
Reference: Indicates the way in which the data is reviewed
and ties all data to be reviewed together with the same
reference number. Ex. All data at 30 percent oxygen at
thickness .062 would be reference "03" and would all be
evaluated together to get an overall rating.
Skew Flag: Indicates the level of review the data has
received, final print selection will make up the nest MSFC-
HDBK-572/JSC 09604 Rev. G, Ex. "S" = Computer Skew,
"M" = MSFC Skew Selection (See attachment 'MAPTIS
Configuration Logic Diagram Codes' for all codes).
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VF: Indicatestheratingof this testin MSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC09604version"F'. Thisisforaquickcomparison
of anyratingschangesince527Fandpresentdatabase.
VX: Indicatesorwill indicatetheratinginMSFC-HDBK-
527/JSC09604nextversion.Thiswill thenbeaquick
comparisonfanyratingchangesfrom527Fand527Gand
presentdatabase
SampleInformation:
No: Indicatesthesamplenumber.Ex.3.
LengthIndicatesthelengthininchesofthesample.Ex.12.
Diameter:Indicatesthediameterininchesofthesample.
Ex..25.
Weight:Indicatestheweightingramsofthesample.Ex.
24.
BurnLength:Indicatestheburnlengthininchesthe
sampleburned.Ex.6.
BurnTime:Indicatestimethematerialburnedinseconds.
Ex.15.6.
PropagationRate:Indicatesinchespersecondthatthe
materialburned,thiswillbelistedonthetestforeach
samplewithaburnlengthofmorethansixinched.Ex.
0,03.
SequenceNumber:Consistof theconsecutivenumbers
assignedtoeachlineof theremarksenteredonthegeneral
record.Ex.001.
Remarks:Thisfieldcanbeeithera remarkora sample
description,andconsistof anythingnot coveredin the
aboveinformation. Specialcommentsaboutsample
orientationorburningeffectsonsamplecanalsobeplaced
in thisfield. Ex.Frondfaceof samplenumber3 fell off
duringtesting.
Note: Material codes and test numbers that appear in the
sample information and remark sections are checks to be
sure any changes to header will keep all other data intact.
Fungi Data (Opt. 15)
TRP: Indicates that you had a test report.
Test Report Number: The number refers to the document
where data was found.
Material Code: Consist of a five digit number (Computer
generated) that has bees assigned to that specific materials,
Source: Indicates document which is cross referenced with
test report number to give actual location of data. Ex. ***
Test Date: Indicates the date the test was completed -- it is
listed on the front of each test report.
Temp: Indicates the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit that
the material was tested. Ex. 75.
Time: Indicated the duration in hours the test was
conducted. Ex. 24.
NHB: Test is the 8060.1C test number. Ex Base.
Type: Is a key word description of the test. Ex. Base.
Results: Indicates the results of the test. Ex. Experienced
light brown.
Method: Indicates the method of testing conducted. Ex.
Plate Test.
Test Spec.: List any applicable test specification. Ex.
ASTM-G21-70.
RH%: Indicated the percentage of relative humidity
produced during testing. Ex. 98.
Cure No.: Indicates the cure the materials has been through
prior to testing Ex. 01.
Rating: Indicated letter rating per 8060.1C. Ex. "A" and
_+X _,
Reference: Indicates the way in which the data is reviewed
and ties all data to be reviewed together with the same
reference number. Ex. All data at 30 percent oxygen at
thickness .062 would be reference "03" and would all be
evaluated together to get an overall rating.
Organisms Used: Indicates the organisms used in the test.
Ex. Asperigillus Niger.
ATCC: Indicates amount of ATCC during testing. Ex.
9642.
MYCO: Indicates amount of MYCO during testing. Ex.
386.
Nutrients Used: Indicates the nutrients used in the test. Ex.
N-H4-N-03.
Grams: Indicates the amount in grams that was used. Ex.
1,
Type: Indicates the type of statement, either remark or
sample description.
Sequence Number: Consist of the consecutive numbers
assigned to each line of the remarks entered on the general
record. Ex. 001.
Remarks: Consist of anything not covered in designation,
composition or for special comments concerning the
material.
Note: Material codes that appear in the specification and
remark sections are checks to be sure any changes to header
will keep all other data intact.
Fungi Reference Table (Opt. 16)
DOC Title: Indicates document title. Ex. Environmental
Rest Report.
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DOCSource:Indicatesdocumentsource>Ex.U.S.B.I.
BoosterProductionCompany.
DOCRPTNO.: Indicatesthedocumentreportnumber.
Ex.117035.
Author: Indicates the author of the document. Ex. M
Gross, R. Rostohar.
Date: Indicates the date the document was published. Ex.
25-Jan-88.
Configuration Thermal Vacuum Stability (Opt. 17)
There is no official screen for CTVS at this time -- the
rating criteria and testing procedure in under review by
EH41. Upon completion a new screen will be established
to reflect the rating criteria and other pertinent information.
The screen on this option will under go major changes.
Cure Table Entry Screen (Opt. 18)
Material Code: Consist of a five digit number (Computer
generated) that has been assigned to that specific material.
Cure No.: Assigned to each individual cure (not to phase).
Ex. Cure 01, Phase 01 = 24 hours @ 120 -- Cure 01, Phase
02 = 4 hours @ 70. This number will be used whenever
this cure is needed regardless of the type of test (within the
material code). The same number is used in the overall
cures also, Ex. 09.
Phase Number: Indicates the order of the cure, if there is
more than one phase. Cure 01, Phase 01.
Blends: Indicates what is blended and at what ration, Ex.
50 parts A to 10 parts B.
WN/B: Indicates if the mixture is by weight, volume or
both.
Cure Time: Indicates the number of hours the sample was
cured. Ex. 24.
Cure Temperature: Indicates the temperature at which the
sample was cured in degrees Fahrenheit. Ex. 150.
Cure Pressure: Indicates the pressure at which the sample
was cured in psia. Ex. 50.
Note: Indicates any additional preparation done to the
material that can not be stated in the usual cure statements.
The cure number bust be checked each time a test is added
to the material code, because if the test has the same cure
the same number can be used regardless of the type of test.
Non-Standard Test Numbers (Opt. 19)
Test Number: Indicates the test number. Ex. W24976.
Tester Organization: Indicates the tester organization. Ex.
WSTF.
Test Type: Indicates the test type. Ex. Flammability.
Material Designation: Indicates the material tested. Ex.
Stycast 2850.
Non-Standard Test Type (Opt. 20)
Type: Indicates the letter given for each type of non-
standard test type. Ex. C, P.
Description: Indicates the description or type of non-
standard test type. Ex. Canceled, Procurement.
Valid Test (Opt. 21)
Test Type: Indicates the abbreviated test type. Ex. Flam,
Lox.
Test: Indicates the spelled out test type. Ex. Flammability,
Liquid Oxygen.
Rating Summary (Opt. 22)
Type: Indicates the abbreviated test types. Ex. Flare, Tox.
RT: Indicates the ratings. Ex. A.
Seq.: Indicates the sequence number of the test. Ex. 1.
Text: Explains the rating criteria for the ratings. Ex.
Material that burns less than 6 inches.
Gas Table (Opt. 23)
No.: Indicates NASA 6 digit code for each constituent.
Ex. 16100.
Name: List the name (spelled out) of each constituent. Ex.
Carbon Monoxide.
General Table (Opt. 24)
This table is the same as option 1 and 2, except it does not
contain specifications nor manufacturers.
Cure Query (Opt. 25)
This is a query --when chosen it will prompt you for a
material code. It produces the cures that exist on that
material code.
Generic ID (Opt. 26)
This option will prompt you for a the Generic ID Table you
wish: 1) Use type 2) Major composition and 3) Additional
composition.
ID: Indicates the two character code for generic ID. Ex.
AB.
Definition: List the actual name for the generic ID. Ex.
Adhesive.
Option 27 and 28 are Processes
Opt. 27: Combine material codes or move test reports to
other material codes.
Opt. 28: Copies test reports from one material code to
another.
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(B) "Skew" Methodology
If there is a conflict in data and it can not be resolved by
reviewing the test reports -- always use the latest test report.
Establish separate material codes for manufacturers when
the product has a trade name or number. If sold only
through generic name or number they can be grouped into
general code with 'NOC'. Ex. Nylon 6/6 NOC.
'9' Record is worst case record (except TVS) and will be
reported on skew.
Flammability Information:
1. Skew worst case per oxygen concentration, sample
thickness, per pressure, per substrate
material/thickness.
2. Flammability varies inversely with thickness in
absence substrate.
3. Metallic substrates act as heat sinks. Nonmetals to less
extent --except ceramics, Teflon's and glass.
4. If a material is non-flammable at higher oxygen
concentration. Conversely if material is flammable at
lower oxygen concentration, same thickness or less
would be flammable at higher oxygen concentration.
5. Beware of conflicting data regarding same composition
of materials, i.e., Polyethylene should burn regardless
of manufacturer -- PTFE should not.
6. For skewing purposes only: Up to 6.5 inches rate "A".
Greater than 6.5 inches, but less than 7 inches talk to
Mr. Key.
7. Special test or configuration, in sheet form but not
standard dimensions shall be used for tests data where
no standard test 1 data is available.
8. Any time there is a significant difference in bur length
between the three samples tested, put a remark
explaining the cause. If test report states 'there is no
apparent reason for difference in burn length of Sample
1 and Sample 2' include that in remarks.
Substrates:
There is usually a minimum material thickness for a
specified substrate thickness that is 'non flammable'. If
you decrease thickness of materials further -- the material
will not burn; however, if you increase thickness of material
-- the material may become flammable.
Generally material becomes more flammable at a given
thickness when substrate thickness is decreased. Thicker
material is usually more flammable because of less heat
sink effect of substrate;
If substrate thickness remains the same -- thicker material is
more flammable. If materials thickness remains the same --
the thinner substrate becomes more flammable.
Note: As substrate thickness or substrate material is
changed above will also be modified, i.e., Thicker
substrates (metal) less flammable is sample thickness is not
modified.
Thickness Groupings (Consider, but do not do!):
A. Thickness up to 12 mils consider individually..
B. Thickness above 12 mils group -.003, +.005 (if
flammability results are not different.
C. Always show different substrate material and
thickness.
Flammability Data Selection:
A. Standard sample (no substrate) if material bums: Use
the thickest sample tested. Assume all thinner samples
burns.
B. Standard sample (no substrate) if material does not
burn: Use the thinnest sample tested. Assume thicker
samples will not burn, beware of smoldering.
C. Flammability is rated 'X' if K10 paper ignites. If K10
paper is not used, flammability is rated 'X' if moderate
or large burn dripping.
D. If material is tested more than once: One observation
has small burn dripping, other has moderate or large
burn dripping (without K10 paper). Use small burn
dripping or latest test. However, if results available
with K10 paper, use results from K10 paper test -- This
is usually latest test report. If K10 paper ignites test
must be rated 'X'.
E. If conflict in data between WSTF and MSFC under
same conditions, use WSTF data unless MSFC is later
test report. If still a conflict, ask Mr. Key to decide. If
data changes overall rating, prepare MAPTIS change
request for board action.
F. Ceramic glasses, Anodize, Alodine, BE and FEO
Oxides, Silica, Quartz, Pure Fiberglass, Beta Fiber
fabrics, are non flammable and non toxic. 'A' rated in
flammability -- "K' rated in toxicity.
G. Paints (.5 rail - 2 mil) generally are non-flammability
on substrates >10 mil. However, some data shows
otherwise, check substrates.
H. Refset coating applied to flammable material may make
then 'non-flammable'. Thickness of coating and
material is a factor.
I. Materials generally become more flammable as oxygen
percentage is increased. May show up as propagation
rate increase only.
J. If rating is different for two test under the same
conditions -- report both tests. Use latest report for
skew.
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K.Disregardflammabilitydatawheresubstratehickness
isnotgiven,if substrateispresent.
FlammabilityTendencyPerThickness-- Substrateand
Material:
Substrate Material
Thickness Thickness
A. .003 .001
B. .003 .003
C. .003 .010
D. .010 .001
E. .010 .003
F. .010 .010
G. .063 .001
H. .063 .010
I. .063 .062
Flammability
(General)
Tendency towards non-flammable
More flammable than A
Much more flammable than A or B
Less flammable than A thru C
More flammable than D, <A thru C
More flammable than A, B, E, <C
Less flammable than A thru F
More flammable A, B, D, E, <F, C
More flamm H, C, F, A, B, <D, E
Rating -- Standard Sample Length
A. On materials 2.5 x 12.
'A' Rated if sample burns less than 6 inches.
'B' Rated if sample burns more than 6 inches but 12
inches.
'C' Rated if sample burns totally in Test 1 -- (Test 2
no longer has to be considered). If only one
sample it must burn totally to be rated 'C'.
T Rated if less than three samples and no total burn.
'X' Rated if moderate or large burn dripping.
(Moderate or Large burn dripping is rated 'X' --
regardless of burn length)
Note: You can fail a material with less than three samples
tested, but you can not pass the material, i.e., You can not
rate it 'A' or 'B', the rating should be either a 'C', 'X' or
Rating -- Non-Standard Sample Length (Need 3 samples)
A sample length of less than 6 inches can not fail because
of a total burn, unless there is moderate or large drip
burning. It should be rated T. A sample >6 inches bur
<12 inches can not fail because of a total burn should be
rated T.
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Mtrl Code:
Use Type:
Temperature -
Designation:
TEST MATERIAL ENTRY/UPDATE
Check Init:
Class: Gener1_--I ._
w
Min: (F) Max: (F)
TRP:
Composition:
Specification: Mcd: TRP:
Manufacturer/Supplier (M/S):
Name:
H4ID:
Division:
Addrl:
City:
Country:
Addr2:
State: Zip:
Pho-ne:
Mcd: TRP:
Type Seq Remarks Mcd
Count: *0 <Replace>
MAPTIS NONMETALSTEST REPORT
FLAMMABILITY ENTRY/UPDATE
st Rpt: Matcd: Source: Tst Date:
Page 1 of 3
TRP:
Pressure: psia Sample Temp: f NHB: Type:
Pct Oxy: Gas Pct: Gas Name: NITROGEN
Substrate - Thick: in Mtrl:
Cure No: Rating: VF: VX: Reference: Skew Flag:
Count: *0 <Replace>
NONMETALSFLAMMABILITY/UPDATE Page 2 of 3
t Rpt: MATCD: NHB: Type:
Width Lgth Thick Oxy Rmn KI0 FJ SP DB TB Burn Time Matcd Test Rpt
** Vertical Burn *** * Horizon-6al Burn ** ** Diagonal Burn ***
Lgth Time Prop Rt Lgth Time Prop Rt Lgth Time Prop Rt
No Width Lgth Thick Oxy Rman KI0 FJ SP DB TB Burn Time Matcd Test Rpt
** Vertical Burn *** * Horizon-tal--Bu-{n ** ** Diagonal Burn ***
Lgth Time Prop Rt Lgth Time Prop Rt Lgth Time Prop Rt
No Width Lgth Thick Oxy Rman K10 FJ SP DB TB Burn Time Matcd Test Rpt
** Ver-tical Burn *** * Horizon-6al--Bu-_n ** ** Diagonal Burn ***
Lgth Time Prop Rt Lgth Time Prop Rt Lgth Time Prop Rt
Count: *0 <Replace>
TEST RPT:
Seq Remarks
NONMETALS FLAMMABILITY/UPDATE
MATCD: NHB:
Page 3 of 3
Type:
Matcd Test Rpt
w
Enter_D-Description,_R-Remark,_O-Opt.Note,_A-Add.Note,_P-Prep,_OBS-Observation
Count: *0 <Replace>
_t Rpt:
sure: psia
Pct Oxy :
Substrate ----_ickness:
Sample No:
Flash Rt:
Skew Flag:
TYPE Seq Rem--_
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
FLASH AND FIRE ENTRY/UPDATE
Matcd: Source:
NHB: 03 Type: F/F
Pct Gas: Gas Name:
-----w.--in Mtrl:
Weight: __.grams Flash Pt:
Fire Rt: Cure No:
Tst Date:
f Fire Pt:
Reference:
TRP:
f
Matcd Test Rpt
m
Count: *0 <Replace>
st Rpt :
essure :
Pct Oxy :
psia
MAPTIS NONMETALSTEST REPORT
ELECTRIC OVERLOADENTRY/UPDATE
Matcd: Source:
Start Cur: amp NHB: 04B m
Gas Pct: Gas:
TRP: P
Tst Date:
Type: FUSE
Ins Thick:
Tie Space: fn
Cure No:
Sample Angle: Guage: awg
Wire Tie Mtrl: Spec:
Rating: __ Reference: __ Skew Flag:
-- Fusion - Burn T Burn
S Cur Time Lgth B Time
N amp sec in sec
I Prop K Oxy Damage to
g rate 1 F S D After Adjacent Wires
n in/sc 0 J P B Test (upto 240 ch) Matcd Test Rpt
m
Type Seq Remarks Matcd Test Rpt
Count: *0 <Replace>
MAPTIS NONMETALSTEST REPORT
ELECTRICAL WIRE INSULATION ENTRY/UPDATE
Rpt :
Pressure:
Pct Oxy:
Wire Guage:
Insu Thick:
Cure No:
SpecificationS--
psia
awg
Matcd: Source:
Thick: in NHB: 04A
Gas Pct: Gas Name:
Tie Space: in Mtrl:
Sam Angle: Ign.Orient:
Rating: Reference:
TRP:
Tst Date:
Type: ANGLE
Wire: Bundle:
Skew F[ag:
Wire --- Heater --- Ign
Sm Temp Time Crnt Volt Time
No f min amp sec
Burn T
Lgth B
in
Burn Prop K Oxy
Time Rate 1 F S D After
sec in/sec 0 J P B Test Matcd Test Rpt
Type Seq Remarks Matcd Test Rpt
Count: *0 <Replace>
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
FLUID SYSTEMS ENTRY/UPDATE
_t Rpt :
f Area: sq in
Substrate - T--_k:
Media:
Pressure: .psia
Temp: f
Media Spc:
Material Change Flag:
Fluid Chg:
Cure No: Rtg:
Type Seq R_arks
Matcd: Source:
Qty: gram NHB: 15
Mtrl:
Pressl: psia
Templ: f
Tst Date:
Type:
TRP:
Vapor Vol: ml
Liquid Vol: ml
(Y/N)
Exposure Time: hrs
Fluid Change Flag: _ (Y/N)
VF: VX: Reference: Skew Flag:
-- -- Matcd Test Rpt
Count: *0 <Replace>
TEST REPORT MECHANICAL IMPACT LOX/GOX FLUID SYSTEMS
TRP:
Test Rpt: Matcd: Source:
Temp: f Thick: in NHB:
strate - Thick: in Mtrl:
Fluid: 2nd Fluid:
Pct Fluid: 2nd Pct Fluid:
Smp V
No RTG F
V Pressure Impact No. No. Skew
X psia Energy Reactions Tests Ref Flag
Test Date:
Type: MECH
Batch No:
Cure No:
Matcd Test Rpt
Type Seq Remarks Matcd Test Rpt
Count: *0 <Replace>
Rpt:
Temp: f
Substrate - Thick:
Fluid:
Pct Fluid:
Rating: __ VF:
Cure No:
Type Seq Remarks
VX:
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
PNEUMATIC IMPACT ENTRY/UPDATE
Matcd:
Thick:
in Mtrl:
2nd Fluid:
2nd Pct Fluid:
Pressure:
Reference :
Source: Tst Date:
in NHB: 14
psia
Skew Flag:
Reaction:
TRP:
Type: PNEU
Batch:
Tests:
Matcd Test Rpt
Count: *0 <Replace>
t Rpt:
ssure:
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
TOXICITY ENTRY/UPDATE
__psia
Pct Oxy:
Substrate ---_ck:
Sample Weight:
Surface Area :
Ref: Cure: SHUTTLE-Rtg:
Items-Per Unit--[if more than IT:
coating Flag:
Gas Code Amount
Matcd: Source:
Temp: f NHB:
Gas Pct: Gas Name: NITROGEN
in Mt--_:
gram Analysis Criteria:
sq.in Chamber Vol itr ML Wt:
VF: VX: SSF-Rtg: VF:
Item Descript:
TRP:
Tst Date:
Type: TOX
VX:
Skw Flg
ML WT MATCD TEST RPT Milgr/m3
Ibs
TX2/MAC
Type SEQ REMARKS Matcd Test Rpt
Count: *0 <Replace>
_t Rpt:
Pressure: psia
Pct Oxy:
Substrate - Thick:
Weight: grm
Cure: Rtg:
Type Seq Remarks
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
ODOR ENTRY/UPDATE
Matcd: Source: Test Date:
TR Flg:
Temp: f NHB: 06 Type: ODOR
Gas Pct: Gas Name:
in Mtrl:
Odor:
VF: VX: Ref:
Chamber Vol: liter
Skew:
-- Matcd Test Rpt
Count: *0 <Replace>
st Rpt :
ssure :
Duration :
Cure No:
Reference :
MAPTIS NONMETALSTEST REPORT
THERMAL VACUUM STABILITY ENTRY/UPDATE
m
Matcd:
torr Temp: C
hrs Substrate - Thick:
Rating:
Skew Flag:
Source:
NHB: TVS
in Mtrl-?
VF:
TRP:
Tst Date:
Type: TVS
VX:
Sample No Tml VCM RML/WVR Test Report Material Code
Type Seq Remark Matcd Test Rpt
Count: *0 <Replace>
TEST REPORT LOX/GOX PROMOTED IGNITION
TRP:
Test Rpt:
ssure:
itor :
2nd Gas :
Cure No:
Matcd: Source:
(psia) Temp: (f) NHB:
Ign Wgt: (gram) Oxygen: --
Substrate:
Rating: Reference:
Length
No. (in)
Req Date:
Test Typ: PROM
(in)
Skew Flag:
Sample Burn Total Burn Prop
Diameter Weight Length Burn Time Rate
(in) (gram) (in.) Ind (SEC) (IN/SEC)
Type Seq Remarks
Count: *0 <Replace>
t Rpt:
Temp:
Results:
f
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
FUNGI ENTRY/UPDATE
Matcd: Source: DOCUMENT
Time: hrs NHB: BASE
TRP:
Tst Date:
Type: BASE
Method:
RH%:
Test Rpt
Cure No :
Organisms Used ATCC
Test Spec:
Rating: Reference:
MYCO Nutrients Used (grams)
Type Seq Remark Matcd Test Rpt
Count: *0 <Replace>
Title :
Rpt No:
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
FUNGI REFERENCE ENTRY/UPDATE
DOC Source:
Author:
Reference no:
Date:
Doc Title :
Doc Rpt No: Author:
Reference No:
Doc Source:
Date:
Doc Title :
Doc Rpt No: Author:
Reference No:
Doc Source:
Date:
Count: *0 <Replace>
Title :
Rpt No:
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
FUNGI REFERENCE ENTRY/UPDATE
Author:
Doc Source:
Date:
Reference no:
Doc Title :
Doc Rpt No: Author:
Reference No:
Doc Source:
Date:
Doc Title :
Doc Rpt No: Author:
Reference No:
Doc Source:
Date:
Count: *0 <Replace>
Qst Rpt
essure i
Substrate - Thick:
Oxygent Pct:
Weights - Pretest:
Cure No:
SMP
NR
Matcd: Source:
tort Chamber Vol: 1
in Mtrl:
2nd Gas Pct: 2nd Gas Name:
g Posttest: g WVR: g
Rating: __ Reference: __ Skew Flag:
Request Collct Temp
Temp Temp Temp Time Time Condensation Values
C C C Hrs Hrs Minimum Maximum 24 Hours
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
THERMAL VACUUM STABILITY ENTRY/UPDATE
TRP:
Tst Date:
NHB: CTVS_ Type: CTVS
Ave rage
Type Seq Remark Matcd Test Rpt
Count: *0 <Replace>
TEST REPORT ARC TRACKING
Test Report No. Mtrl Cd. Data Source
MSFC
ss Pct ********* 2nd Gas *******
(psia) Oxy Pct Name
14.7 20.9 79.1 NITROGEN
Insul-- Total Appl Appl. Null
Thk(in) Wgt(grm) Vots Time Time
200 i0 sec i0
Specification
Test Date
CHMB Vol
(ft)
10.3
Reappl.
time
sec 30 sec
- -- Rating--_ef Cure---_eq
*** Results ***
Samp
No
Arc RMS Current -
Propagation Lgth -
*** Remarks ***
Type Seq Remark
Page 1 of 1
TRP:
NHB Tst Tst Typ
18 ARC
Wir--e-- Single--Outside
Gauge Wire Diameter
in in
Mounting
Device
STANDARD
Init Track
ARC Cnts:
Leg A Leg B Leg C
--WI W_-- W2 W_-- W3 W_--
Worst
Null Case
Wire Burn
Count: *0 <Replace>
erial Code:
Ph: Blends i)
3)
W/V/B:
Note:
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
CURE-BLEND ENTRY/UPDATE
Cure No. :
2)
4)
TRP:
Time: hr Temp: Pressure: psia
Material Code:
Blends i)
3)
W/V/B :
Note:
Time:
Cure No. :
h r Temp:
2)
4)
TRP:
Pressure: psia
Count: *0 <Replace>
NAME:
SMAC :
Molecular Weight:
--NEXT RECORD--
NO : NAME :
UG/GR
SMAC :
Molecular Weight:
--NEXT RECORD--
NO : NAME :
UG/GR
SMAC :
Molecular Weight:
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
GAS TABLE ENTRY/UPDATE
Proposed
Stat:
Current
SMAC: Stat:
Sensitivity Factor:
Proposed
Star:
Current
SMAC:
Sensitivity Factor:
Stat:
Proposed
Stat:
Current
SMAC:
Sensitivity Factor:
Stat:
PREF:
Approval WPI
Flag: _
Temp SMAC:
PREF:
Approval WPI
Flag: _ _
PREF:
Approval WP1
Flag: _ _
Count: *0 <Replace>
MAPTIS NONMETALSTEST REPORT
NONSTANDARD TEST NUMBERS NOT IN SYSTEM
TEST NUMBER TESTER ORG TEST TYPE
ENTRY/EDIT
MATERIAL DESIGNATION
***** IF DATA IS CORRECT PRESS THE COMMIT KEY *****
Count: *0 <Replace>
MAPTIS NONMETALSTEST REPORT
NONSTANDARD TEST TYPE CODES ENTRY/UPDATE
TYPE DESCRIPTION
** IF DATA IS CORRECT PRESS THE COMMIT KEY **
Count: *0 <Replace>
:ST TYPE
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
VALID TESTS ENTRY/UPDATE
TEXT
Count: *0 <Replace>
wm
n
m
n
m
m
m
m
DEFINITION
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
GENERIC ID USE TYPE ENTRY/UPDATE
Count: *0 <Replace>
L CODE:
IGNATION:
MAPTIS NONMETALS TEST REPORT
SYNOPSIS ENTRY/UPDATE
PAGE 1 OF 1
NHB: MATCD:
NHB: MATCD:
NHB: MATCD:
NHB: MATCD:
NHB: MATCD:
Count: *0 <Replace>
Metals Selection List Data Entry/Update Screens
HEAT TREATMENT/TEMPER GENERIC ID DATA ENTRY
ID DEFINITION
Count: *0 <Replace>
MAJOR ALLOY DESIGNATION GENERIC ID DATA ENTRY
ID DEFINITION
Count: *0 <Replace>
ID DEFINITION
FORM/USE TYPE GENERIC ID DATA ENTRY
Count: *0 <Replace>
METALS TEST MATERIAL ENTRY/UPDATE
TRP:
Matcd Code:
Jse Type:
Temperature -
Designation:
Min:
Class: A Generic Id:
(F) Max: (F)
Composition:
Count: *0 <Replace>
METAL TEST REPORT VALID PROPERTIES
PROPERTY
CODE PROPERTY NAME
*** IF ALL DATA IS CORRECT THEN PRESS THE COMMIT KEY ***
Count: *0 <Replace>
METAL SELECTION LIST PROPERTIES RATING DATA
MATRL PROP
)DE CODE
DATA
RTG REFERENCE
PNEU MECH
PRESS THRES IMPT IMPT DECM IMPT SCC
w
CORR TEMP
**** IF ALL DATA IS CORRECT THEN PRESS THE COMMIT KEY ****
Count: *0 <List><Replace>
Description
METALS DATA SOURCE
Source
w
Count: *0 <Replace>
METALS STRESS CORROSION
TRP:
Test Rpt: Matcd:
Templ: (f) Temp2: (f)
Resistance:
Environment:
Rating: __ Reference:
Sam Stress Appl. Stress No. No.
No. Dir
Source:
NHB: Type:
Scc---_--{eshold:
Test Date:
Pressure: psia
Threshold leve--[:
Cure No:
Exp Pct
Time Days to Loss
(ksi) % Y.S. Tst Fail (days) Failure In T.S. Remark
Enter_a_query;press_KP-, to execute, PF4 to cancel.
Count: *0 ENTER QUERY <Replace>
METALS PROMOTED IGNITION
TRP:
Test Rpt:
ssure:
itor :
2nd Gas :
Cure No:
Matcd: Source:
(psia) Temp: (f) NHB:
(gram) Oxygen:
% Substrate:
Rating: __ _ Reference:
Req Date:
Test Typ:
(in)
Combined Rating: _
Sample Burn Burn
Length Diameter Weight Length Time
No. (in) (in) (gram) (in.) (SEC)
Prop
Rate
(IN/SEC)
m
Type Seq Remarks
Enter_a_query;press_KP-, to execute, PF4 to cancel.
Count: *0 ENTER QUERY <Replace>
Test Report:
METALS FLUID SYSTEMS
Matcd: Source: Test Date:
TRP:
Media: Media Spec: NHB: 15 Test Type:
Rating: __ Old Rating: _ Reference:
Sample Exp Time Temp Pressure Wgt Change Vol Evolved Evolution
No (days) (degF) (psia) (mg) (cc) Rate
Decomp % Corr Rate Corr Unit Surf Area (sq in) Wgt (gm) Liquid Vol (ml)
Observed Changes Remarks
Count: *0 <Replace>
METALS CORROSION
TRP:
Test Rpt :
Temp :
Media:
Surf Area:
Core Rate
MatE1 Chg:
Cure No:
(f)
Matcd:
Pressure:
Source:
(psia) NHB:
Tst Date:
Type:
(sq.in.)
Unit:
Exp Time:
Pitting Depth:
(hrs)
Unit:
Rtg: Reference:
Type Seq Remarks
n
Enter a query;press_KP-, to execute, PF4 to cancel.
Count: *0 ENTER QUERY <Replace>
METALS PNEUMATIC FLUID SYSTEMS
TRP:
Tst Rpt: Matcd: Source: Tst Date:
Temp: (f)
Substrate - Thickness:
Thick: (in) NHB:
(in) Material:
Type:
Fluid: 2nd Fluid: Batch:
Rating: Press: (psia) Reaction: Tests:
Cure # : Reference:
Type Seq Remarks
Enter_a_query;press_KP-, to execute, PF4 to cancel.
Count: *0 ENTER QUERY <Replace>
METALSMECHANICALIMPACT LOX/GOX FLUID SYSTEMS
TRP:
Test Rpt:
__ (f)
strate - Thick:
Fluid:
Cure No:
Matcd: Source:
Thick: (in) Diameter:
(in) Substr Mtrl:
2nd Fluid:
Test Date:
(in) NHB: Type:
Sample Pressure Impact No.
No. Rating (psia) Engery Reactions
Batch No:
No.
Tests Test Report Matcd
Type Seq Remarks
Enter a query;press_KP-, to execute,_PF4 to cancel.
Count: *0 ENTER QUERY <Replace>
METALS CREEP-RUPTURE
TRP:
Test Rpt:
NHB:
Fluid:
Rating:
Matcd: Source:
Type: Temp:
Test Fluid:
Reference: Cure No:
Appl. Rupture
Sam Fluid Stress Time To Creep (hr) Time EL
No. Type (ksi) 0.5% 1.0% 2.0% (hr) Pct
Test Date:
(f) Press:
RA
Pct Test Rpt
(psia)
Matcd
Type Seq Remarks
Enter_a_query;press_KP-, to execute, PF4 to cancel.
Count: *0 ENTER QUERY <Replace>
METALS FRACTURE TOUGHNESS
TRP:
Test Rpt: Matcd: Source:
NHB: Type: Temp:
Fluid: --Test Fluid:
Rating: Reference: Cure No:
B W a Frac
Sam Fld Notch Thick width Crack Str Size Tough TSI
No. Typ Orien (in) (in) Lgth Rto Fact (ksi) TSI
Test Date:
(f) Press: (psia)
CSI
CIS
Frac
APP
%obq Test Rpt Matcd
Type Seq Remarks
Enter_a_query;press_KP-,_to execute, PF4 to cancel.
Count: *0 -- ENTER QUERY <Replace>
METALSCRACK GROWTH
TRP:
Test Rpt:
NHB:
Fluid:
Rating:
Matcd:
Type:
Reference:
Stress
Sample Fluid Intensity
No. Type (ksi)
m
Source:
Temp:
Test Fluid:
Cure No:
Dwell Max Cycles
Time Load To
(sec) (ib) Failure
Test Date:
(f) Press:
Test Rpt
(psia)
Matcd
Type Seq Remarks
Enter a query;press0 KP-, to execute, PF4 to cancel.County ENTER QUERY <Replace>
METALS HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE
TRP:
Test Rpt:
NHB:
Fluid:
Rating:
Matcd: Source:
Type: Temp:
Test Fluid:
Reference: Cure No:
Stress Level Total Cycles
Sam Fluid Max Min Strain To
No. Type (ksi) (ksi) (%) Failure
Test Date:
(f) Press:
Test Report No
(psia)
Matrl Cd
Type Seq Remarks
Enter_a_query;press_KP-, to execute, PF4 to cancel.
Count: *0 ENTER QUERY <Replace>
METALS LOW CYCLE FATIGUE
TRP:
Test Rpt: Matcd: Source:
NHB: Type: Temp:
Fluid: Test Fluid:
Rating: Reference: Cure No:
Test Date:
(f) Press:
Dwel Strain percent Cycles
Sam Flu Time Plastic Strain To
No. Typ (sec) Tot Elas Avg Min Max Fail Test Rpt Matcd
m
(psia)
Type Seq Remarks
Enter a query;press_KP-, to execute, PF4 to cancel.
Count: *0 ENTER QUERY <Replace>
METALSTENSILE PROPERTIES
TRP:
Test Rpt:
NHB:
Fluid:
Temp:
Rating:
(f)
m
Sam Fluid Sample
No Type Type
Type Seq Remarks
Matcd:
Type:
Press:
Ref:
Source:
Test Fluid:
(psi)
Cure No:
Test Date:
EL RA FTY
Kt PCT PCT (ksi)
Pct:
Ratio (Test/Control):
FTU
(ksi) Matcd Test Rpt
Enter_a_query;press_KP-, to execute, PF4 to cancel.
Count: *0 ENTER QUERY-- <Replace>
METALS FRICTIONAL HEAT
Rotary - Matcd: Cure: __ Desig:
_tionary - Matcd: Cure: Desig:
Source: Test Rpt:--
Test Date: Pressure: (psia)
Test Fluid: % 2nd Fluid:
Coolant: Coolant Press:
No.
No.
****Max Temp****
@50 Mil @200 Mil
(f) (f)
Rot. Load MAX Max
Rate Rate AXIAL/RXN Torq.
(rpm) (lbs/sec) (lbs) (ibs)
NHB: TST TYPE:
%
(psia) Rating:
Wear PV X IE-5
Displ. RXN (in-lbs/sec)
(mils) y/n /(sq.in)
Type Seq Remarks
Enter_a_query;press_KP-, to execute, PF4 to cancel.
Count: *0 ENTER QUERY-- <Replace>
METALS TEST MATERIAL ENTRY/UPDATE
TRP:
Matcd Code:
;se Type:
Temperature -
Designation:
Min:
Class: A Generic Id:
(F) Max: (F)
Composition:
Specification: TRP: Matcd:
Manufacturer/Supplier (M/S):
Name:
Division:
Addrl:
City:
Country:
H4ID:
Addr2:
State:
Pho-ne:
zip:
TRP: Matcd:
Seq Remarks Matcd
Count: *0 <Replace>
TASK 12
Material Combustion Testing
The initial task objective was to support flammability and
mechanical impact sensitivity testing (Test 1, 4, 13B of
NHB 8060.1B), and support the operation of these testers
in building 4623. Testing tasks were assigned to BAMSI
from NASA/EH02 representatives. Two technicians were
assigned to Building 4623, and the technicians performed
the maintenance of the equipment and flammability and
mechanical impact sensitivity lox/gox testing. The tests
were performed via the Standard Operating Procedures
(SOR) demonstrated to the BAMSI technicians by the
NASA technicians to meet the intent of the NHB 8060.1B
specification. The technicians provided testing support
only; the material was identified by NASA, and the results
were validated by the data analysts. During this period,
three research tasks were supported (Task 1 - Effect of
Long Term Storage on Flammability, Task 2 - Effect of
Temperature or Flammability of Selected Materials, Task 3
Flammability of Materials in Various Oxygen
Concentrations). Task 1 was not initiated, but was
discussed with NASA on the number of storage chambers
that were going to be required for the storage. Task 1 was
postponed, since a work order would need to be submitted
to fabrication for the small chambers. The number of
chambers and size were provided to the COTR, and facility
manager of Building 4623. No chambers were received.
As for the other two tasks, the technicians supported the
testing, and provided the data to NASA/EH02
Representative for evaluation and compilation. On Task 2,
some of the materials had heat distortion temperatures
relatively close to the 250 ° F test temperature, and
therefore, were not tested above the 150°F temperature
(which is not listed in the task, but was chosen after the
fact). Copies of some data, retained by the technicians, and
photographs reside in the file cabinets in Building 4623.
From October of 1988 to January of 1990, NASA logged
and verified all test samples. The MSFC database was in
its inception, and had the test request table for tracking
materials received. NASA logged the sample in to the
electronic data base, and performed the preliminary data
evaluation prior to submitting to BAMSI for data entry into
the Test Report All Data Base. Preliminary results, "Pass"
or "Fail" were entered in the test request comments field.
However, during this period, BAMSI made modifications
to the test data sheets for promoted combustion.
In December 1989/January 1990, the support of materials
testing was modified and approved adding four additional
technicians and one data analysts to the operations of the
test facility. This modification placed BAMSI in charge of
the flammability testers promoted combustion tester,
frictional heating tester, ambient pressure lox mechanical
impact tester, and one high pressure Lox/Gox Mechanical
tester. BAMSI provided sample preparation, testing
(includes operation and maintenance of the equipment), and
reporting of the test data (included video taping, recording
data, analyzing data, and entry of data into MAPTIS).
BAMSI received the test request, with test instructions
from NASA Facility Managers.
In August 1990, the draft of NHB 8060.1C was distributed,
with equipment and testing procedures being modified to
meet the intent of the specification. In May 1991, the
specification was formally released. This required oxygen
monitoring of the flammability test chambers for oxygen
depletion. BAMSI provided the research to determine the
type of monitor required. After attempting to use an
electrochemical cell and zirconia heated element cell type
analyzers, paramagnetic analyzers were determined the best
for the application. The electrochemical cell and zirconia
heated element cell provided very erroneous and unstable
data due to the hydrocarbons from the combustion by
products interacting with the chemical or burning in the
presence of the heated element. The paramagnetic analyzer
was not effected by the hydrocarbons, CO, CO2, etc.
However, the paramagnetic analyzer was not as accurate as
the electrochemical or zirconia type analyzer , abut it did
meet the requirements of the specification tolerance. In
addition to the oxygen analyzer, the Rev. C provided three
new tests (Test 4A - Wire Flammability, Test 17, and Test
18). The test 17 was not much different than what was
being performed prior to the release of the specification,
other than a minimum of five samples were to be tested
instead of three. For Test 4, a new stand was sketched and
built by BAMSI for the 75 ° angle mounting of the 17 center
inches of the 48 inch wire (or bundle). Also, for Test 4 two
power supplies were required, one for regulating the current
through the conductor wire to induce heat and the other for
the promotion of the ignitor. Therefore, BAMSI provided
the research into obtaining four new power supplies, with
two having the ability to be slaves to the other two DC
power supplies. This provided the facility with spare
power supplies, since the originals could no longer obtain
spare parts, and provided the higher current and power
requirements for testing up to eight gage wire. For Test 18,
BAMSI initiated research with Lambda Company to design
a power supply to deliver 75 KVA at 400 hertz, converting
from 60 hertz, and 480 A/C power input. This design was
provided to the COTR/J. Davis, and current Facility
Manager, Steve Hollich. BAMSI was informed that WSTF
was building us a turn key system to run the Test 18. In
addition to the introduction of the new revised NHB 8060.1
and the new tests and process and equipment requirements,
MSFC/NASA wanted to have data entry performed by the
data analysts on the system, and wanted the system to
mimic WSTF's. BAMSI created all the pertinent data entry
screens and canned query's for entry of the test data, as
well as an administrative record to list the tests that were
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performedandwhen. At thisjuncture,BAMSI(Data
Analysts)becamer sponsibleforresearchingthedatabase
for amaterielcodeandanyexistingdata(if datadidnot
existfor thespecificdesignation,thena datasearchwas
pulledontheusetypeandcompositionforsimilaritybasis),
loggingthesamplesintotheMSFCDataBase,assigning
the itemnumber(six digit numericassignedby the
computer,andbecamethe testnumberfor eachtest
performedonthematerial,usingan'M' beforethenumber
anda "-" followedbyalettersuffixontheitemnumber),
verifyingthesamplesreceived(bythelabelontheproduct,
MSDS,Invoice,or productdatasheet),creatingthetest
requestform(withouttestinstructions),analysisandentry
ofthetestdata,andarchivingthetestdata.Ofcourse,as
theMDFCDataBasesystemwasused,it continuedto
evolvefromdatastoragerequirementsandmanagement
statusrequests.Thesystemwasstill handmanipulation
intensive,anddidnotpulldatafromothertables.
In April 1990,BAMSIbecameresponsiblefor sample
receipt,whichimprovedthe efficiencyof trackingthe
samplestatus.At thispoint,anotherchangewasmadein
trackingofthesamples,duetothemisplacementofthetest
folderinformationin thetransferbackandforthfrom
BAMSIto NASA,for the testinstructions.BAMSI,
institutedan originalfile, whichwasa file that was
maintainedby thedataanalystcontainingtheoriginal
requester'srequestandall supportdata(ProductData
Sheet,MSDS,PurchaseOrder,Invoices,LettersofRequest
orIdentification,etc.).A workfolderforeachtestrequest
wasinstituted,containingacopyofeverythingtheoriginal
contained,plusthedatasearchfromMAPTIS. These
folderswereforwardedto NASAfor workinstructions.
Uponcompletionof eachfolder,thedataandthetest
requestformfor thattestwiththetestinstructionswas
mergedintotheoriginalfolder,alongwithphotographs.
BAMSIinstitutedasamplepreparationformin late1990,
toresolveaconcernthatNASAhadwiththedescriptionof
thebeforepreparedmaterial.Thepreparationformwas
createdforthepurposeof describingthematerialreceived
(description,color,weight,size,etc.),andthepreparation
method(cleaning,cutting,curing,mixing,weighing,etc.)
whichwasnotclearlydefinedonthetestdatasheets.This
formwouldalsoallowonetoevaluatethepreparationf
thematerials,suchthatthematerialor similarmaterials
couldbepreparedconsistentlythesameasbefore. In
additiontoinstitutingasamplepreparationform,BAMSI
createdadedicatedareaforsamplepreparation,usingthe
oldaccelerometerroominBuilding4623.Equipmentwas
obtainedfromexcess,river,andorderingto providea
somewhatcleanareato preparesamples.A laminarflow
benchwasobtainedandfixed for the preparationof
Lox/Goxtestsamples(Test13).
InApriltoMay1991,andengineerwasplacedon-
siteat theTestFacilityto reviewthetestdata,and
implementsomeprocesscontrol.In additionstothistask,
theengineerwastokick-offtheoperationof theFriction
HeatTester(FHT).Afterthreemonthsofdedicatedwork,
thetesterbecamecharacterizedforinstantaneousandramp
appliedlox testing. A WSTFtrainingsessionwas
requestedtoNASApriortohavingthesystemoperational,
andbythetimeWSTFpersonnelarrivedforthetraining,
BAMSIhadthesystem100percentoperationalnd90
percentunderstood.TheWSTFtrainingprovidedsome
insighto thetester,thatwouldnothavebeenobtained.
BAMSImaintainedoperationofthetester,andbegananda
testprogramfor PrattandWhitneymaterialsusedin the
SSMEturbopump.Thetestdataandcriteriaofevaluating
thedatawascorrelatedwithWSTFdata,andthedatawas
runningthesametrendsasthatobtainedbyWSTF.The
FHT systemevolvedwhile performingtests. A
programmingeffort was institutedby BAMSI with
requirementstoBCSSonimprovingthefriendlinessofthe
softwareinterface.Thesystemwasupdatedwitha menu
drivenpackage,whichenhancedtheoperationsanddown
loadingof data tremendously. In addition,the
programmingrequirementsincludedthedownloadingof
thedatatoaspreadsheetsystemusingIEEEcablesrouted
fromtheFHT systemto theproposedcentralcontrol
viewingarea(wasF.Lowery'sofficeareaandPC).This
allowedthedatato be manipulatedandcalculatedto
providethecoefficientof friction,andallowedthedatato
begraphedusingwhateverparametercombinationsdesired.
A supplementalmanualto the FHT system,andthe
completeprogrammingcodewasprovidedtodocumentthe
softwarechanges.Thetwooperatingmanualsmustbeused
together.TheNASAEH42secretarybegantypingthe
manualsin onelargewordprocessingfile, for future
manipulationa dconsolidationfor theEH42-06standard
operatingprocedure.
Theengineerassignmentchangedtheaspectofthefacility,
placingtestingandtestermaintenance(all testers)in the
responsibilityofBAMSI.NASAstillcontrolledthefacility
andmaintenanceof thefacility,thepriorityoftesting,and
the testinginstructions.BAMSIprovidedengineering
supportin thetestinginstructions,monitoredailytesting
progressandanomalies,andbeganupdatingtheStandard
OperatingProcedures(SOP). TheSOP'sweregiven
genericin focusandprocedures,and referredto the
specificationfor actualtestingprocedures.Therewere
manyquestionsand concernsthat testingwas not
standardized,thattheprocessesvariedfromonetechnician
toanother,andthatbasicprocessesandsafetypolicieswere
notgeneralknowledgetoeveryone.Therefore,specifically
flammability,wasupdatedto includedetailedstepwise
procedures,contingencies,andinstitutedsafetypolicies.
DetailedSOP'shavebeenwrittenforalltestequipment.
IncludingthechangesinsoftwaretotheFHTsystem,there
wastheacquisitionof a KeithleyDataAcquisitionand
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ControlsystemforHighPressureImpactTester(HPIT)II.
BAMSIandMSI recommendedthesystem.Sincethe
accurexwaswrittenin uniquecodeandthesystemwas
becomingantiquatedandwouldno longercontrolthe
system.Thenewsystemtooktwoyearsto obtain,took
overninemonthstoinstall.
Manychangeshaveevolved,andhavefallenin-linewith
thecontinuousimprovementideologyNASAstrivesfor.
Additionalimprovements(changes,andnewdesigns)were
madetotheMSFCDataBasetoincludemanagementda a
basesfor moreeffectivetracking,suchastesterparts
inventory(PartsInventory),GaseousOxygenandNitrox
gasesbottleinventory(GasInventory),MachineShopand
CleaningLabWorkOrders(LoxCleaning),ValveShop
Work Orders(ValveShop),Calibration(Calibration),
424/PurchaseRequest(PurchaseRequest)and excess
storedmaterials,withlocationandsizeandquantity,that
canbeusedfor testingor testingsupport(Storage/Stock
Materials).Managementtrackingqueriesweredeveloped
to flagteststhatwerecompleteanddatawasentered.But
no testmemowasgenerated(Testedmaterialwithout
responsememo),materialsthatdid haveadministrative
records(Materialswithoutadministrativerecords),ordering
ofthetestschedulelogbyproposedtestypeanddate(Test
schedulingby testtype), andprintoutof all materials
scheduledfortestorderednumericallyb theitemnumber(TestScheduling).BAMSI (Engineer,of Materials
Testing),assistedin creatingthecombustionbyproducts
dataentryscreen,calculation,andcannedquery. The
combustionbyproductsmimickedthetoxicitydatabutdid
notuseanovenexposure,butthevolumeofacombustion
chamberandtheburnedsampledata. Thesamerating
criteriaisusedpertoxicity,butthecalculationforquantity
ofmaterialtoburnandinduceatoxicenvironmenthasnot
yetbeenironedout. Theseadditionsto theMSFCData
Basewasonlythebeginning,manymodificationshave
beenmadeto thesoftwareto reducethehandsonchecks
andbalances,andsetsthelogicforthecomputertoperform
thesefunctions.Onelargechange,andstill requires
enhancement,is hecuretable.TheMSFCcuretableis
independentfrom the testreportall datacuretable.
However,the testreportall datacuretablesetsthe
precedenceonthecures,andthecurenumber(cureseq.)
thatmustbeenteredin theheaderof theresultsuchthat
thecurewill correlatewiththematerialandresultswhenit
istransferredovertotestreportfromMSFC.Althoughthe
MSFCcuretabledidnotrequirethecurenumbertomatch,
andwasconfiguredwheretheanalystswasrequiredto
enterorchoosethecurefromtestreportcuretable,and
thenenterthecurefor everyrecord(enterthe time,
temperature,pressure,mixtures,etc.) Thesewere
redundant,andwasresolvedwiththeBCSSprogrammerto
pullthecurefromthetestreportcuretableandinsertin the
MSFCcuretablebasedon thematerialcodeandcure
number.TheMSFCcuretablestoresthecureperitem
number,curenumber,andphase.Thematerialcodeisnot
required.Thetestrequestformcanhaveacureenteredat
thecureblock,whenamaterielcodedoesnotexist;butthe
resultsrecordshavebeenset-upasof late1992,topullthe
curefromthetestreportbaseonthematerialcodeandcure
numberenteredin the first blockof the resultsdata
maintenancescreens.Thecureis displayedin thefourth
blockof theresultsdatamaintenancescreens,butcannot
bemodifiednorenteredfromtheresultsrecord.Thecure
canbechangedin theMSFCcuretablemenuoptiononly.
Attemptingto defaultthecureto theresultstablesby
pullingthatcurefromtherequestwill notwork,sincethe
curemaynotbeenteredin thetestreportcuretable;and
multiplecures(notphases)mayexistforthesamerequest
numberandmustbe handledby an appropriatecure
numberwhichis associatedto thetestrequestnumberby
theassociatedmaterialcode.Thebasicpurposefor the
MSFCcuretable,wasfortheabilitytostoretherequested
curewith thepossibilityof nothavinga materialcode.
Thisrequiresomemodification,suchthathandlingof the
datacanbeminimized.
Notonlywasthedatabasemodifiedandupdated,butso
werethetestdataandtesterset-upsheets.Thecurrent
sheetsandproposedconecalorimeter,andArc Tracking
datasheetsareattached.Filesfor specialresearchon
oxygenconcentrationstudy, smolderstudy, residue
contamination,Velcrofasteners,flammability;etc.arein
Building4623.
All testequipmentareoperational,all SOP'shavebeen
updated.
Process for Post Mixing Enriched Oxygen for
Flammability Testing
Puroose: To generate the appropriate oxygen concentration
at the corresponding test pressure via partial pressures with
oxygen and nitrogen in the test chamber.
Calculation: For the calculation the following must be
known:
1. Purity of oxygen to be used
2. Purity of nitrogen to be used (must have only trace
amounts of oxygen or other oxidizer)
With these considerations, the following equation will
calculate the partial pressure of oxygen to be placed in the
chamber for the appropriate test environment:
Since Volume is constant, and assuming pure GN2
P(pur oxygen) = The pressure (PSI) of pure oxygen to add
to chamber to obtain test environment oxygen
concentration
Y(env) = The oxygen concentration of the proposed test
environment in fraction notation (i.e. 25.9% is .259)
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P(env)= The pressure(psi) of the proposedtest
environmentcorrelatingto thetestoxygenconcentration
fortest
P(resid)= Theresidualpressurel ft in thetestchamber
aftervacuum
C(pureoxy)= Thetractionvalueof theconcentrationf
oxygenbeingused
Mixing Process: After calculating/obtaining the partial
pressure for the proposed test environment based on the
residual test chamber pressure after vacuum, the mixing can
be initiated. Flow the oxygen in first until the pressure
gage reads the calculated partial pressure plus the residual
chamber pressure, then backfill with GN2 to the
appropriate test pressure. Upon completion of adding the
oxygen and nitrogen, turn the fans on in the test chamber
(large and small if applicable) to allow the gases to reach a
balanced equilibrium. After five minutes, turn the fans off,
and take a reading with the oxygen monitor to ensure
mixture concentration is within +.6/-0 percent of the
desired oxygen concentration. Ensure the oxygen monitor
has been calibrated to air (20.9%) with less than .2
deviation. Also due to the sensitive of the electrochemical
cell monitors, care should be taken to follow all precautions
listed in the manufacturer's brochure. Prior to initiation of
the ignitor, allow soak of three minutes. Note: The mix
and soak time may need to be extended for foam or sponge
type materials (bring to supervisor's attention).
Note - Flash expansion of compressed gases creates a
cooling effect and will cause variations in the pressure read
after stabilization. Ensure the flow of the gases are
regulated to a very low pressure to minimize this effect, or
monitor the chamber temperature to ensure it has equalized
with it prefill temperature. If a noticeable increase in
chamber pressure is observed after stabilization, then
modify the post mix process as follows: Backfill with GN2
within one psi, mix with fans and allow stabilization. Upon
stabilization, backfill remaining difference with GN2.
Then follow as above for monitoring the concentration.
Flammability Test Calculation for Post Gas Analysis When
Pressure Below Ambient
Objective 1:
To back calculate the post test oxygen, remaining oxygen,
from a test environment at a pressure below ambient
causing the analyzer not to respond.
Procedure: If the analyzer is not drawing an acceptable
sample from the chamber due to a large enough variance in
pressure, as has been experienced at the 10.2 psia
environments. Once the test is complete, document post
test pressure, then add a known oxygen percentage to
backfill the pressure to 15 psia. Then turn on the analyzer
following the procedures in the applicable SOP, to draw a
gas sample. Record the decimal reading at the 15.o psia
pressure (or actually filled pressure, not to exceed 15.2
psia) of the oxygen analyzer.
The following calculation can be applied to back calculate
the remaining oxygen to report.
X02F = Pct. value of oxygen remaining at test environment
(This is what you want to find)
P1 = Pressure of test chamber after being filled with the
known percent oxygen
B = Decimal value (certified bottle value) of known
enriched oxygen bottle used to backfill in test chamber
PT = Pressure of post test environment (Pressure prior to
filling with known percent oxygen
PD = P1 Minus PT
O2R = Decimal value oxygen monitor/analyzer reading
when at pressure P1
X02F = 100 * [(P1 * O2R) - (PD *B)]
Calculation for Post Oxygen Analysis
Objective 2:
If the analyzer is receiving an acceptable flow as indicates
by the flow meter, then a ratio calculation can be performed
to determine the post test oxygen (oxygen remaining).
Record the post test pressure, and the reading of the
analyzer during a post test sampling (refer to applicable
SOP for operation for sampling test environment from test
chambers). The below equation is to be used to calculate
the remaining oxygen value for the post test environment.
Please note, if the reading, say at 10.2 psia for 30% oxygen
environment, is .209, this is correct (the partial pressure of
30% oxygen at 10.2 (.3 * 10.2) is equivalent to the partial
pressure
quantity of 20.9 % oxygen at 14.7 psia (.209 * 14.7)).
(Rem. 02 value desired) = (Decimal value 02 Analyzer at
post test pressure) * 14.7 psia / (post test pressure reading)
Example
rem. O2 value desired = (.190 * 14.7 psia) / 10.3 psia =
.271.
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TESTCELL FLAMMABILTIY
Item No:
_est Report No:
Test Date:
Pressure: (psia)
Data Source: MSFC
Material Code:
NHB Test: 01
Pre-Heat Temp:
Page 1 of 3
Test Type: UPW _
Percent Oxygen:
Second Gas - Percent:
Chamber Volume:
Substrate - Thick:
Rating: __
Item:
(cuft )
Cure No:
Data Source: MSFC
No. Width Lngth Thick Oxy Rmn K10
** Vertical Burn ***
Lngth Time Prop Rt
No. Width Lngth Thick Oxy Rmn K10
** Vertical Burn ***
Lngth Time Prop Rt
No. Width Lngth Thick Oxy Rmn K10
** Vertical Burn ***--
Lngth Time Prop Rt
* Length in Inches
Name:
Sealed/Vented: _ (s/V)
Material:
Page 2 of 3
MATCD: NHB: 01 Type: UPW__
FJ SP DB TB Burn Tim--e--Test Rpt
(y/n)
* Horiz-ont-al-Burn--** ** Diagonal Burn ***
Lngth Time Prop Rt Lngth Time Prop Rt
?
' FJ SP DB TB Burn Time Test Rpt
, H0riz-ont-al--Burn--** ** Diagonal Burn ***
Lngth Time Prop Rt Lngth Time Prop Rt
FJ SP DB TB Burn Time Test Rpt
* Ho riz-6n%-a1--Bu rn--**
Lngth Time Prop Rt
** Diagonal Burn ***
Lngth Time Prop Rt
Time in Seconds
Pag# 3 of 3
Item: Data Source: MSFC MATCD: NHB: 01 Type: UPW__
REMARKS ....
Item Type Seq Remark
CURE DATA
Nr Ph Blends
i) 2)
3) 4)
W/V: Time: (hr) Temperature: (f) Pressure: (psia)
Note:
**** END OF FORM ****
D-Descrip,_R-Remark,_O-Opt.Note, A-Add.Note,_P-Prep,_OBS-Observtn, X-Process
TESTCELL ELECTRICAL WIRE INSULATION Page 1 of 2
Item
Press
sia)
Insul
Data Source Test Report No.
MSFC
Pct ********* 2nd Gas ******9
Oxy Pct Name !
Samp Ign-[tor
Thk(in) Angle Material
Mtrl Cd. Test Date NHB Tst Tst Typ
04A ANGLE
CHMB Vol Wire Tie
(uft) Gauge Space Tie Material
Orient Wire Bundle Rtg Cur Specification
No
Wire
Temp
(f)
**** Heater **** Ignt Burn
Time Curr Volt Time Lgth
(min) (amp) (sec) (in)
T Burn Prop Oxy *Observations*
B Time Rate Aft K10 Flm Drp
(sec) (in/sec) Test Y/N Jet Spk Brn
Type Seq Remark
TESTCELL ELECTRICAL WIRE INSULATION
CURE DATA
Page 2 of 2
Ph Blends
i)
w/v:
Note :
3)
Time: (hr)
2)
4)
Temperature: (f) Pressure: (psia)
**** END OF FORM ****
Count: *0 <Replace>
TESTCELL ELECTRIC OVERLOAD Page 1 of 2
Item Data Source Test Report No. Mtrl Cd.
MSFC
Test Date
Press Preheat Pct ******* 2nd Gas **W, Cham Vol Wire Tie
(psia) Temp(f) Oxy Pct Name (cuft) Gauge Space Tie
Starting Insu--[ Samp-Ie Step Crnt
crnt(amp) Thk(in) Angle (amp/min) Specification
NHB Tst
04B
Observations
Tst Typ
FUSE
Fusn Time to Burn T Burn I Prop Oxy
Curt Fusion
No (amp) (sec)
Material
Rtg Cur
Lgth B Time N Rate Aft K-10 Flm Drp Damage to Adj
(in) (sec) in/sec Test Y/N Jet Sprk Brn Wires
Type Seq Remark
TESTCELL ELECTRIC OVERLOAD
CURE DATA
Page 2 of 2
Nr Ph Blends
i)
w/v:
Note :
3)
Time-
2)
4)
(br) Temperature: (f) Pressure: (psia)
Count: *0
**** END OF FORM ****
<Replace>
Item Data Source
MSFC
TESTCELL ARC TRACKING
Test Report No. Mtrl Cd. Test Date
Page 1 of
NHB Tst
18
Tst Typ
ARC
fication:
Press
(psia)
14.7
CHMB Vol Insul Wire Single
(ft) Thk(in) Gauge Wire
10.3 in
Outside Mounting
Diameter Device
in STANDARD
Pct
Oxy
20.9
********* 2nd Gas *******
Pct Name
79.1 NITROGEN
Total
Wgt(grm)
Appl
Vots
200
Appl. Delay Reappl.
Time Time time
10 sec i0 sec 30 sec
Rating Ref
Cure Initial Arc Track
Seq - Arc Cnt Cnt
SMP Length Burn Lgth Null Wire Init Arc Restrike
NO (in) (in) (in) (Y/N) (Y/N)
Page 2 of 3
Leg A
Init 1st 2nd 1st 2nd
ARC Aply Aply Burn Burn
amps amps amps Lgth Lgth
R
Leg B
Init 1st 2nd 1st 2nd
ARC Aply Aply Burn Burn
amps amps amps Lgth Lgth
Track Track Rate 02 Rem
(Y/N) (in/s) (%)
SMP Length Burn Lgth Null Wire
NO (in) (in) (in)
m
|
Init Arc Restrike
(Y/N) (Y/N)
Leg C
Init 1st 2nd Ist 2nd
ARC Aply Aply Burn Burn
amps amps amps Lgth Lgth
Track Track Rate 02 Rem
(Y/N) (in/s) (%)
Leg A
[nit ist 2nd Ist 2nd
ARC Aply Aply Burn Burn
amps amps amps Lgth Lgth
u m
Leg B
Init ist 2nd 1st 2nd
ARC Aply Aply Burn Burn
amps amps amps Lgth Lgth
Leg C
Init 1st 2nd ist 2nd
ARC Aply Aply Burn Burn
amps amps amps Lgth Lgth
Page 3 of 3
REMARKS
Type Seq Remark
CURE DATA
--No Ph Blends
i) 2)
3) 4)
W/V: Time: (hr) Temperature: (f) Pressure: (psia)
Note:
**** END OF FORM ****
D-Descrip,_R-Remark,_O-Opt.Note,_A-Add.Note,_P-Prep,_OBS-Observatn,_X-Process
Count: *0 <Replace>
TESTCELL MECHANICAL IMPACT Page 1 of 2
Item Data Source
MSFC
Test Report No. Mtrl Cd. Test Date NHB Tst Tst Typ
13A MECH
Ire
(f)
************* Sample *****&*****
Diameter Length Wdth_Thck
(in) (in) (in)
********************************
Thickness Material
(in}
Fluid:
Pct Fluid:
Pressure--_a )
Fluid2:
Pct Fluid2:
Impact Energy
Batch #: Cur Sq: __
Impct. Qty: (g)
No. Reactions No. Tests Rating
Type Seq Remark
SEQ: 89115 MTRL CD:
TESTCELL MECHANICAL IMPACT
CURE DATA
89115 TEST RPT: M104181-B
Page 2 of 2
Ph Blends
1 1) 2)
3) 4)
w/v: Time: 24
__.(hr) Temperature: 75(f) Pressure: 14.7 (psia)
Note:
Count:
**** END OF FORM ****
V <Replace>
TESTCELL PROMOTEDIGNITION Page 1 of 2
Item Data Source Test Report No. Mtrl Cd.
MSFC
Test Date NHB Tst Tst Typ
17 PROM
tess Temp
_sia) (f)
Chamber ******** Ignitor ********** Pct
Volume Material Weight Oxy
AL_6061_T6/PYROFUSE_
****** 2nd Gas ******
Pct Name
Substrate - Thick: (in) Material: Rtg: Cur:
***************** Sample ****************
Length Width Diam/Thick Weight
No. (in) (in) (in) (gram)
Burn Total Burn Prop
Length Burn Time Rate
(in.) Ind (sec) (in/sec)
Type Seq Remark
TESTCELL PROMOTED IGNITION
CURE DATA
Page 2 of 2
Ph
w/v:
Note :
Blends
i)
3)
Time: (hr)
2)
4)
Temperature:
___(f) Pressure: (psia)
Count: *0
**** END OF FORM ****
<Replace>
